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ABSTRACT

A CASE STUDY OF PRICE FARM SCHOOL, AN INDEPENDENT,
INTEGRATED DAY SCHOOL: STRAW INTO GOLD
FEBRUARY 2002
JANE I. MILLER, B.A. OBERLIN COLLEGE
M.A. UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
EdD. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by Professor Masha K. Rudman

American state boards of education are calling for public schools to follow
state educational “standards,” and for students to be tested against these standards
periodically. We hear a cry from our political leaders to rewrite school mission
statements to include discrete academic skills rather than goals supporting our
students in becoming lifelong learners with skills in cooperation and problem solving.
It is an important time to provide compelling descriptions of alternative educational
models.
This study provides one such description. Price Farm School was housed in
an eighteenth century farmhouse in rural New Hampshire. With a commitment to
“starting from scratch,” emphasizing the homemade, handmade or homegrown, the
school’s teachers provided an experiential education for up to twenty first through
sixth grade students each year.
To guide my research I attended to the following set of questions: What was
Price Farm School’s ethos, culture, climate? What were its guiding beliefs
VI

(philosophical foundations)? How did it emerge or evolve? What was its educative
value?
To address these questions, I analyzed data from a variety of sources
including interviews with former students, teachers, interns and parents, student
progress reports, students’ journals, students’ schoolwork, newsletters written by
teachers to the school community, teachers’ memos, and photographs taken of the
children at school. I studied the data systematically to discover emergent themes
and analyzed the pedagogical priorities and values implied by the themes.
A review of the literature outlining the history of progressive education,
constructivist learning theory, and brain-based educational learning principles served
as the backdrop for my discussion of the philosophical underpinnings of this model.
The themes most strongly represented in the data included a commitment to
curriculum which was dependent upon the resources offered naturally by the
seasons, and curriculum initiated in response to the interests, needs and
development of the students. Information about teachers acting as coaches or
facilitators in informal student-teacher relationships which were based on a balance
between intimacy and trust, permeated the data.
In an atmosphere of relaxed alertness, students at Price Farm School
acquired the skills to become both academic and civic leaders in their subsequent
schools.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Why and How This Study Emerged

I had been an elementary school classroom teacher for six years when my
husband and I were expecting our first child, due in May of 1980. I taught through
April, handed my class over to a gifted student intern for the remainder of the school
year, and took a leave of absence from my public school first-second grade teaching
job for the 1980-81 school year. I thought that a year away from school would give
me the time I needed with the new baby. But, over the course of the summer of
‘80, I realized I was simply too passionate about teaching to stop, even for a year.
I wanted to be with our baby, but I just couldn’t stop teaching. It occurred to me that I
could teach and be with the baby, though not within the public school setting. I
developed a plan to teach a small group of preschoolers in my home and to have
the baby with me as I taught. I phoned the parents of some of the children in my
public school class who had younger children, and a few friends who had preschoolaged children, and asked them if they would like to send their children to me at my
house for a preschool program. Six of them sent their children and that was the
beginning of Price Farm School.
Price Farm School grew yearly, from that moment on. The kindergartners
became first graders and I planned a first grade curriculum. Price Farm School was
licensed by the state board of education as a school which offered preschool through
grade one. Parents of older elementary school children became interested in the
school and so I wrote curricula, and Price Farm School was licensed for preschool
through grade three the following year. Each year we added a few children to the
school group and the enrolled children stayed on...and so, the school grew, in
%

numbers of children and in grades covered.
After five years, a former intern agreed to hold the preschool/kindergarten in
her home so that one other teacher and I could hold only grades one through six at
my house. With the preschool/kindergarten moved away, we had up to twenty
children (grades 1-6), two full-time teachers, a teaching intern and a dance teacher at
1

Price Farm, and we were bursting at the seams. Twenty children seemed to be the
maximum number for the space... and sometimes it felt like too many. At this time,
local community folks began to talk about the possibility of expanding our space or
moving the school to a larger space, to accommodate more children. We had a
waiting list of approximately 15 children and could see, by the numbers, that we
were meeting a need in the community.
Price Farm School had no board of directors and no governing or decision¬
making body. The school was opened in response to my needs, but it grew and
developed yearly in response to the needs of the families who saw what was being
offered there and wanted it for their children. I accepted older and older children
because their parents indicated they wanted this and because, with each addition of
an older age group, I felt the school becoming more and more dynamic. I hired other
classroom teachers when I felt the children would benefit from being split into two
groups (grades 1-3 and grades 4-6) for some parts of the day, so there were two
main teachers from 1985-1990, along with a teaching intern and several specialists to
teach art or yoga or dance. Other years, I was the only main teacher along with an
intern and specialists.
Because I never had a long-term plan for the school, it never occurred to me
to establish a formal governing board. The school evolved through the years as the
teachers absorbed new ideas from the interns and as we experimented with
teaching strategies.

In an interview, a woman who was first a parent at the school,

then became a teaching intern, and then a teacher, gave an example of some of the
pedagogical evolution. She said, “Early on, one short coming we had may have
been in allowing the inventive spelling too long. I think this aspect was improved
later with the ‘Black and White books.’ Now, I like to emphasize the fluency first with
my ‘emergent writers,’ but as I see a repeated spelling error (ws or wus) I will try to
get in there and compliment the child on their sounding out but point out... that the
word is actually spelled w-a-s, in this case... but I get in earlier with a few conventional
spellings than we did with Noah [a student in the early years of the school].”
As a parent of a child (and later, of two children in the school), and as a
teacher, I listened to the other parents when they talked informally about the school
and I absorbed teaching/parenting strategies from them. I listened to their children
2

and heard about their home lives and traditions and values. I adapted my teaching
based on what I learned from the children and parents. The families who sent their
children to the school influenced it in this way. To this day, I wonder if the Price Farm
School unwritten rule of picking up and taking an insect (even an ant) outside to let it
go, rather than killing it, would have prevailed if it hadn’t been for one particular child
who brought this strong conviction from her family.
So, though I was the director and head teacher, I had a permeable quality.
My vision was a developing one and it was adaptable. The philosopher-educator
Patricia Carini said at a conference I attended on November 6,1999 that her favorite
word in education is “roomy.” She meant that she appreciates schools where there
is room for parents’ and students’ ideas, where there is flexibility in scheduling and
flexibility in curriculum, and where new ideas are welcomed. Price Farm School was
a “roomy” school.
“Room/’ though it was, it was clear to me that one of the reasons for the
school’s popularity was its small size and the fact that it was operating in a home.
Prospective parents invariably mentioned these things. There were other important
aspects, which I’ll describe later, that drew people to us, but it was the cozy, homey,
respectful, graceful climate of the school and the flexibility that the small groups
afforded us that set us apart from any other school, public or private, in the area. For
that reason, and because feedback from children, parents and teachers was that
things felt exceptionally good, I decided that we would not accept more than twenty
children and we would stay in a home. We stuck by that decision for eighteen
years...with no regrets, except when parents called hoping for a placement for their
child and we had no space.
Price Farm School was an Integrated Day Elementary School, in operation
from 1980-1998. For those eighteen years, I served as the director and head
teacher for the school. In 1998, feeling the need for a professional change, I passed
%
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on the directorship of the school and it was moved to a new site only two miles from
Price Farm. The school materials were moved to the new site. The Price Farm
School parents continued to send their children to the school at the new site. The
school carried on seamlessly, but its new location necessitated a new name. It was
renamed Old Pound Road School and thrives to this day under that name. For the
3

purposes of this paper, I will focus my attention on Price Farm School because it
was when the school had that name that I, as a participant observer, collected most
of my data. Therefore, I will write in the past tense.

Purposes and Significance of This Study

Price Farm School provided an alternative educational model at a time when
American state boards of education were calling for public schools to follow state
educational “standards,” and for students to be tested against these standards
periodically. It was (and continues to be) a time when we hear a cry from our political
leaders to rewrite school mission statements to include discrete academic skills rather
than goals supporting our students in becoming lifelong learners with skills in
cooperation and problem-solving. It is particularly important to provide compelling
descriptions of alternative models at a time like this. It is important to explain how
these schools emerge and thrive and what educative values they hold. It is for that
reason that I focused on the following questions to guide my research:
1. What was Price Farm School’s ethos, culture, climate?
2. What were its guiding beliefs (the philosophical foundations)?
3. How did it emerge or evolve?
4. What was its educative value?

Setting the Stage

Price Farm School was located in rural, southern New Hampshire in a town
(Antrim) of approximately 2,300 residents. A paper mill in the town employs
approximately 250 local people. There is one grocery store, a hardware store, a
bank, two convenience stores, three churches and an inn in the center of town.
Antrim was a 19th century mill town and the main street is lined with large Victorian
houses which now house two or more families. It is considered an economically
poor town in the consolidated school district of which it is a part. But it sits on the
edge of the wealthy, arts oriented Monadnock region of New Hampshire. A
4

renowned artist colony (the MacDowell Colony) is in neighboring Peterborough and
attracts many artists and patrons of the arts to the area as does the local performing
arts theater. State Parks, an Audubon Society preserve, and large land owners
protect thousands of acres of untouched land. Many craftsmen and artists live in the
region.
Price Farm School was housed in an eighteenth century farmhouse at the end
of a dirt road on land which abuts an Audubon Society preserve. It was heated with
wood stoves and was nestled in among 150 year old sugar maple trees and lilac
bushes. This farmhouse was my family’s home.
My husband, a violin-maker by profession, had a workshop in one end of
the house. There was also a kitchen, a large entry-room, a large living room, a tiny
den, and a screened porch in the downstairs of the house. All of this space was
used by the school teachers and children during the 9:00-2:30 school day. The
upstairs held the bedrooms and, except on rare occasions, was off limits to the
school. The school children had ready access to all of the cupboards, shelves and
drawers in the downstairs. Over the course of the many years they all spent at the
school, they came to know where all things were kept, just as one would in their own
home.
The school sat on an 18 acre piece of land which was surrounded by
hundreds of other undeveloped acres. A lake (Gregg Lake) was a five-ten minute
walk down a path through the woods. A stream which flowed only in springtime was
a minute’s walk from the school as was a vernal pool. A large bam sat on the
property which housed remnants of an old windmill, lumber left over or torn out from
past renovations to the house, farm machinery, odds and ends of pots and shovels
left by various owners over the past 200 years, and a chicken pen.
The population of children at the school was as diverse as possible in a small
New Hampshire town. All of the children were white with the exception of one
%

Puerto Rican boy. Eight of the children came from families with some Jewish
lineage. The others were from families who practiced a mixture of Protestant,
Catholic and Eastern religious traditions or didn’t practice at all. (I never formally
collected religious affiliation data.)
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A low tuition ($2500, annually, in 1980, increasing to $2800, annually, by
1998) and scholarship aid (provided by individual donations) made it possible for
the school group to reflect the general population in the area. That is, some children
came from families who could easily afford the tuition and others came from families
who lived frugally and only had enough money to pay for essentials. (Again, I never
collected financial data and only informally learned of family financial situations.)
Scholarships were granted infrequently and only when a family spoke with me
confidentially saying they could not send their child to the school without financial help.
Six children fell into this category through the eighteen years.
The children included a variety and range of abilities and perspectives.
Class groups included children of several ages and were based upon friendship
patterns and the configuration of the school population rather than upon skills
achievement. There were some school years when the children were placed all
together as one group with a wide age span (6-12 years old). Though the children
were not assigned a grade level, parents, children and teachers often thought of the
six year olds as first graders. Once the school evolved into an elementary school,
most children enrolled when they were six years old, stayed for six years and were
considered seventh graders in their next school.
The children came from families with varied perspectives but, many years, a
majority of the parents were artists. In the 1997-98 school year, for example, six
parents of the twenty-six were artists (a glass blower, a graphic artist, two
professional musicians, a stained glass maker, a felt maker). Other parents were
teachers, a salesman, a forester, a social worker, a masseuse, a factory worker, etc.
The children came from several surrounding towns. Often, seven small towns
were represented in the school population. For the final six years of the school, the
public school district agreed to allow Price Farm children living within the district to ride
the school bus that had a route near the school. Otherwise, parents carpooled.
%

Philosophic Foundations of Price Farm School

The Integrated Day is one of the many terms used to describe a model for
teaching in which the driving consideration is for the individual students as learners
6

and as people. The term Integrated Day Is a British one and, in fact, this model for
education was developed in the British primary schools in the 1960’s. It was
inspired by the writing of Susan Isaacs (1920’s) in which the successful teacher was
described as one with “sensitivity to the inner life of the child,” knowing “how to
approach him [her] and how to teach him [her]” with a “faith in the child’s ability to learn
in his [her] own way, through imposing his [her] own order on the materials” (Isaacs,
1929, p. xii). Equally influential in the development of the Integrated Day
philosophy was the work of John Dewey. In 1938, in his book Experience and
Education, he echoed Susan Isaacs sentiments about good teachers. He wrote,
“He [or she, the teacher] must... have that sympathetic understanding of individuals
as individuals which gives him [or her] an idea of what is actually going on in the
minds of those who are learning.” In addition to adhering to a belief in the teaching of
individuals, the Integrated Day teachers believed in providing “responsive
environments” (Sargent, 1970, p. 1). That is, rather than working with a prescribed
curriculum to be imposed upon homogeneous groups of children, the Integrated
Day classroom responded to the interests and developmental needs of the
individual children.
Here, we (as did the Integrated Day theorists) must refer to the work of the
Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget. Piaget studied children’s thinking in the 1920’s and
revealed cognitive behaviors which were typical of children at different ages. Piaget,
according to Susan Isaacs, delineated “the steps by which children move from
egocentric, perceptually dominated intuitions, to more systematic, logical, and truly
conceptual thought” (Isaacs, 1929, p. xi). The teachers in the Integrated Day
classroom recognized Piaget’s cognitive developmental stages in the children with
whom they worked and supported the children’s involvement in activities which
matched their individual developments. Because not all six year olds are equally
cognitively developed, not all six year olds were engaged in the same sorts of
*

activities. Children in Integrated Day classrooms were grouped heterogeneously
and not expected to “be the same.”
Finally, in Integrated Day classrooms, the teachers valued children’s learning
through experiences. They scheduled the school day so that during large sections
of the day the children made their own decisions about collaboration with classmates
7

and about the use of time, space and materials. The teacher’s role was to value the
learning process, to become engaged intellectually with the children in the problem¬
solving process, to observe the children closely so that she/he could provide
materials and processes at moments that would inspire children but not to over¬
assist or deprive them of their own opportunity to discover. S/he was a facilitator,
helping children to build on each other’s ideas and to see connections between
experiences.
If, for example, a child had a strong personal interest in insects, the teacher
might borrow a “pinned” insect collection and bring it to the group to be inspected
and commented upon. The teacher would support the children in having a
conversation about the things they noticed in the collection, reminding students, if
necessary, to speak one at a time. If a discussion arose about whether it is ethical to
make such a collection, (as, in fact, it did, one time at Price Farm School) the teacher
would make time for this discussion to develop. She would explain that s/he felt it
was an important topic and she would make it clear that all points of view were valid.
It was by careful observation of the group that s/he determined when to bring in this
collection and it was by being extremely attentive to the children that s/he
determined how to support their conversation about personal ethics. In effect, s/he
provided the time, the space, and the safety net for children to observe, discuss,
disagree, and form their own opinions. Not only did they learn about insects, they
learned about debate and respect for differing points of view and they constructed
their own personal beliefs.
Though it wasn’t until the 1970’s that the term “constructivist” (Fosnot, 1996)
emerged in the field of education, the Integrated Day teachers understood that
learners construct their own knowledge from their personal experiences. Learners
make sense of new experiences by relating them to former experiences and
making connections. In the case of the insect collection curriculum, the “new
%

experience” is the discussion itself. Hearing new points of view gave the students
new information to add to their notions about the world. Jean Piaget calls this
process “assimilation.” Sometimes the “new information” requires a person to
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revise his/her former notions. Piaget calls this “accommodation” (Wadsworth,
1996). In Integrated Day schools, therefore, learning is considered a process of
making connections and constructing new understandings.
In 1967, the Central Advisory Council for Education in England conducted a
major review of English primary education. The outcome of this study was a paper
called “The Plowden Report.” The report accused traditional educational methods of
boring students by teaching universal curriculum.
Following the publication of this report, there arose an exchange between
American elementary school teachers and British primary teachers and many
versions of the Integrated Day model (considered a progressive model) were
developed in America. In the 1970’s, educators who adhered to the Integrated Day
philosophy (often called “progressives”) began to find that their methods were
supported by information garnered from the field of neuroscience. New brain
imaging technology generated data that showed that the brain grew in size and in
numbers of connections between cells, when allowed to function in a complex,
stimulating environment where it could work as a meaning-constructing organ.
In the 1970’s-90’s, neurological research turned up a substantial body of information
about the physiological processes working in the brain to demonstrate that, indeed,
such areas of the brain as the hippo campus (that part of the brain involved in
memory systems) are negatively affected by certain hormones which the brain
emits under perceived stress (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978).
No doubt, myriad great teachers had known that students learn best when all
their senses are involved in an experience, when information flows to the students in
a non-linear, many-layered, complex way. But, only in the 1980’s did experiments
on rats whose mammalian brains process information similarly to humans, show that
rats given a practice maze to run every day were, in fact, less able to run through
mazes than rats who’d never encountered a maze before but had lived with the rich
%
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social and environmental stimulation of their own habitats (Sylwester, 1995). In
addition, Ornstein and Thompson report that studies by Marion Diamond at the
University of California at Berkeley show that the actual weight of a rat’s brain will
increase by about 10% in most cases when a rat lives in an enriched environment
(Ornstein and Thompson, 1984). These sorts of studies which support the
9

Integrated Day model have given rise to a new nomenclature. Integrated Day
education is considered “brain-based,” that is, compatible with what we know from
neuroscience about how the brain functions with regard to learning.

Rationale for a Case Study
Throughout my 18 years at Price Farm School, I never felt I gave enough
time to writing about the school. I talked about it with co-teachers, with student
interns, parents, and with my adult students at a teacher training program, but I wrote
very little. It wasn’t until my doctoral advisor, Masha Rudman, said, “Well, of course
your school will be the centerpiece of your thesis,” that I realized this was my time to
write about the school. It would be a very personal undertaking but I could see that
my vantage point gave me access to tremendous amounts of data that would
enable me to investigate and present an alternative elementary school model
through a case study format.
A case study incorporates the views of the “actors” and “allows an
investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events”
(Yin, 1984, p. 14). It was just this sort of investigation that I intended to pursue. A
single case study is ideal for representing a unique case (Yin, 1994), and Price Farm
School was a unique case. A case study is designed “to bring out the details from
the viewpoint of the participants by using multiple sources of data” (Tellis, 1997, p.
1).

Triangulation, using multiple sources of data, is an important aspect of case
study. In order to confirm the accuracy of the interpretation of the themes reported in
the study, one must see those themes emerging from multiple sources of
evidence. It was for that reason that I chose to use seven sources: 1.)Interviews
with former Price Farm School teachers, interns, students, and parents 2.)Student
Progress Reports 3.)Students’ journals 4.)Students’ schoolwork 5.)Newsletters
written by teachers to the school community 6.)Teachers’ memos which described
the school’s daily schedule and curriculum plans 7.)Photographs taken of children at
school.
10

By interviewing the participants of the school I hoped to gain an
understanding of their experience there. I had, on a continuing basis, a warm
dialogue with those who had taught at the school and with the students and parents
in the community. Already established was an atmosphere of trust in which I could
conduct interviews. I approached five Price Farm School parents, two others who
had been both parents, interns and teachers at the school, one who had been an
intern, and six former students, and I asked them if I could interview them about their
time at the school. All signed a “Consent for Voluntary Participation” form
[ Appendix A] which stated that the results of their interviews would be included in
my doctoral dissertation and might also be included in manuscripts submitted to
professional journals for publication. It also stated that the interviewees’ names
would not be used nor would they be identified in any other way, but that, because
of the small number of participants, there would be some risk that they might be
identified as a participant in this study.
Because of my role as director of the school, I had access to all of the
school’s records, progress reports, and teachers’ newsletters to parents. I had a
collection of students’ work and student journals. An “Informed Consent” form
[Appendix B], signed by the five students whose work I used, stated that the
schoolwork would be used as data in my doctoral study. It stated that it might be
included in manuscripts submitted to professional journals for publication and that the
participants’ names would not be used nor would they be identified in any way.
Finally, I had an outside reader to see if the themes I saw emergent in the
data matched the themes she recognized.

11

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The Individual in Education

Any consideration of Price Farm School must begin with the intensely held
belief by parents and teachers that education begins with the child. Each child must
be revered for what she or he brings. Rousseau wrote in Emile, in 18th century
France, of the goodness of each child that must be the essential consideration in
education. This sentiment was echoed in the writings of the 19th century German
kindergarten founder, Friedrich Froebel, who wrote, “In the children lies the seed com
of the future” (Herford, 1906, p.1). Froebel supported only education which was
“in harmony with the natural process of the child’s own evolution” (Herford, 1906, p.
2) and he stressed the sacredness of each child. He referred to the “godhead” in the
individual child, meaning the divinity in each one which must be honored by teachers,
must not be squashed by a superimposed education but supported by friendship
with the child and by the nurturing of the child’s most positive instincts.
Susan Isaacs, in the 20th century, repeated this message of the necessity for
education to be in response to the child. “The Nursery Years [by Isaacs], in contrast
to the prescriptions for habit training that had characterized much of the literature of the
time, is concerned with the child’s point of view as well as that of the adult... It
suggests how his [or her] play simultaneously reveals his [or her] concerns and
serves as a medium for his [or her] learning and knowing” (Isaacs, 1929, p.viii).
Considered by many to be the most influential of all American educational
theorists, John Dewey wrote Democracy and Education in the early part of the
twentieth century. In this book, he expressed the belief that education is a social
activity that needs to take place within a community where teachers proceed out of a
highly developed knowledge of the students who make up their classes. Like
Isaacs, Dewey said education must take into account the individual needs of the child.
Perhaps Dewey’s most accessible treatise on education was written in 1938, and
published in 1963, after he had spent some time participating in the “laboratory
12

school” for children connected with the University of Chicago and after having
observed several schools which followed a progressive model. This writing,
Experience and Education, is a compelling, small manuscript which, above all,
emphasizes that real educational experiences are part of, and form, a continuum of
experience that has a relation to the past, operates in the present, and leads on to
future learning experiences. Dewey held the belief that though experiences must
be the basis of good education, “some experiences are mis-educative. Any
experience is mis-educative that has the effect of arresting or distorting the growth of
future experience-experiences may be so disconnected from one another that,
while each is agreeable or even exciting in itself, they are not linked cumulatively to
one another. Energy is then dissipated and a person becomes scatterbrained”
( Dewey, 1963, pp. 25-26). A system of education must, according to this writing
by Dewey, be based upon an organized plan with careful selection and organization
of appropriate educational methods and materials. Though students learn through
experiences, teachers must not throw experiences at them willy-nilly. Teachers
must know the students well and constantly adapt their teaching to meet the needs
and proclivities of the individual students.
Dewey felt that any education must take place in a social context. Order, in
that context, he felt grew naturally out of the “moving spirit” of “a community held
together by participation in common activities” (Dewey, 1963, p. 55). This kind of
education “requires thought and planning ahead. The educator is responsible for a
knowledge of individuals and for a knowledge of subject matter that will enable
activities to be selected which lend themselves to social organization, an organization
in which all individuals have an opportunity to contribute something, and in which the
activities in which all participate are the chief carrier of control” (Dewey, 1963, p. 56).
Still, said Dewey, “The wise mother takes account of the needs of the infant but not
in a way which dispenses with her own responsibility for regulating the objective
conditions under which the needs are satisfied” (Dewey, 1963, pp. 41-42). Dewey
left discipline to the students and to the spirit of the compelling activities in which they
were engaged...up to a point.
A.S. Neill, a British educator, and most notably, the founder, in 1921, of
Summerhill, a private school in England, was in accord with many of Dewey’s
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premises. He, too, believed that education needs to be fitted to the individual
student and that education needs to take place in a social context. He, however,
differed from Dewey in his thinking about how educational activities were to be
chosen for the child and what role adults play in the education of young people. He
felt that children, left to their own resources, would educate themselves. Therefore,
lessons at Summerhill were optional, and adults allowed children to work out social
problems on their own, without adult intervention. Max Rafferty quotes Neill:
The aim of education is to work joyfully and find happiness.
Make the school fit the child.
The absence of fear is the finest thing that can happen to a child.
Lessons are optional. Children can go to them or stay away from
them-for years if they want to.
Discipline creates fear and fear creates hostility. (Rafferty,1970, p.13).
A.L. Morton, an ex-Summerhill teacher, wrote, in 1970, of the “discipline” at
Summerhill. All members of the Summerhill community “come to see [themselves]
as having rights and interests that demand equal respect to their own. Of course
there is a complex criss-cross of conflicts, loves, hates, feuds and alliances. Without
these there would be no life. But there is no deep, permanent gulf cutting off any
group from another” (Walmsley, 1969, book not paginated).
Neill’s views are controversial and considered by many educators to be the
ideals of a misguided romantic. Max Rafferty, California State Superintendent of
Public Education in the 1970’s, for example, regarded the atmosphere at Summerhill
as “utterly iniquitous.” He said that education is about “equipping ... the individual
with the arsenal he will need throughout life in his combat against the forces of error”
(Rafferty, 1970, p.13). To achieve this he felt education must “give young people
the intellectual tools which the race over the centuries has found indispensable in the
pursuit of truth” (Rafferty, 1970, p.13). These views of education, contrary to those
of Neill, indicate that the interests or emotions of the student are not important
considerations in the development of educational philosophy.
Integrated Day schools, Price Farm School, for example, align with some of
A.S. Neill’s premises. Certainly, working joyfully is a goal in an Integrated Day
school as is “making the school fit the child,” which indicates careful observation of
children by the teacher to enable him/her to provide curriculum opportunities in
response to the children themselves. But, in an Integrated Day school, lessons are
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not optional. Students choose from among curricular options or develop projects
themselves but the options and the projects are agreed upon and supported by
the teacher, and students are expected to be engaged in themes of interest to
themselves.
Anne Bussis and E. A. Chittenden developed a continuum that is convenient
for looking at pedagogy in terms of teacher and child contribution to decisions
regarding the content and process of learning in a classroom (Bussis & Chittenden,
1970). I include it here to make some distinctions among traditional schools, laissezfaire schools, schools following programmatic instruction and Integrated Day schools.

Figure 1
Double Classification Scheme Based On Extent to which (1) the Individual Teacher
and (2) the Individual Child is an Active Contributor to Decisions Regarding the
Content and Process of Learning (Bussis and Chittenden, 1970).
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The horizontal axis in this diagram represents the teacher’s contribution in an
educational setting. The left-hand end of this axis represents low teacher
contribution. As we move to the right, the teacher’s contribution increases.
The vertical axis represents the child’s contribution. At the bottom of the axis,
the child has a low contribution but as we move up the axis, the contribution
increases. The lower right quadrant, then, represents a learning environment where
there is low child contribution but high teacher contribution. This sort of setting,
considered to be traditional, is an educational setting where the teacher holds a body
of information and dispenses it to the child.
The lower left-hand quadrant represents a learning environment in which there
is low teacher contribution and low child contribution. In this is sort of classroom, a
program that has been developed by an outside source is being followed. It could
be called programmatic or by-the-book instruction. It is independent of teacher or
child.
The upper left quadrant represents a learning environment where there is low
teacher contribution but high child contribution. Here, the children make all of the
decisions. Neill’s Summerhill would fall into this category and might be referred to as
laissez-faire or “free.”
The upper right quadrant represents a setting where there is high student
contribution and a high teacher contribution. Here, teachers and children work
together to make decisions in a relationship of mutual respect and cooperation.
Integrated Day schools fall into this category.
This continuum is convenient but, it must be said that no school’s pedagogy
falls completely into one quadrant. For example, A.S. Neill strayed from his laissezfaire beliefs when it came to the care of tools at Summerhill. Where the tools were
concerned, he, the adult, made the decisions. At Price Farm School, though teachers
and children both made high contributions, there were situations where the teacher
%

made most of the decisions. For example, in the six week span of time when the
school musical production was being rehearsed, the teacher made decisions about
the curriculum content (the play) and process. All children were required to
participate. At this time, the teacher acted as director and there was very little
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negotiating between students and teacher, akin to a traditional school. Nevertheless,
for the most part, Price Farm School was organized to value students’ points of
view equally with adults.
In a school like Price Farm, it is important to understand how the teacher and
child contributions are made. What do teacher-student interactions look like? What
constitutes “learning” in this environment? A look at the theory of Jean Piaget, the
Swiss early twentieth century biologist and psychologist, and at the writing of the
“constructivists” of the 1980’s and 90’s sheds light on the foundations for the learning
theory in an Integrated Day school like Price Farm School. Piaget’s studies led him
to the conclusion that “...all knowledge is a construction resulting from a child’s actions”
(Wadsworth, 1984, p. 22). “Piaget articulated four basic concepts to describe
intellectual development: schema, assimilation, accommodation, and equilibrium.
Schemata (plural for schema) are the cognitive structures that we use to organize our
understandings of our environment. Each schema represents a concept or category.
As a person develops, his/her schema are continually refined. Assimilation is when
a person places new information into his/her preconceived notions about the world.
Accommodation is the process of revising a preconceived notion based on a new
experience, resulting in the creation of a new schema or a revision of an old one.
Equilibrium is, (a state of balance between assimilation and accommodation’
(Wadsworth, 1996)” (Patterson, 1999, p.23).
Constructivists draw on the research and writing of Piaget, on the research of
neurologists and on epistemological studies conducted in school classrooms. They,
too, view learning as a lively, meaning-making process by the learner. Their belief
sits squarely in opposition to the traditionalist belief that learning involves transferring
a discrete body of information from teacher to learner. Indeed, constructivists assert
that learning is complex and active, and learners are ever synthesizing new
experiences into their prior knowledge. “What students ‘know’ consists of internally
*

constructed understandings of how their worlds function. New information either
transforms their old beliefs or...doesn’t’ (Brooks & Brooks, 1999, viii).
Constructivists believe that ‘leaching is never telling, because learners transform
what is told to them as they make associations to what they at present know”
(Fosnot, 1989, p. 4).
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For education to be constructivist, students must be given the opportunity
and the time to explore various materials and processes and ideas. David Hawkins,
referring to the traditional, non-constructivist school, wrote, “Students are not given
nearly enough time to just wander and sniff in the academic maze” (1974, p. 176).
In a constructivist learning environment, students are given that time. Additionally,
activities that challenge the students must be offered. Students must be afforded
the opportunity to work through problems and dilemmas that are relevant to them, to
experiment, explore, inquire, to reflect on and evaluate their own work, to discuss
ideas with others, and to articulate their understandings through a variety of media.
They must be encouraged to express their points of view and must trust that all
points of view will be honored.
DeVries and Zan, constructivists whose work on sociomoral atmosphere and
development extends outside the study of how knowledge of the object world is
attained, find parallels in Piaget’s work just as do other constructivists. They say, “we
try to follow the direction indicated by Piaget (1954/1965) when he hypothesized
parallel structures and functions for the child’s construction of knowledge of the
physical and the social world.” Sociomoral thought and understanding in action,
undergoes qualitative transformations, they claim (De Vries & Zan, 1994, pp. 1-2).
That is, the way children grow to understand themselves and to gain self-knowledge
is through interpersonal relations.
In the same way that they assimilate and accommodate new experiences of
the object world into their knowledge schema, so they assimilate and accommodate
new social experiences into their social schema. Just as it is the constructivist view
that people need to explore, ask questions and make decisions to gain cognitive
skills, so they believe that children need to be involved in the making of rules in a
school. If adults insist on children’s obedience to rules ready-made by adults,
v**r*/*'

children will not be motivated to determine their own beliefs. “In other words, so long
as adults keep children occupied with learning what adults want them to do and with
obeying adult rules, they will not be motivated to question, analyze, or examine their
own convictions” ( DeVries & Zan, 1994, p.47).
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To summarize the constructivist learning theory, I quote from Brooks and
Brooks: “Educational settings that encourage the active construction of meaning have
several characteristics:
*They free students from the dreariness of fact driven curriculums and allow
them to focus on large ideas.
*They place in students’ hands the exhilarating power to follow trails of
interest, to make connections, to reformulate ideas, and to research unique
conclusions.
*They share with students the important message that the world is a complex
place in which multiple perspectives exist and truth is often a matter of
interpretation.
*They acknowledge that learning, and the process of assessing learning are,
at best, elusive and messy endeavors that are not easily managed”
(Brooks & Brooks, 1993, p. 22).
One reason that learning and assessing learning are “messy endeavors” is
that we learn in individual ways and have what Howard Gardner calls distinct types
of human intelligences.
Gardner’s book, Frames of Mind, published in 1983, brought to many
educators a new way of thinking about teaching and learning. Gardner, a
developmental psychologist, worked with a small team of researchers on an inquiry
into human potential. Gardner’s role was to study, specifically, the “nature of human
cognition” (Gardner, 1983, xi). Through his studies of children and brain injured
adults, he arrived at profound conclusions about human beings and their talents.
Gardner later wrote about these conclusions: “Had I simply noted that human
beings possess different talents, this claim would have been uncontroversial — and
my book would have gone unnoticed. But I made a deliberate decision to write
about “multiple intelligences”: ‘Multiple’ to stress an unknown number of separate
*

human capacities, ranging from musical intelligence to the intelligence involved in
understanding oneself” (Gardner, 1983, xi-xii).
Though he never expected it, his work evoked great interest in the
educational establishment. Teacher education was revamped in many instances, in
response to Gardner’s findings, to train teachers to address the many proclivities of
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students. Gardner chose to continue the “multiple intelligences” research in the area
of assessment. He wrote: “... our primary point of leverage has been the creation of
new forms of assessment.... These forms of assessment, dramatically different from
standardized paper-and-pencil tests, allow individuals to demonstrate their strengths
and their understandings in ways that are comfortable for them yet subject to public
accountability. [They don’t require] the individual to reveal his or her intelligence
through the customary lens of a linguistic/logical instrument. The assessments also
promote self-assessment, an essential step if the individual is to continue learning
once he or she leaves a formal school setting” (Gardner, 1983, p. xv). Gardner’s
assessments took the form of portfolio development and presentation, or dramatic
performance, for example. Because teaching is very often driven by the
assessment tool that looms ahead, students and teachers involved in educational
settings which embraced these “Gardnerian” assessment techniques, changed their
teaching/leaming practices. Some schools were inspired to allow curriculum to
evolve, based on students’ intelligences and interests.
Gardner’s writing about the seven basic intelligences (Intrapersonal,
Interpersonal, Bodily-kinesthetic, Musical, Spatial, Logical-mathematical and VerbalLinguistic), each of which, in its own way, enables a person “to solve problems, or to
fashion products that are valued in one or more cultural or community settings”
(Gardner, 1983, p. 7), and his writings about new ways to assess individual learning,
invited educators to help students develop their own personal intelligences — what
Gardner called their “pure, biological potential.” Gardner believed that when people
work at developing their own intelligences and set goals based upon these, they are
more engaged learners.
Though Gardner’s work was published when Price Farm School was three
years old, it embraced an understanding of the individual ways of making meaning
that sits at the center of Price Farm School philosophy and practice.
Margaret Voss, a veteran classroom teacher wrote a book, Hidden Literacies
(1996), which grew from her frustration in not being able to “reach” all students in her
intermediate grades language arts classes. She considered whether the traditional
verbal (and print-based) literacies were given too much importance in schools. She
“wondered if children acquire primary discourses at home, acquire other meaning21

making systems besides language...” Her questioning took her to a project
conducting in-depth interviews with three children and their families. These interviews
led her to the conclusion that literacy entailfs] various capacities to think and solve
problems...” (Voss, 1996, p.10). A literacy to “read people,” for example, is no
less important than the ability to read and write, she concluded. There are literacies
that “go far beyond basic decoding and encoding, even beyond basic factual
knowledge, to encompass how different people know what they know,
communicate, think, and attack problems...These literacies can be acquired only
through a certain amount of active learning, hands-on experience, modeling, and
apprenticeship” (Voss, 1996, p.10). This sort of experience, at Price Farm School,
is the daily curriculum. As teachers observe children closely to understand their
interests, their “Gardnerian intelligences,” their literacies,” and meaning-making
styles, they provide curriculum in direct response.
David Sobel, in his essay, “Authentic Curriculum,” in the book Education.
Information and Transformation: Essays on Learning and Thinking, writes of
curriculum “that springs forth from the genuine, unmediated individual and
developmental fascination of children and teachers” (1999, p.278). He writes about
British educators who have “created and shaped curriculum out of the unique
chemistry of the individuals and events in their classrooms” (1999, p. 279). When
curriculum is “authentic,” it is an outgrowth of children’s personal literacies and every
child has the opportunity to be expressive and successful. At Price Farm School,
children had these opportunities daily because activities were made available to
children which involved many, many varied media. Children worked together in
large or small groups, with children of various ages...or alone. In whatever
configuration they chose, children were expected to be respectful of various points
of view and were supported and encouraged to take an active part in the decision¬
making of their community.
Ruth Charney is the author of Teaching Children to Care, a book about the
importance of establishing in schools “an ongoing curriculum in self-control, social
participation and human development” (1998, p. 9). She writes of the necessity of
guiding children in their growth as individuals who are part of a social democracy. In
Chamey’s “social democracy,” the overarching school rule is, “Do unto others as you
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would have others do unto you,” the Golden Rule. At Price Farm School, children
were coached in the development of their social skills. Teachers’ carefully chosen
words aimed to communicate respect for the children but they also aimed to
communicate the expectation that all members of the community would treat others
respectfully. John Krumm, an educator at an independent private school in
Philadelphia said, “At our school we just say, ‘We take care of each other here’ “
(personal interaction, Krumm, 1989). At Price Farm School, “each other* included the
plants, animals and insects we encountered, as well as people.
Taking care of each other begins with noticing each other, recognizing the
uniqueness of each person. Froebel called this uniqueness The divinity” within each
person (Lilley, 1967). Steven Levy in his book, Starting From Scratch, writes of the
“genius” in each of his students. Each of these words suggests a recognition of the
individuality of each student and the need for students to be seen, one student at a
time.
In The Evolving Self: Problem and Process in Human Development, the
author, Robert Kegan, in his discussion of the importance to all human beings of
“being seen,” writes, “The need to be seen, to be recognized, however it changes
in the complexity of its form, may never change in its intensity” (1982, p. 18). He
refers to the kind of human connection one feels in a school where children are
carefully observed by the teachers, noticed with their strengths and vulnerabilities,
and honored for their individuality. Charney writes, “The first and perhaps most
important understanding was that to feel safe, children must feel seen” (1998, p.
19).
Dennis Littky and Farrell Allen recognize this same essential ingredient in
education, the need for students to be seen, the need for education to be
personalized, the necessity for education to begin with the child, not the curriculum,
“...a one-size-fits-all approach to education will always be hit or miss,” say Littky and
Allen (1999, p. 24). “Schools that are serious about fulfilling every student’s
promise must develop structures and relationships that nurture the strengths and
energies of each student. This means more than teaching the same material at
varying speeds - the individualized instruction of the 1950’s. It also means moving
beyond presenting mandatory topics in different ways to accommodate each
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student Truly personalized learning requires reorganizing schools to start with the
student, not the subject matter...The priority at such a school is to know students and
their families well enough to ensure that every learning experience excites the
student to learn more” (1999, pp. 24-25).
One student I interviewed for this study, when asked, a year after graduating
from Price Farm School, “How do you explain this different feeling you say you
have at your new school?” responded by saying, “Well the teachers at my new
school don’t really know me. It makes me feel not so important.” This comment
about being seen, and feeling valued takes me to some of the neurological research
of the 1970’s-present. This research has turned up a substantial body of information
about the physiological processes working in the brain which demonstrate that
human emotions are linked to cognition. Renate and Geoffrey Caine in their book,
Making Connections: Teaching and the Human Brain, say that research on the brain
indicates that the emotional color of our school communications (It was pleasurable, I
want more of it. / It was unpleasant, I don’t want more.) depends on how “real and
profound the support of the teachers, administrators, and students is for each other”
(1994, pg. 90). The Caines’ brain research based finding is this: People learn best
when their basic needs are met, including those limbic brain-based needs to feel
they are a part of a social fabric. To quote Caine and Caine, ’We have a brainbased drive to belong to a group and to relate to others” (Caine and Caine, 1994,
p. 125). Indeed, further discussion of the human brain and of recent brain research is
important to an understanding of Price Farm School.
The Human Brain and Brain-Based Education
The human body was originally designed to move on “all-fours.” As humans
became upright (in response to their migration from arboreal habitations to savannah
environments) (Litvak and Senzee, 1986), it became necessary for the pelvis to
thicken to support the weight of the upper body. As the pelvis thickened, the birth
canal became smaller. The head didn’t decrease in size to match the canal. Rather,
when man entered the ice ages with many problems to solve in order to survive, the
brain became larger. A larger brain was required to solve more complex problems.
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Evolutionarily speaking, the solution to the dilemma of a size mismatch between
head and birth canal was for the baby to be bom before the brain was fully
developed, when it was still small enough to emerge from the birth canal. (Had
there been no correction, the human species would have died out due to inefficient
childbirth.) This accounts for the undeveloped state of the human brain at the time of
birth (Omstein and Thompson, 1984).
Certainly, this phenomenon has great implications for the sorts of
environments in which we place our young. It would seem that though the human
baby is born with certain predispositions and genetic traits, a lot of the development
of the brain is dependent upon the experiences of the first years of life. In fact,
current neuroscience points up that, indeed, the brain is ever-changing in response to
its environment. Not only are the early years brain-shaping, but our entire lives affect
the growth and development of our human brains.
Eric Jensen reports that University of Illinois researcher and neural plasticity
pioneer, William Greenough, selected young and middle-aged rats, and put some in
isolation, some with companions and others in enriched environments (stocked with
toys). The rats who were with companions showed some increase in numbers of
synapses between brain cells. The ones in enriched environments showed an
even greater increase. Greenough says, “[M]ore synapses mean more behavioral
repertoires, a wider array of responses, more choices” (Jensen, 1995, p. 23).
Additional results came with the older, mature rats for whom enrichment had just as
dramatic an effect as in very young rats. This pointed up the lifelong plasticity of the
brain (Jensen, 1995).
Jensen’s report includes the following: the research of UCLA neuroscientist
Bob Jacobs translates Greenough’s research to humans. “He found that in
autopsy studies on graduate students, there were up to 40% more [neural cell]
connections than with high school dropouts. Yet education alone was not enough.
Frequent new learning experiences and challenges were critical to brain growth. The
brains of graduate students who were “coasting” through school had fewer
connections than those who challenged themselves daily” (Jensen, 1995, p.30).
As David Sousa repeatedly stated in his 1996 address to the educators at the
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Princeton Regional Schools, “It’s not how many neurons you have. It’s how many
connections you can grow” (Sousa, “The Brain is the Network, not the Computer,”
local forum on educational possibilities of the Net, Nov. 2,1996).
Considering the brain as an organ that is responsive to its day-to-day
experiences is a relatively new (approximately 30 years) science. It is new
technology which has opened our eyes to the actual chemical and physiological
changes our brain undergoes in different circumstances. Positron Emission
Photography (PET) is one of the tools scientists use to observe these changes. In
one particular case, reported by Eric jensen, UCLA psychiatrist Dr. Lewis Baxter
studied the brains of obsessive-compulsive patients using PET. PET measured
cell activity in various parts of the patients’ brains and created a color photo of it.
Baxter found that the caudate nucleus was over-active in obsessive-compulsive
patients and acted like a behavior “fixative” since it allowed for the repetition of
unwanted behaviors. One way to make the behaviors cease was to administer the
prescribed drug Prozac which raised the level of the brain’s own sedative, serotonin,
and caused the behavior to cease. Patients in a test group, rather than receiving
Prozac, were given behavior therapy through language. These patients
experienced identical changes in the caudate nucleus and in their behavior (Jensen,
1995). These data underscore the importance of carefully chosen words in any
situation, including the classroom.
One of the dominant learning theories of the 1950’s and 1960’s, because little
was known of actual brain mechanics at that time, was derived from the work of B.F.
Skinner. To quote Eric Jensen: “Skinner’s behaviorist theory went something like
this: We may not know what goes on inside the brain, but we can certainly see what
goes on on the outside. Let’s measure behaviors, and learn to modify them with
behavior reinforcers. If we like it, reward it. If we don’t, punish if (Jensen, 1996,
p.4). The ramifications for this theory in the educational community were enormous.
Most schools increased their mechanisms for “measuring, defining and recording
behaviors” (Jensen, 1996, p.4). But, during the 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s,
neuroscientists, with a new body of technical knowledge about the plasticity of the
brain, shed new light on learning theory. The notion that learning happens when
formal instruction of material organized by the teacher is followed by an assessment
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to determine how much has been retained by the student, and then followed by a
grade, punishing or rewarding the student, was no longer valid for educators who’d
been informed by modem brain research. Jensen notes that research by Leslie
Hart
highlighted one of the key characteristics of the neocortex: the ability to
detect and make patterns of meaning. This process involves deciphering
cues, recognizing relationships and indexing information. The clues that the
brain recognizes are best recognized in a Gestalt format, not in a digital,
“adding up” process. Hart reminds us that “... pattern recognition depends
heavily on what experience one brings to a situation.” These patterns must
continually be revised, altered or updated as new experiences add
information, insights and corrections. In fact, Hart says that learning is the
extraction of meaningful patterns from confusion. In other words, figuring
things out in your way (Jensen, 1995, p. 21).
Caine and Caine put it this way:
For any skill to be deeply mastered, students must have substantial
opportunity to create their own meanings and organize skills in their brains in
their own ways. When all options are determined in advance, students are
actually deprived of the opportunity to do some innovative and creative
things that are essential for adequate learning (Caine and Caine, 1994, p.
17).
What seemed to be new educational paradigms were emerging. The “new
paradigms” were strongly reminiscent of many of the learning theories which
preceded the behaviorist movement. The experiential education theories based on
the work of Piaget, Isaacs, Dewey and Froebel were clearly closely related to the
“new” brain-based ideas. Brain research indicated enormous variance in human
brains. Brain research scientist Gerald Edelman (according to Jensen) noted the
uniqueness of each individual brain map. Not only is each brain unique in size, it is
unique in “wiring” (neural linkages), said Edelman (Jensen, 1995). The educational
implication for these brain differences is that different experiences are necessary to
ensure learning for different students. The same implication grew from Piaget’s work
with cognitive stages of development. Those stages, reached at different
chronological ages by individual children, pointed up the need for educational
experience to be matched to individual children according to their individual cognitive
developments.
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Susan Isaacs’ conviction that each child learns in his/her own way when
he/she “imposes his [her] own order on materials” (Isaacs, 1929, xii) is echoed in
the brain research of Bower and Morrow in their article, “Mental Models in Narrative
Comprehension,” cited by Jensen. These two researchers conducted a study of
readers and found that comprehension increased when readers created a pattern of
the material while reading. The readers who made patterns and connections relating
the actions of characters to their goals, improved recall, speed and comprehension
(Jensen, 1995, p. 21). Finally, Jensen reports that “neuroscientist Karl Pribram
states that the brain’s way of understanding is more through pattern discrimination
than singular facts or lists.” Leslie Hart says, “It can be stated flatly...the human brain
is not designed for linear, one path thought...The brain operates by simultaneously
going down many paths” (Jensen, 1995, p. 69).
John Dewey’s commitment to schools which were “socially minded, imbued
with the values of community life rather than values of individual acquisitiveness”
(White, 1957, p.97) are also supported by recent brain research. Caine and Caine
report that The Carnegie Foundation’s study, An Imperiled Generation (1988),
supports the notion that “educators need to support and consolidate social
relationships and a sense of community. Friendship and companionship...contribute
to safety, security and relaxed alertness because a genuine support group helps to
reduce threat” (Caine and Caine, 1994). Additionally, Dewey’s emphasis upon a
student’s active involvement with materials and real-life experiences as the focus of
his/her education (Beckner and Dumas, 1968) resonates with the findings of top
neural plasticity researcher, Dr. Marion Diamond. Diamond discovered (reports
Jensen), through her experimentation on rats, that the rats who “grew” the best
brains [increased dendritic branching and increased the length of dendrites]... were
those let loose out into the wild [real life], then recaptured and measured” (Jensen,
1995, p. 303). Their brain cells were more connected than those of rats placed in an
%
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enriched environment of toys, lights and other rats.
Researchers Prigogine and Stengers, Gleik and Doll are quoted by Jensen.
They say that “the behavioristic reward-punishment super ordered systems
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attempted in most learning contexts are actually the least likely to produce desired
results. Why? The most effective learning is either real-life or patterned after reallife”(Jensen, 1995, p. 85).
Friedrich Froebel wrote in the 1800’s that we must educate children through
activity, in accordance with the demands of their nature. His work served as a basis
for the Integrated Day progressives of the 1960’s who understood that children
need not sit still to learn. His work aligns with the discoveries of brain researcher Dr.
Max Vercruyssen of the University of Southern California who, as reported by
Jensen, found that standing (as opposed to sitting) increased heartbeats by as
much as ten extra beats per minute. ‘This sends more blood to the brain which
activates the central nervous system to increase neural firing. Researchers have
found that on the average, there’s a 5-15% greater flow of blood and oxygen to the
brain while standing” (Jensen, 1995, p. 61). Research by Della Valle says that
among adolescents, 50% of learners needed “extensive mobility while learning”
(Jensen, 1995, p. 114).
Because the theories underlying the Integrated Day model were supported
by what Robert Sylwester calls “top-down” scientific study (logical inference and
speculation) (Sylwester, 1995, p.7), they were dismissed by many American
educators. Despite the power and influence of Piaget, Isaacs, Dewey and Froebel,
western educators were still drawn to the measurable qualities underlying Skinner’s
theory. Until neuroscience provided images of the neural activity in the brain,
educators had no measurable support for the effects of the “new educational
paradigms.”
Admittedly, not ail educators agree that the new brain research should be
used to support experiential learning. George Forman, a professor at the University
of Massachusetts whose background is in developmental psychology, feels that
the “new” brain research may be used too much in educational settings to
emphasize the importance of stimulus. His concern is that the research may influence
teachers not to look closely at children to inform the curriculum. It might encourage
teachers to place too much emphasis on their (the teacher’s) input. He fears the
research may diminish the importance of teacher/child or child/child reciprocity. He
feels that, rather than using the brain research to support child-centered, thematic,
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experiential education when communicating with educational policy-makers, we
should deliver that message through better communication about children’s work,
through documentation of the work itself. He fears educators won’t use the research
just as confirming evidence of the importance of alternative educational paradigms
but will use the research to support inappropriate or excessive stimulation of
students (personal interaction, Forman, 2000). Nonetheless, the research seems to
be a new brand of information which must be taken into account in our educational
communities.

The New Research
Neuroscience is a research field in which the brain’s tiny interconnected cells
are studied. Only recently has new technology enabled researchers to “study a
single cellular brain mechanism or process” (Sylwester, 1995, p.7). Currently, hard
experimental evidence is possible through the monitoring of cellular activity.
Scientists have “developed laboratory procedures and brain monitoring technology
that [can] 1) collect electrochemical data from individual neurons and widespread
neural networks 2) summarize and interpret the relevant data and ignore the rest, and
3) graphically report neural activity in a form that researchers/scholars [can]
understand” (Sylwester, 1995, p.8). Of course, it is not a simple thing to acquire
human brains for use in research and so the brains of many mammals (monkeys,
rats, rabbits, cats) have been studied when their particular brain mechanism is similar
to humans.
Though the animal rights movement is, and rightly so, critical of studies in
which animals are sacrificed, enormous strides have been made in our understanding
of what Robert Omstein and Richard Thompson refer to as “the amazing brain,” our
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grapefruit-sized organ, weighing about as much as a head of cabbage, “the organ
we cannot transplant and be ourselves” (Ornstein and Thompson, 1984, p.21).
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The Evolution of the Human Brain
The brain has been changing and increasing in size over the course of the
past half a billion years. The brain of our ancestor, australopithecus, averaged about
500 cubic centimeters, a size achieved over tens of millions of years. Our current
brain is about twice that size. Why the change? Evolutionists believe that the ability
to learn became a “strongly selective survival trait," perhaps caused by the trials of
the ice ages. Whatever the causes, our brain developed quickly by evolutionary
standards, and we (homo sapiens), over the course of perhaps 3-5 million years,
developed a brain which allowed us to “organize, remember, communicate,
understand, appreciate and create” (Omstein and Thompson, 1984, intro.).
“But the brain was never rationalized, never modernized. Like the country
house, built over many years, where the new color television sits on part of the
original foundation wall, the brain is a hodgepodge of parts of varying antiquity,
reflecting its origins” (Hart, 1975 p. 44). Our earliest brain was probably simply “an
enlargement at the head of a primitive spinal cord...then swelling [occurred which]
produced three bumps” (Hart, 1975 p. 46) along the cord. Evolutionists theorize
that because the sense of smell was the earliest receptor, the front bump dealt with
inputs involving that sense. The center bump probably received inputs regarding
light and warmth from the sun and it probably became the eyes. From the hind
bump evolved the cerebellum which controlled the muscles and the internal systems
such as circulation and digestion. The function of our early brain was exactly the
same as the function of our current brain: to receive information, process it, decide
how to behave and finally, to trigger behavior. But our brain is quite different from
that early tubular brain with its three bumps.
In response to the need for more brain, the neocortex (sometimes called the
new gray matter) evolved. While the old gray matter had specific functions (smell,
sight, etc.), this new matter was able to integrate information and make decisions.
This is what distinguishes the human brain from other animals. What Leslie Hart feels
we must keep in mind is that never did we lose any of our old brain. Consequently,
the oldest part of our brain, the “reptilian brain” (named by Dr. Paul D. MacLean of
the National Institute of Mental Health) with its very basic ability to receive and
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respond to input, and the next oldest part of the brain, “the old mammalian brain”
(using MacLean’s terminology) which encompasses our limbic system which
regulates body temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, etc. and is strongly
connected to our emotional reactions having to do with sexual desire and the
fight/flight survival response, and our “new mammalian brain,” the neocortex, all work
together (a wired system) in modem humans.

The Plasticity of the Brain
Research indicates that, in addition to having changed over the course of
millions of years, the brain changes over the course of just one lifetime. “The most
striking finding by researchers was the change in the white matter to gray matter ratio
(gray matter being the cerebral cortex and white matter being the nerve fibers of the
cerebrum)... (See Figure 2, The Human Brain), especially in the cortical mantle.
That area becomes increasingly thinner on MRI scans from age 8 through adulthood.
As one ages, there are significant increases in the neocerebellar vermal area, too.
So we know that the brain’s plasticity continues as one ages” (Jensen, 1995, p.3).
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Figure 2
The Human Brain
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Research on rats has shown specific changes which occur in the brain when
rats experience stimulating environments. The dendrites (“large and often complex
branches of nerve cells that receive synapses from other nerve cells”) (Eccles,
1977, p.235) thicken in such situations (Ornstein and Thompson, 1984). The brain,
somewhat like a muscle, then, can grow in response to certain experiences-the
neurons themselves become larger” (Ornstein and Thompson, 1994, p.166).
Leslie Hart, in How the Brain Works (1975) organized a collection of data
from neuro-science, psychology and education into the “Proster Theory,” a relatively
simple organizing concept that reflects the hard factual evidence from the scientific
community as well as the work of specialists in academics and psychology, the
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“softer disciplines.” He calls his theory an Information processing theory.” He
begins with two points gleaned from the archaeological records: “1 .The ability to
leam had importance as a survival key to homo sapiens as people evolved. 2.
Though it became important in evolutionary terms for people to have a larger brain
[more brain function], there was never a sudden point when people acquired a new
brain. We built onto, or enlarged the old one” (Hart, 1975, p.32).
Hart posits that to understand how the brain works we must consider its
evolution. We must remember that we still have the reptilian brain of our ancestors,
the mammalian brain of our predecessors of half-billion years ago, and they have
been added to. Over a long period of time, in response to the need for more brain,
the neocortex was formed. All three of our brains play essential roles in determining
our behavior. This triple nature of the brain (the tri-une brain) is important in the
understanding of Hart’s “Proster Theory.”
“Brain researchers solidly agree that as the brain has developed, the
tendency has been for the newer portions not to replace but to elaborate the earlier
functions...but researchers also agree that the old and new brains are permanently
and intricately wired together” (Hart, 1975, p.57). Initially, emotions were directly
related to survival needs. It has been found that our reptilian brain is a major center
for our emotional (gut) responses. Understanding these tenets about the evolution
of the brain and its connection to emotion, we move to “Proster Theory” in which
human behavior is seen as resting in a two-step cycle:
“1. Choosing, from an existing repertoire, a program that best seems to fit the
observed situation.
2. Putting the program into effect.
Typically, we decide, then act” (Hart, 1975, p.71). Hart asks us to consider a
jukebox as an analogy that will help us understand the theory. “The jukebox
represents a group of programs that are of a kind, all for the same purpose, yet offer
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alternatives because one may be more appropriate than others to a particular need
at a particular moment. We can conveniently call this arrangement a “program
structure... or proster” (Hart, 1975, p.74). We can say, for example, that a person
has a proster for locomotion: a group of programs for moving from which s/he
chooses one to put into effect. Moving now from the jukebox analogy Hart asks us
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to look at thinking as elaborate switching, “with neurons being the brain’s switches,
sending an activity impulse message or not sending one; or, if having an inhibitory
role, sending an inhibitory message or not sending one...An input signal enters the
proster, going into a switching device, within which one of several switches -but only
one at a time-can choose, thus ‘playing’ one of the attached programs. Recall the
jukebox which can play any record in its collection, but only one at a time” (Hart,
1975, p.77).
Because the different areas in the brain process different sorts of sensory
input, it makes sense that prosters aren’t located in just one section of the brain.
Prosters are repertoires of programs that reach into all parts of the brain. They tie the
brain together. Unlike a computer, the brain can handle hundreds of thousands of
simultaneous inputs and can carry on many different operations at once.
Consequently, the activity we could call prostering can go on very rapidly. Of
course, “any program within a proster can have its own subordinate prosters, offering
choices of just how that proster will be executed and ...subordinate prosters can
have subordinate prosters, level after level” (Hart, 1975, p. 78). Hart defines
learning as the acquisition of prosters. Therefore, “becoming educated may be
looked on not as acquiring knowledge, the conventional view, but as acquiring
personally useful prosters” (Hart 1975, p. 82).
The brain exists to be active. It does not want to sit idly by, waiting to be
stimulated, says Hart. This has been proven by the ways in which people in
captivity work to keep their brains occupied in order to stay sane.

It has been said

by ethnologists that “of all species, it is man who is the supreme opportunist. He
has a biologically built-in demand for high stimulus input from his environment’ (Hart,
1975, p. 93).
Hart explains that each of us lives in a succession of situations, one flowing
into the next. We perceive, evaluate and deal with whole situations in which we find
ourselves. Each of us perceives situations in an individual way, based upon where
a situation finds a match with our set of prosters. When we receive input, we
categorize it down through a hierarchy of prosters until we find a place where there is
a match. “For all practical purposes what we see is only what we can recognize. As
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the once blind but now sighted individuals prove, even the simplest forms and
shapes have to match up with ‘samples’ in the brain, acquired through learning” (Hart,
1975, p. 102).
Our brain’s most limited ability is in “giving conscious attention.” Input has to
be filtered. Here, our oldest brain (reptilian) pitches in. The old brain’s primary
concern is with arousal, autonomous and motor matters, but the “old brain” can pass
signals through to higher centers. Further filtering out happens through a system Hart
calls “biasing out.” To explain, “as the aggressive brain attacks the environment, the
entire perceptual apparatus concentrates upon what is recognizable, or almost
recognizable to existing prosters, and usually brushes aside the rest as meaningless
to the brain” (Hart, 1975, p. 109).
One additional aspect of “Proster Theory” seems important to this paper. It
is the aspect Hart refers to as “downshifting” which essentially means shifting from
prosters in our “new brain” down to prosters in our old brain and allowing them to
take charge of the decision-making. Hart admits to oversimplifying when he explains
it this way: “Emotion is a resetting of the natural processes of evaluating and acting
on stimuli” (Hart, 1975, p. 121).
Emotion involves the human brain at all levels, old, middle-aged and new.
The oldest brain does the body resetting. It lets the muscles, glands, etc. know, for
example, that right now isn’t the moment to be settling in to take a photo of a lion
(because the lion is about to attack). The middle brain tells the muscles, etc., “Get
reorganized. It’s time to flee. Get into the run proster.” The new brain provides
complex and detailed analysis of the situation and gives permission for or inhibits
emotion. But the new brain, the cerebral cortex, doesn’t always win. Sometimes it
is cut out of the process and the older, simpler parts of the brain take over. This is
what Hart means by “downshifting.” We sometimes “downshift” when we perceive
threat. Our behavior is more traditional, more familiar, cruder than when we don’t feel
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threatened.
Morton Hunt, in The Universe Within, prefers to discuss how the brain works
through the use of another analogy, again based on current scientific data. He says
that the human brain can indeed be studied as an organ in which “specific kinds of
mental activity cause increased blood flow in various areas” (Hunt, 1982, p. 36).
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That is important scientific information that points up that “complex mental tasks call
for the interaction of a number of parts of the brain” (Hunt, 1975, p. 36). But it is
through analogy that Hunt feels we can discuss what is going on in that “black box”
(Hunt’s term), the brain, in ways that may help educators and parents reassess their
assumptions about the brain. Hunt makes use of the following analogy:
Suppose you had to drive an unfamiliar vehicle—a backhoe or
some other earth mover, perhaps—and you found in it
something that looked like a gear shift lever but bore no
indication of how it should be used. You might hypothesize
that in the gearbox there were gears that would make the
machine go forward or backward in various speeds. You might
further hypothesize that if you pushed the lever hard to the left
and away from you, it would make the machine back up. You
try it and let out the clutch: if the machine backs up, your
hypothesis about the inside of the gearbox is confirmed
though you have not looked into it; if it goes forward, your
hypothesis is disconfirmed ...(Hunt, 1975, p. 77).
Throughout his book, Hunt gives examples of this sort of testing of what
goes on inside the “black box.” Interestingly, it leads Hunt to conclusions which are
very similar to those of Hart. They are conclusions about the plasticity of the brain
which is ever growing and changing and they are conclusions about its need to be
used, its need to be asked to sort out information gathered from many and varied
experiences. Hunt concludes that “Logic enables us to judge the validity of our own
deductive reasoning, but much of the time we need to reason nondeductively—either inductively, or in terms of likelihoods, or of causes and effects.
The archetype of everyday realistic reasoning might be something like this: The
object (or situation) reminds me a lot of another that I experienced before, so
probably I can expect much to be true of this one that was true of that one” (Hunt,
1975, p.133).
The findings of Hunt and Hart resonate with the work of Gerald Edelman,
director of the neurosciences Institute at Rockefeller University. In his book, The
Mindful Brain, (co-authored by Vernon B. Mountcastle), Dr. Edelman speaks of the
brain as a “dynamic information processing machine” (Edelman, 1978,p.8). Israel
Rosenfield summarizes the three central procedures of the brain according to
Edelman’s scheme:
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Perception: “How we perceive stimuli depends on how they are categorized, how
they are organized in terms of other stimuli, not on their absolute structure...”
Recognition: “Recognition of an object requires categorization. And categories are
created by coupling, or correlating different samplings of the stimuli.”
Memory: “We do not simply store images or bits but become more richly
endowed with the capacity to categorize in connected ways” (Camine, 1990, p.
372).
Making Connections is the title of the 1991 book by Renate and Geoffrey
Caine in which they advocate for schools in which teachers orchestrate the
experiences for their students to allow their brains to make connections both in
neurological terms (growing more and thicker dendrites to connect brain cells) and in
terms of connecting newly presented information with knowledge the student
already has. Caine and Caine write that learning is a process of searching for some
personal meaning in an experience. In order to make one’s own meaning, one must
find common patterns and relationships, that is, find ways in which new experiences
relate to things the learner already knows. When a learner takes in new information
that doesn’t “fit” with what is “in” the student, s/he can adjust and accommodate her
beliefs. That process, sometimes referred to as constructing knowledge, is what
happens when meaningful learning takes place.
Dr. Marion Diamond of UC Berkeley and William Greenough of the
University of Illinois, as reported by Eric Jensen, made ground breaking discoveries
about the growth, during a lifetime, of the brain. In studies done on rats over the
course of thirty years, these researchers saw that the number of connections in a rat’s
brain could be increased by as much as 25% by placing the rats in enriched
environments (which included lights, toys and other rats). Dr. Diamond summarizes
the data: “ With increasing amounts of environmental enrichment, we see brains that
are larger and heavier, with increased dendritic branching. That means those nerve
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cells can communicate better with each other. With the enriched environment we
also get more support cells because the nerve cells are getting bigger. Not only
that, but the junction between the cells-the synapse-also increases its dimensions.
These are highly significant effects” (Jensen, 1995, p. 299-300).
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Eric Jensen cites the research of Dr. Arnold Scheibel of the Brain Institute at
UCLA that points up that the brain loves novelty. New experiences cause the
brain to grow. When the brain is introduced to something new, the reticular formation
(which oversees input into the brain) is alerted, more messages are carried by the
nerve cells and there is more dendritic branching. The branching triggers new
connections-synapses. Of course, if a person perceives a new experience as
threatening, there are altered blood flow and electrical patterns in the brain which
induce a feeling of helplessness or defensiveness (Jensen,1996). It is essential that
teachers remain ever-sensitive to individual students with their individual brains and
learning styles and offer experiences which will not invoke this feeling of
helplessness, or “downshifting.”
“In 1861, the French surgeon Paul Broca said that, in his experience, it was
usually damage to the left side of the brain that affected language” (Calvin and
Ojemann,1994, p. 42). This finding was the first generally accepted evidence that
the brain has two asymmetrical hemispheres. Subsequently, thousands of clinical
studies of the brains of brain-injured adults led neurologists to the conclusion that
language ability is seated in the left hemisphere of the brain. Perhaps the most
striking work was done by Roger W. Sperry who won the Nobel Prize in 1981 for
his research involving epileptic subjects. For years, Sperry experimented on rats,
and saw that the two hemispheres of the brain communicated through the corpus
callosum which joins the two sides anatomically. When the corpus callosum was
severed, the left hand literally didn’t know what the right hand was doing. His
treatment of severe epileptics involved the severing of the corpus callosum, actually
isolating one hemisphere of the brain from the other. The hope was that when a
patient had a seizure, it could be contained in one hemisphere rather than escalating
to a two-hemisphere seizure. The surgery worked. Later, “Sperry and his
colleague, Joseph Bogen, developed several ingenious and subtle tests that
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showed that the operation had clearly separated the specialized functions of the two
cerebral hemispheres. If, for instance, the patient held a pencil hidden from sight, in
his right hand, he could verbally describe it...but if the pencil was in his left hand, he
could not describe it at all” (Ornstein and Thompson,1984, p. 155).
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Certainly, the work of Sperry was important to our growing understanding of
how the brain works but many scientists warn against our becoming too enamored of
the idea of specialized functions in the two hemispheres of the brain. It was
common, at one time, for educators to think about students as either right brain or left
brain dominant, when, in fact, evidence points up that, in a normal brain, the two
hemispheres actually work in concert. The lateralization the brain uses when it is split
is not what it does when it is whole.
Robert Ornstein conducted an experiment using an electroencephalogram
(EEG), a recording of the activity of the brain, made by placing electrodes on the
surface of the skull. He wanted to see if different hemispheres of the brain of a
normal person became “noisy” during different types of activities. ‘The findings
were immediate and very striking: while writing...[the subject] produced highamplitude EEG waves... over the right hemisphere and much less amplitude over
the left hemisphere. This pattern reversed when he was arranging blocks...”
(Ornstein and Thompson, 1984, p.160).
More recent studies show that it is not the type of information (writing vs.
block arranging) being considered by the brain that determines which hemisphere
will deal with it. It is how the brain processes the information that determines where it
will be processed. Technical material, when read, stimulates the left hemisphere,
while stories, when read, stimulate both hemispheres. It seems that technical
material, which is logical, is the left hemisphere’s domain while story reading which
involves the emotions and images, involves both hemispheres. Similarly, when
subjects were asked to simply arrange boxes, the right hemisphere was activated
but when they were asked to count the boxes, subjects used their left hemispheres.
We see, then, that we must not attend to the development of just one side of a
person’s brain. In terms of education, we must exercise both sides of the brain,
that is, “activate, integrate and coordinate activities for both sides of the brain”
(Jensen, 1995, p. 11) because, for most processes, the two sides work together.
Through all of the current literature on the human brain runs a common theme:
each brain is individual. Robert Ornstein studied many brains and, in fact, became
able to recognize individual brains as one would recognize individual faces. Each
brain looks different from the next and develops on its own timetable. Though each
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brain is unique, neuroscience shows us that certain principles operate on all human
brains. One such principle is that emotions affect the ability of the brain to take in
information. While stress or threat reduce our capacity to learn, personal interest in a
subject increases that capacity. “Researchers have found critical links between
emotions and the cognitive patterning needed for learning.
Ornstein, Sobel, Lakoff and Rosenfield have documented how emotions
influence learning in two ways: First, the “flavor” or “color” of our experiences is likely
to make us either want more of it (it was pleasurable) or less of it (it was boring or
painful). Second, positive emotions allow the brain to make better perceptual maps
(O’Keefe and Nadel). That means that when we are feeling positive, we are able to
sort out our experiences better and recall with more clarity” (Jensen, 1995, p.38).
Additionally, there is a strong link between emotion and memory. Richard Restak
points out that when emotions are weaker, memories are less powerful and less
enduring. He notes that though our memories for every other day in November
1963 are made up of bits and pieces of our life at that time, November 22, when
President Kennedy was assassinated, stands out for all of us. An emotion, like
shock, etches a memory in our brain (Restak, 1984).
In Memory’s Voice. Daniel Alkon, the chief of the Neural Systems
Laboratory, says we have two types of memory: fixed and malleable. The fixed is
the “hard wiring”, represented by such actions as the knee jerk response of our leg
when tapped on the reflexive part of the knee. The hard wiring remains in the body,
encoded for survival... The “soft wiring” is the created memory, like names, face and
addresses... Neurologically, the hippo campus, amygdala and cerebral cortex are all
involved in acquiring, storing and recalling human memories. Memory record looks
like altered molecular channels in neuronal membranes...Alkon says, “...The brain
makes a memory record; the record is preserved within the neuronal membrane by
the alteration of potassium channels. Memory looks like electrical signals with a
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reduced flow of potassium across a membrane, much like the strokes of a painting.
Protein activates memory. Without protein, sensory cells cannot convert stimuli from
the external world into electrical signals within the brain...How does the brain know
whether something is important or not?... The answer lies in the body’s total
physiological response to the event. That means that the physical and emotional
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sides are at least as important as the intellectual side. Alkon says, The emotional
importance of what has been learned in critical periods determines its permanence’”
(Jensen, 1995, p. 94-95).
Renate and Geoffrey Caine, two experts on the link between
neuropsychology and education, developed a set of twelve brain-based learning
principles. I include them here:
“1. The brain is a parallel processor. The human brain is always doing many things
at one time. Thoughts, emotions, imagination, and predispositions operate
simultaneously and interact with other modes of information processing and with the
expansion of general social and cultural knowledge.
2. Learning engages the entire physiology. The interaction of the different parts of
the triune brain attest, for instance, to the importance of a person’s entire physiology.
3. The search for meaning is innate. The search for meaning is survival oriented and
basic to the human brain. The brain needs and automatically registers the familiar
while simultaneously searching for and responding to novel stimuli.
4. The search for meaning occurs through patterning. Patterning refers to the
meaningful organization and categorization of information.
5. Emotions are critical to patterning. What we learn is influenced and organized by
emotions and mind sets based on expectancy, personal biases and prejudices,
degree of self-esteem, and the need for social interaction.
6. The brain processes parts and wholes simultaneously. There is evidence of
brain laterality, meaning there are significant differences between left and right
hemispheres of the brain. In a healthy person, however, the two hemispheres are
inextricably interactive...The “two-brain” doctrine is most valuable as a metaphor that
helps educators acknowledge two separate but simultaneous tendencies in the brain
for organizing information. One is to reduce information into parts; the other is to
perceive and work with it as a whole or series of wholes.
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7. Learning involves both focused attention and peripheral perception.
8. Learning always involves conscious and unconscious processes.
9. We have at least two different types of memory: A spatial memory system and
a set of systems for rote learning. We have a natural, spatial memory system that
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does not need rehearsal and allows for instant memory of experiences...Facts and
skills that are dealt with in isolation are organized differently by the brain and need
much more practice and rehearsal.
10. We understand and remember best when facts and skills are embedded in
natural, spatial memory.
11. Learning is enhanced by challenge and inhibited by threat.
12. Each brain is unique” (Caine and Caine, 1991, pgs. 88-95).
The brain-based learning principles outlined by the Caines are supported by
scientific research. Integrated Day schools, though based on the educational
philosophies of Dewey, Piaget, Isaacs and Froebel (among others), meet the
criteria that brain research indicates is necessary in brain-compatible education. This
is a meeting of two worlds.

CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH

Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
My goal was to provide an in-depth examination and description of one
particular school, Price Farm School, by exploring and disclosing the experiences
fourteen participants (parents, teachers and students) had there. I wanted to portray
the school’s ethos which I define as the school’s distinctive qualities and peculiarities.
It was my intention to describe the school’s culture. By that I mean the way of life at
the school: the behaviors, the skills and the knowledge that were shared with and
acquired from others of the community. One of my purposes was to describe the
school’s climate, what it felt like to spend time at the school.
I wanted, in addition, to show how the school developed, how it evolved
over time. Finally, it was my hope to convey the educative value (if any) of the
school.
I developed the set of questions listed below to guide my inquiry, and to
provide me with a continuous reminder as I designed my data collection and
analysis. However, the organization of the study deals first with my rationale for a
qualitative research methodology. Following the rationale is a description of my data
collection and analysis methods. Finally, I have included the delimitations of the
study, as I see them.
*What was Price Farm School’s ethos, culture, climate?
*What were its guiding beliefs (the philosophical foundations)?
*How did it emerge or evolve?
*What was its educative value?
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Research Methods

Qualitative research was appropriate for this study because it allowed me to
focus on description, and I wanted to examine Price Farm School in order to
describe it. Any school involves such a “complex interaction of variables that [it]
eludes quantitative [research] techniques which reduce disparate observed
phenomena to homogeneity of traits and types” (Stenhouse, 1982, p.49). This
indicates the need for qualitative data to describe a school.
In this case, I chose to collect data which would disclose personal
experiences and observations. My approach was to listen to the Price Farm School
stories of the former students, and to the stories of their teachers and their parents,
and to study students’ schoolwork and school documents in an effort to understand
the school from the perspectives of its participants. Irving Seidman says, “At the
root of in-depth interviewing is an interest in understanding the experience of other
people and the meaning they make of that experience” (Seidman, 1991, p. 3).
My aim was to reconstruct some of the experience of Price Farm School students,
parents and teachers, to enable myself to describe the school as it was for them.
“In order to grasp the meaning of a person’s behavior, the phenomenologist
attempts to see things from that person’s point of view.” (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975,
p. 14).
“Case study is an ideal methodology when a holistic, in-depth investigation
is needed” (Feagin, Orum, & Sjoberg, 1991). This is exactly the kind of
investigation I planned, so my study of Price Farm School was well suited to this
methodology.
According to S.B. Merriam, rather than testing an hypothesis, a case study
provides Thick” description and emphasizes interpretation of experience (S.B.
Merriam, 1988). I had no interest in testing an hypothesis. My goal was to
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describe the school, to convey its evolution, and to explore its educative value.
A case study provides the opportunity to present ordered reports of
experience which contribute to an understanding of the case. My long and close
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association with Price Farm School afforded me access to many and varied reports
of experiences, making a case study an appropriate methodology from my vantage
point.
Tellis says, "The rationale for using multiple sources of data is the triangulation
of evidence. Triangulation increases the reliability of the data and the process of
gathering it. In the context of data collection, triangulation serves to corroborate the
data gathered from other sources” (Tellis, 1997, p.9). I used seven sources in this
study in an effort to triangulate. The sources were: 1.) Interviews with former
teachers, students, interns and parents 2.) Student Progress Reports 3.)
Students’ journals 4.)Students’ schoolwork 5.) Newsletters written by teachers to
the school community 6.)Teachers’ memos which described the school’s daily
schedule and curriculum plans 7.)Photographs taken of children at school.
I followed the “grounded theory” approach to my analysis of the data.
“Grounded theory” involves analyzing the data systematically to discover emergent
themes rather than determining themes in advance. It is a process through which the
researcher looks for the emergence of meaning from the repetition of phenomena
(Stake, 1995, p.76).
I examined each of my seven data collections for the emergence of themes.
As I saw themes emerging, I coded my data to mark ail of the areas where a certain
phenomenon was evident or referenced. I then reread my data and looked for
connections in it. As I saw connections and recognized places where one body of
data corroborated the evidence from another body of data, I refined my themes. I
constantly checked to be sure the themes I saw emerging were reflecting the data
accurately. Finally, I determined which themes were most strongly represented in
the data and wrote about those themes, weaving together the strands from each of
the sets of data.
The Data

The Interviews
I identified fourteen former members of the Price Farm School community to
interview. My first consideration in choosing the interviewees was their availability
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and their geographical convenience. Seven of these were parents, four mothers
and three fathers. I chose parents who lived nearby, had had a long association (818 years) with the school and who had two or more children who had attended the
school. I wanted to hear from parents who (through their children) had experienced
different teachers, and who had seen the school growing and changing over time. It
was for that reason that I selected people who had a long association. I chose both
fathers and mothers in an effort to reflect both the male and female perspective.
Two of the eight parents I interviewed were artists which reflected the proportion of
parents who were artists in the school most years.
Two of the parents I interviewed had also been teaching interns (through a
Master’s Degree Program) at the school. One of them became a class teacher and
one became an instructional aide at Price Farm. I purposely included these two
parents/teachers because I wanted to hear about their experiences at the school
from their multiple perspectives. Additionally, these two parents/interns lived
closeby.
I interviewed one other adult (a non-parent) who had been a teaching intern at
the school. My goal was to hear from someone who had neither the parental
perspective nor the student’s perspective. This intern (aside from the two
mentioned above) was the only former intern who still lived in my area.
I interviewed six former students of the school, three boys and three girls.
The students were of various ages when I interviewed them, ranging from eleven to
twenty-one years old. Again, all of them lived nearby and were easily available for
interviewing which influenced my choice. I include here a list of their pseudonyms
and ages when interviewed:
Nathan-age 21
Clara-age 16
Guthrie-age 15
Henry-age 13
Anne-Sophie-age 13
Laura-age 12
I chose these children because I wanted an even distribution of boys and
girls, because I wanted students who had attended at different points in the school’s
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history, and because all of them had spent several years at the school. The three
oldest attended the school for nine years, entering as three year old pre-schoolers,
and staying through sixth grade. Laura attended for six years (Kindergarten-fifth
grade) and then attended sixth grade at Price Farm School’s successor in 1998-99
before going to public school for seventh grade. Henry attended for six years
(kindergarten-fifth), and Anne-Sophie attended for three years (third-fifth grade) and
then attended sixth grade at Price Farm School’s successor in 1998-99.
I conducted interviews with each adult separately and with four of the six
children separately. I interviewed Laura and Anne-Sophie together because AnneSophie indicated she would be more comfortable this way and Laura
accommodated her. The interviews took place at the homes of the interviewees or
at my home, following the wishes of the interviewees.
The length of the interviews varied based on the styles of responding. I
asked all of the parents six questions and asked follow-up questions based on the
responses. Irving Seidman says, “In this approach interviewers use, primarily,
open-ended questions. Their major task is to build upon and explore their
participants’ responses to those questions. The goal is to have the participant
reconstruct his or her experience within the topic under study” (Seidman, 1991, p.
9). I posed the following questions to all of the parent interviewees:
1. Why did you choose Price Farm School for your children?
2. What do you feel were the strengths/weaknesses of the school?
3. What anecdotes can you tell me from your or your child(ren)’s experiences at the
school?
4. What were some of the times/Ways you felt your children learned most at Price
Farm School?
5. What could you say about the social culture/climate of the school?
6. How do you think where the school was affected what the school was, or did it?
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I asked the teachers the following questions and asked follow-up questions based
on responses:
1. How would you describe your day at Price Farm School? How did you feel
about that?
2. How would you describe your relationship with the students? How did you teach
them?
3. What were your teaching priorities?
4. What do you think are some of Price Farm School’s contributions to educational
pedagogy, if any?
5. Why did you choose to teach at Price Farm School?
6. How would you describe the culture of Price Farm School?
7. How, if at all, do you think the school was affected by where the school was
located?

I asked the students the following questions and asked follow-up questions based
on their responses:
1. What are some of your memories of your days at Price Farm School?
2. How did the different times of day work:
“Group Time”, “Choice Time”, “Black and White Book Time”, “Snack Time”, “Game
Time”, “Story Time”, “Out Time”, “Lunch Time”, “Folder Work Time”?
3. What kinds of things did you learn at Price Farm School, if you think you learned
there?
4. How did you learn at Price Farm School?
5. How would you describe the teachers at Price Farm School? What did they do?
What was your relationship with them like?
6. What was the transition like for you when you left Price Farm School?

The interviews were taped and transcribed for analysis. I began the analysis
of the interviews while I transcribed them. I listened to the stories the interviewees
told and, in addition to transcribing what they said, I began to make a list of themes I
saw emerging. I then coded my interview transcriptions, marking the places where
each of these themes was evident.
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Price Farm School Documents and Artifacts

Progress Reports
At the end of each school year, an anecdotal report was written by each
student’s main class teacher. This document, called a “Progress Report”, was a
description of the student including information about the child’s preferences and
interests, ways of thinking and learning, connections with other children and adults,
and strengths and vulnerabilities. (This type of description was adapted from the
reflective-descriptive process developed at the Prospect School, North
Bennington, Vermont.)
A yearly “Progress Report” on each student was kept on file for the
eighteen years of the school’s existence. In addition to their being a history of the
varying interests of students throughout the school’s history, these reports provided
a window into the social, emotional and cognitive growth of the students in this
setting, over time. Additionally, the comments teachers made in these reports were
indicative of what their values were and of what their relationships with the students
were like.
I studied all of the “Progress Reports” for this study. I read them first to see
what themes emerged. After several readings, and after studying the rest of my
data and determining which themes were corroborated in all of my data, I copied
excerpts from the “Progress Reports” which addressed the themes I had
established. These excerpts I kept in a file and used in the writing of the analysis of
the data.

Teachers’ Memos
A description of the school’s daily schedule and curriculum form a substantial
piece of my data. Though it was possible for me to remember the daily schedule,
*

slips of paper with notes written by teachers to remind themselves of the rhythm of
the school day corroborated my memory. Memos written by teachers included
activity, project and lesson plans, and materials-needed lists. These served to
inform me about curriculum.
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Students’ Journals
Every student at Price Farm School kept a journal (“Black and White Book”)
and wrote in it almost daily. (On rare occasions, special events interfered with the
usual daily schedule and on those days, the students were unable to write in these
books.) The youngest children dictated their journal entries and teachers acted as
scribes, writing the children’s words verbatim in the journal. When children were able,
they wrote in these journals themselves.
Five former students of Price Farm School allowed me to borrow the
journals they kept while attending the school. My data included six journals (one for
each school year, grades 1-6) from each student. I contacted these particular
students about borrowing their journals because they lived nearby and because I
knew through informal conversations that they had saved all six of their yearly
journals.
In the journals, most students wrote about their morning “Choice Time”
activities because journal-writing time followed “Choice Time.” These provided me
with information about the students’ daily choice of activity in the morning “Choice
Time” and, in the case of the older students, the journals provided me with some of
the students’ feelings about the choices and the “Choice Times.”
Because these journals were shared with a teacher each day after they were
written, there are private messages to the teachers written in them, giving me
information about student-teacher relationships.
Some students wrote in their journals about their relationships with other
students. They described satisfying conversations, times of frustration, discussions
and debate. These entries helped me in understanding the climate of the school,
and the kinds of behaviors exhibited there. Some students wrote about discoveries
they made (social and academic) which gave me information about the kind of
learning that was happening at the school.
%

I used all of the journals as my data. As I had done with the other documents,
I read them once, watching for themes. Once I had established themes throughout
my data, I marked the journal pages that addressed these themes with sticky notes
for easy access.
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Children’s Schoolwork
Over the course of the school’s eighteen years, I collected a large archive of
children’s work. This consisted of written pieces (fictional and non-fictional selections,
and “Folder Work” which included math, language arts, science and social studies task
sheets) and artistic pieces (both two and three dimensional) which children donated
or simply left behind. Additionally, because two of my own children attended the
school, I, as a mother who had a penchant for saving children’s work, have all of their
Price Farm School schoolwork. Finally, the schoolwork of three other Price Farm
School children has been lent to me by those children for use in conducting this
study.
I used the children’s schoolwork in two ways. First, I studied it for information
about the culture of the school. By studying the schoolwork, I gathered information
about how knowledge and skills were shared and acquired, and about how
curriculum themes emerged, were supported, and unfolded at the school. I wanted
to see several sequences of curricular evolution, from the seed of an idea, to the
development of a full-fledged curriculum theme addressing all subject areas. I used
other data (the interviews, students’journals, letters to parents) as well, when I
considered the curriculum, but it was by studying the actual writing, math work, art
projects, etc. of the students that I saw how deeply and personally individual
students became immersed in a curricular theme.
The second way in which students’ work contributed to my study was this: I
gathered a collection of twenty pieces of work by one child, done over the course of
her nine years at the school. I adapted the “Descriptive Review of Children’s Work”
methodology developed by Patricia Carini at the Prospect School in North
Bennington, Vermont. In this methodology, a group of six-fifteen people come
together to reflect on a particular child, through that child’s work.
To begin the reflective process, a chair (one member of the group)
chooses a word related to the piece(s) of work being considered. For example, the
word might refer to the medium used (crayons, words, blocks) or might be related to
the content of the works (codes, motion, birds). The chair asks all of the participants
“to think about the selected word, noting down on paper other words and phrases it
evokes, contexts in which it is used, ways it plays in the person’s own experience
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(or doesn’t)” (Carini, 1999, unpaginated). The participants then read aloud their
written reflections. The chair takes notes, “clustering” reflections where s/he sees a
connection among them. S/he then “restates the reflection of the group. The
restatement is meant to be integrative rather than summative or reiterative. That is,
the chair makes visible for the group the connections, complementarities, and
divergences that emerge when the individual responses are viewed collectively”
(Carini, 1999).
Following the reflection on a word, the group studies a child’s “oeuvre.” Each
participant, in turn, gives impressions of the work. Again, the chair records these,
grouping them based on “connections, complementarities, and divergences”
(Carini, 1999). S/he restates as before.
Next, “the group commences the first of several ‘rounds’ of description
addressed to the work. In the first ‘round’, the chairperson asks the participants to
attend to particular elements and noticeable details-what might be called the surface
of the piece...After each participant has, in turn, offered a description, the chairperson
restates the description according to the patterns emergent among individual
responses...It may take two-three ‘rounds’ to accomplish this level of description.
The chairperson then requests the participants to focus their descriptions on specific
aspects of the piece. S/he might suggest style, tone, rhythm of form, for example.
“As the descriptions continue to accrue, recurrent patterns, the internal coherence of
the piece and the hand and thought of the author become increasingly visible... The
outcome of the description is two-fold:
***** an understanding is gained of the coherence of the work as a whole
through articulation of its composition, the mediums and motifs it
embodies, and the images, feeling and ideas it evokes, and,
***** a sense of the maker’s expressiveness, interests and preferences is
attained as these are revealed through his or her engagement with the
medium, motifs and themes of work” (Carini, 1999).
The assumption attached to this process is that “to a greater or lesser degree
the work will provide an access to the child’s characteristic modes of expression and
ways of making sense of experiences and the world” (Carini, 1999).
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I used an adaptation of this process (four people in the reflection group)
because I wanted to understand how one child at Price Farm School made sense of
her experiences and the world. I wanted a deep reflection on one Price Farm
School child by doing a longitudinal study of her work. My goal was to learn more
about the school by understanding one participant’s meaning-making while in
attendance there.
Newsletters
Teachers wrote newsletters two or three times a month and sent them home
to the families of the students. These included information about themes and
projects happening at school, words to songs and poems the children were learning,
notices about upcoming field trips and special events at school, requests for parent
support in locating resources, anecdotes about memorable moments at school, etc.
Copies of all of these newsletters reside in a file at Price Farm and were a
part of my data for this study. They informed me about curriculum themes and the
ways in which those themes were investigated at the school. They gave me
information about the relationship between the parents and the school. Their tone
and the information chosen by the teachers to be shared gave me information about
the values and philosophies of the teachers. They made evident the yearly
traditions of the school and how those were maintained. They pointed out what
some of the distinctive qualities and peculiarities of the school were as they
described, for example, what a certain school tradition was, for new parents to the
school.
An Outside Reader
An outside reader read samples of my data to see if the emergent themes I
%

recognized matched the themes she saw expressed in the data.
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Delimitations
I was both a participant and a researcher in this study. While that provided
considerable benefits in terms of data accessibility, it limited my study in the
following ways: When I interviewed participants, their responses were influenced
by their prior association with me. Though the themes I chose to investigate resulted
from “findings [that were] grounded in real-world patterns” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967,
p. 15), my selection of themes was influenced by my close association with the
school. Additionally, my interpretation of the data was affected by my relationship
with the school.
My perspectives and beliefs about Integrated Day education, the
constructivist learning theory, and child development affected the collection and the
interpretation of the data I collected.
I used only fourteen interviews, five sets of students’ journals (thirty journals),
and the schoolwork of only five students. This is a small sampling of the total group
of students and parents. It was not a completely random selection of the school
population because a driving consideration in my selection of interviewees and
journal data was accessibility and geographic convenience. I deeply believe,
however, that the responses to the questions I posed of my interviewees would
have been similar from any of the Price Farm School students, teachers/intems, or
parents. Additionally, I feel strongly that the themes that emerged from the data for
this study would have been the same no matter which journals I’d collected or which
schoolwork I’d studied. A final delimitation is the following: I interviewed each
person only once, so the responses I received were subject to the influences of one
particular day in time.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter is comprised of three sections entitled: The Daily Schedule. The
Curriculum, and TheTeacher-Student Relationship.
The Daily Schedule includes a “thick description” of the routines and rhythms
of a typical Price Farm School day, and an analysis of the pedagogical priorities and
values implicit in the schedule.
The Curriculum section is divided into two main parts: “Seasonal Curriculum,”
and ‘Thematic Curriculum.” “Seasonal Curriculum” refers to the school’s yearly
routines and traditions which were integrated with and dependent upon resources
offered naturally by the seasons. This section of the paper contains a description of
the activities the students and teachers were engaged in every year, and an analysis
of the philosophical tenets underlying those curricula.
‘Thematic Curriculum” refers to student-initiated curriculum or curriculum initiated
by teachers in response to the interests, needs and development of the students.
Included in this section is an explanation of what constituted thematic curriculum at
Price Farm School, and a description of a year-long curriculum theme as it unfolded at
the school. The philosophical rationale for thematic curriculum is interspersed
throughout the description.
The Teacher-Student Relationship section addresses two main aspects of
that relationship, intimacy and trust. The section entitled “Intimacy” discusses the
many definitions for the word “intimate” from Webster’s dictionary and the ways
those definitions apply to the teacher-student relationships at Price Farm. The
interpersonal involvement the teachers had with the students, the close attention
they paid to individuals, and the personalized curriculum that made possible, are
presented and analyzed.
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The final section of this chapter, entitled Trust and Independence,” looks at
the building of a relationship of trust that the students experienced when they
worked independently from the teachers, the ways the students were “trained” to be
independent learners, and the rationale for this practice.

The Daily Schedule
“A day with no sharp edges" (a Price Farm School teacher)

In order to make sense of the themes that arose from the data I collected for
this study, one must understand the rhythm of the school day and the unconventional
daily schedule which speaks to the pedagogical priorities and values of Price Farm
School. The day began with the rush from the carpools and school bus to the front
door of the old farmhouse. Most children scurried along the stonewall-lined path to
the school. A few stopped to sniff or admire the perennial flower blossoms in the
bed along the stone wall or to collect red efts that were slithering along in the grass.
In springtime, several stopped by the sugar maples they’d tapped to check their
sap buckets and to take a lick. But most were in a hurry, bubbling and tumbling into
school with news of the heron they’d spotted on their way past the marsh, or with
ideas for projects they planned to work on at “Choice Time.” An intern
remembered, “I loved coming to school in the morning. I wouldn’t want to run. The
kids always ran. I wanted to walk and really just meditate - that wonderful space all the flowers.”
A teacher greeted each child, chatted with them as they hung their jackets,
“parked” their boots and placed their backpacks on the bench, stopped to do a
series of yoga stretches (the Sun Salutation), and headed in to the oval shaped
braided rug where a basket of reading material of all sorts (field guides, picture
books, puzzle books, magazines, etc.) had been placed in the center. Most children
sat on the edge of the rug, looking at books, chattering about what they saw in the
books, talking about what they were reading at home or of things in their lives the
books made them think about. Some children reached into the silent reading book
basket to take out the book they were reading independently and read silently.
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When ail of the children had arrived, “Group Time” began. The children put their
books in the baskets and a handwork basket was placed in the center of the rug.
This basket held yam and at least one ongoing handwork project for each child: small
weavings, knitting projects, cross stitch, chain making, macrame, woven bracelets,
embroidery, etc. The children helped themselves to these projects and to the yarn
in the basket. This wasn’t a time to learn how to knit, for example, or to receive help if
a tangle showed up. It was simply a time to work on a handwork project that could
be done independently while a class conversation ensued.
The conversation, facilitated by the teacher, was one in which the children
were invited to talk about the things on their minds. At the beginning of the school
year, the teacher’s role as facilitator was an active one. Children raised their hands to
be recognized by the teacher, to speak. The teacher gently reminded the children
not to interrupt one another. She suggested topics for discussion, began
discussions about subjects that interested her or about subjects she’d noticed
interested the children. But, as time progressed, the teacher's role became less and
less direct. Children introduced discussion topics. They practiced waiting until
another had finished, before speaking. They stayed on a topic of conversation,
deepening the discussion, adding new points of view. They became active
listeners, listening intently to each others’ contributions. They learned these skills
because teachers modeled them and talked about their importance. But, mainly,
they learned these skills from each other.
Because there were only a few new children each fall and the others were
accustomed to rich, polite conversation, it was a short time before the newcomers
saw how this culture worked, how children at Price Farm School brought up world
issues and personal issues at this time but also, for example, described beautiful
sunsets they’d seen and told about museums they’d visited recently. They spoke
about things that mattered to them and they listened attentively as others did the
same.
One of the students I interviewed spoke about the growth and change
children underwent as they spent time with the school group. He said, “What I really
liked was seeing the different people grow up even though I might have been
younger than them or older, I saw them really change from year to year, like even
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myself. I remember the first day of school really vividly. I was the hyper-est,
craziest little person. I just couldn’t sit still in‘Group Time.’“ The end-of-the-year
Progress Report, written by the teacher about this very boy in his fifth year at the
school, includes these excerpts: “Henry was always an invigorating, informed
conversationalist in our group. He was very interested in the things that interested
him and he shared those things eloquently...he continued to be the ‘ideaforic,’
tolerant, inclusive leader he’d always been, but now he was able to listen to others.”
Naturally, the concerns of a six year old were different from those of a sixth
grader. This could have been considered a draw-back but at Price Farm School, it
seemed to be a gift. Older children often stopped conversations to explain issues
to littler ones in ways they could understand. This only served to help the “Bigs” (a
term originated by the children to refer to students of approximately fourth grade and
up) clarify their own thinking and to develop habits of inclusion. I remember one
conversation in which a ten year old brought up his concerns about students wearing
camouflage-fabric clothing at school. He kept saying that that kind of doth made him
uneasy. When another of the students said that he liked wearing camouflage dothing
because he could observe wildlife up close without disturbing it when he wore it, the
first boy said, “Oh. I get it. I never thought of it that way.” All of the students looked
at him quizzically at this point. This boy who was more aware of world issues than
the younger children, suddenly realized that none of the others understood the
connection he made between camouflage clothing and war, killing people, and the
connection to hunting to kill animals. He stopped to explain this and to explain his
point of view, a point of view he’d thought everyone understood without his
explaining it.
The “Littles” (first through third graders, approximately) sometimes told
about such things as wiggly teeth and all of the children nodded with appreciation,
remembering how consumed they’d once been with a wiggly tooth. One of the girls
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I interviewed spoke about this: “I remember one year, for about a month, every
day, Claire would come to school and she’d say, ‘My tooth is loose’ and it was the
same tooth and it wouldn’t be that much looser but for her it was a big deal so she’d
tell it for news practically every day for a whole month. It was O.K. because I knew
how she felt because I remembered when I was little and when I had a loose tooth
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(even now it’s a pretty big deal). You need to get it out. When you have something
that you need to say, you really need to say it and tell people it. Otherwise, the
whole day you’re gonna be bursting. You need to say, “My tooth is loose!” Again,
this presented an opportunity for the “Bigs” to practice patience and understanding
and to remember their own developmental stages.
The “Littles” were stretched in another way. They saw the passion of the
“Bigs” as they spoke of issues (like the nuclear waste dump the EPA proposed to
build in a nearby town) and they sat rapt far, far longer that most first grade teachers
know is possible, because they were listening to their mentors, the “Bigs.” So, all of
the children adapted in some way. A boy commented, “One of the things I really
enjoyed was ‘Group Time’ -- early morning circle. That was definitely one of my
favorite things. I liked hearing what everybody had done over the last evening or
the last day or what they planned to do in the next week or something interesting
they’d seen.” Another commented on this same time of day this way: “A lot of
times we’d get into discussions and really learn a lot about something - just talking and if we got into something we didn’t know, we’d have to go look it up and we got
into really big discussions about really big things...Sometimes, if we got really
interested, we’d go home and look up more stuff about it and talk about that the next
day.”
The conversation part of “Group Time” ended when the teacher felt the
children had settled in together as a community and when she felt it could be
stopped without cutting off a thought. Then, she began leading the recitation of
poetry. At all times at Price Farm School, there was a poem being memorized by
the group(s) of children. Often the poem was seasonal and sometimes it reflected a
curriculum theme being explored by the children in other parts of their school day.
The teacher taught the poem strictly orally - no text for the children. This was a time
of day for the children with oral/aural strengths to shine. Often, these were different
children from the strong readers or builders or musicians or mathematicians.
Following the recitation came singing... usually just one song, each and every
day. The songs sung were about the season, or they were songs related to
curriculum themes, or rousing favorites with lyrics holding messages and stories. At
maple sugaring season, the group might sing: “Tap, tap, tap for that sweet sap/
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Hang out your bucket and with a little luck it’ll fill right up with sweet, sweet sap.”
When a curriculum theme was “Boats” one year, the children sang “Blow Ye Winds
of the Morning,” and “Michael Row Your Boat Ashore,” for example. When they
were learning to spin and weave, we sang the Shaker song, “Round, around
mother’s blessing goes ‘round, ‘round the world around/Twisting strands of love and
union into life eternal blessed” and the round, “ ‘Round and ‘round we turn/We hold
each others’ hands and weave ourselves in a circle.” Some of the songs told stories
of historic events we were studying. When we studied about the Underground
Railroad, we sang “Follow the Drinkin’ Gourd” and a song about Harriet Tubman with
the refrain, “Come on up/ I got a life line / Come on up to this train of mine / She said
her name was Harriet Tubman / And she drove for the Underground Railroad”
(Blood & Patterson, 1988, p. 60).
After singing, the teacher described the “choices” for “Choice Time.” This
was a set of activities the teacher was offering to the children which involved many,
many varied materials and processes. It included gardening, cooking, block building,
constructing with recydables of all sorts, playing house, making myriad art projects,
sewing, playing music, book binding, doing handwork, woodworking, fort building,
board game playing, dramatic play, etc. The teacher would set out materials for
several of these activities each day based on themes (subject themes such as
“Nomads” or “Tibet”, material themes such as “Wax” or ”Wool”, or processes such
as “Developing a Rock Band” or “Felting”), being studied at the time, themes which
held a fascination for the children. She set out materials to support children in digging
more deeply into the investigation of a topic they’d begun exploring the day before
or the week before. She observed the children closely as they worked and listened
closely to their queries and discussions and provided materials in response to the
needs and interests she saw developing.
John Dewey addressed the issue of experiences which are “miseducative.”
*

He said that experiences that are disconnected from each other, not linked
cumulatively, leave a person scatterbrained (Dewey, 1963, 25-26). At Price Farm
School, many of the “Choice Time” activities were extensions of activities offered
previously. They were designed to extend, expand, and deepen children’s
involvement in a particular theme. If, for example, the children were studying about
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nomads and making a typical Mongolian nomadic dwelling, a yurt made of wool,
“Choice Time” might involve carding wool or dying wool, steps in the long process
of making a yurt. Whenever possible, a process or activity was taken back to its
roots. If, for example, we made french fries for snack, we began by digging the
potatoes in the garden.
In addition to teacher suggested activities, students’ project plans were
encouraged, too. Older children especially initiated many of their own projects. One
student remembered this project he spearheaded:

I got started with this idea of building a catamaran... I said, ‘I’m gonna build a
catamaran.’ So the next day at school, me and some of my friends looted
the barn and we took every piece of material we could find. There were
some old pieces of styrofoam which had been ‘bricks’ in a previous play and
we sort of fastened it all together. We were planning to put it on Gregg
Lake...It was about four feet wide and about four feet long. The pontoons
were styrofoam billet blocks. The deck was misshapen pieces of plywood
that we had dug up. The mast was a sapling and the sails were old bed
sheets which had been cut and patched and I think it contained about four
different colored bed sheets... [It was] my biggest building project and
eventually I put it out on the water and I sailed it completely across Gregg
Lake.
Children listened to all of the options and then bustled off to an activity of their
own choosing. A former intern said, “It was sort of a feeling of excitement as
everyone scattered off to do what they were most interested in doing and there was
a sort of anticipation at the telling of choices. You could feel everyone just waiting to
hear what they would be able to choose from that day.”

Many of the projects took

several days, or even weeks, to complete. Some were group projects. Some
were individual. Some days children chose not to be social at “Choice Time,”
preferring to curl up with a good book. In whatever way each child spent this time
(an hour to an hour and a half, depending upon children’s involvement), it was a time
spent in ways the children chose, with people whom they selected, based on their
own interests, proclivities and needs.
Allotting the major part of our morning to “Choice Time” was a conscious
decision made by the teachers, based on the strong belief that engaging students in
processes that fascinate them, giving them time to explore, to encounter problems,
to solve those problems themselves, to ask their own questions and to research
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answers was at the heart of the children’s learning. The time needed to be long
enough for deep and thorough investigations and experiments, and it needed to be
scheduled when the children were fresh and rested. A parent said about her son,
“He planned before he left for school what he was going to do at ‘Choice Time.’ That
gives you a sense of control, a sense of, *yeah, I can figure out what I’m gonna do’.J
know that’s why he’s such a good organizer and planner...”
When the teachers felt the children’s energies were flagging or aspects of
projects were coming to a close, they quietly spread word that it was “Clean-up
Time.” As each child felt s/he had taken care of tools, materials and messes, s/he
went to the braided rug, took out her/his black and white book (journal) from a basket
and began silently writing of the morning’s activities. “Black and White Book
Time” was a quiet time with the group, once again, gathered together, reflecting on
the activities, conversations and other interactions of the morning. “It always amazed
me how they came in, in two’s and three’s, and just all of a sudden there was
everybody sitting, writing in their books or maybe looking at each other’s, or staring
off... but all quiet and reflective,” remembered an intern. When this writing was
completed, it was time for a conference. At a conference, the writing was shared with
an adult who talked with the child about its content but also about the writing
mechanics of the entry. An individual lesson about spelling or grammar or
punctuation in direct response to the student’s writing took place - a little lesson of no
more than five minutes.
A student intern reflected on “Black and White Book Time,” calling it “a very
peaceful time in my mind and ... a nice chance to have a one-to-one moment with
each child. Beyond talking about their actual writing, it was a chance to just briefly
touch on what they had done at “Choice Time” and how they were feeling about it,
depending on what might have happened.” Children then went on to “Silent
Reading,” reading an ongoing book (if they were independent readers). Nonindependent readers read aloud to a teacher or to an older child and then, each day,
one older child took the “Littles” to a separate room to read aloud to them while the
other “Bigs” continued with silent reading.
When the adults had had time to conference with each child and when the
children had had twenty-thirty minutes to read, the group reconvened and snack was
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brought in. The snack, sometimes a product of a “Choice Time” cooking project and
sometimes harvested from the garden, was always prepared by a child or children.
If none of the children had chosen a cooking project as a “Choice Time” activity, the
teachers snagged a willing child at a moment of transition between “Choice Time”
projects or at an appropriate moment between the steps of a project, to set up a
tray with small pottery mugs made locally, hand-made cloth napkins, a candle and a
plate of food. The tray was placed in the middle of the rug as a signal to the
students to find a good stopping place in silent reading books and to place them in
their baskets.
“Snack Time,” which followed a predictable ritual, began with a teacher
passing a napkin and a snack to each child, waiting to hear a “thank you” or a “no,
thank you” (negative commentary on snacks was not allowed because it made it
hard for those who liked the snack to enjoy it once a negative comment had been
made), and responding with “you’re welcome.” When everyone was served, the
candle was lit and we all sang the Shaker song, “Tis a Gift to be Simple,” before
eating and engaging in a lively conversation. “I remember when I was an intern how
sweet it [‘Snack Time’] was. I’d never been part of something like that before. In
schools which I’d been a part of, eating times were always noisy. It was so sweet to
have that tray with all the little cups and the kids learning how, if they didn’t like
something, to say ‘no thank you’ and how good that felt, how important that is. It’s so
simple. Why would you take the time to teach that and yet it’s the most special time
in the whole day - all so quiet, all sharing the same thing.” We followed this ritual
180 days of the year.
So, the children had come from following their individual passions at “Choice
Time” to remembering their connectedness to the group at “Snack Time.”
Sometimes, as we finished our snacks, one of the children would play a violin or
piano or guitar piece for us, something they’d learned in private lessons outside of
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school. Teachers explained to newcomers that performances are only appreciated
and respected at Price Farm School. No other response is acceptable because we
all must feel free to take risks, and performances received outside of respect reduce
risk taking. Older children modeled being respectful and appreciative audiences and
gave supportive feedback to fledgling performers.
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After “Snack Time” came “Game Time” when we played an indoor game
(often a singing game) as a class group. Some of the games we played appealed
more to the youngest children and the “Bigs” remembered when they’d loved those
games and played willingly to give the “Littles” the experience they’d once had.
Some games appealed more to the older children and we all supported the
“Littles” in “getting the hang” of them so we all could play. Just as in a family, where
people of different ages play together, we needed to make accommodations, bend
the rules, adapt to each other’s needs and developments.
When we tired from a spirited game, the children nestled into couches and
pillows and each other, for a story, read aloud by the teacher. Again, many layered
discussions often followed the reading, similar to the discussions at “Group Time,”
before a rush to the out-of-doors for “Out Time,” in any sort of weather. The school
had a small swing set, two swings tied to a maple tree and two ropes dangling from
a branch. What we purposely lacked in equipment was supplied in natural raw
materials. Our balance beam was a fallen log across a vernal pool. Our soccer goal
posts were made of six inch diameter trees, hand sawn by the students, planted
securely in holes they’d dug. Our jungle gym was a two hundred year old lilac bush
clump known as the Lilac Hotel. The hundreds of acres of fields and forests provided
us with shallow streams to dam, hills to sled on and worlds to discover and conquer
and call our own.
A teacher said, “I think having the expanse of the woods so the kids felt that
they just owned the world and they could go build a tree house in any old tree they
wanted or they could go down the lake trail as far as they needed [was important].
When they were little, they stayed around [close to the building]. The little kids built
forts close around and as they got older they would move on out and they had the
space to feel they were growing.” A student talked about this sense of space at
“Out Time.” “I liked being able to be by myself - you know - like at “Out Time”
being able to just go off and make a game and let them [the teachers] trust us, that
we wouldn’t go too far and that we would come back. It was nice that they trusted
us.”
We came in from “Out Time” to collapse in fresh, healthy exhaustion on
picnic blankets where we ate each day - lunches brought from home. There was no
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need to eat at the same pace because as each child finished eating, s/he cleaned
his/her spot, gathered his/her folder and story book and silently settled into the
individualized, personalized paperwork tasks inside the folder for “Folder Work
Time.” Many of these tasks related to projects and other morning activities. There
were math story problems about building projects and task sheets on parts of
speech relating to the morning’s poetry recitation. Some of the Folder Work
consisted of games aimed at teaching math facts or concepts. Some tasks involved
measuring gallons of cider we’d made or going outside to measure garden plots or
to count produce.
A father told this story about a day when he visited the school:
I was blown away by the way potatoes were used to teach fractions....
Here’s the process: You take the kids out to the garden and everybody
kneels down in the dirt and digs around with their hands and they get nice and
muddy knees... and they pull out potatoes. And then they brush the dirt off
and go inside and wash their hands and here are these potatoes. They wash
them and put them on the table and you take a knife-and this is part of the
learning experience - handling the knife very carefully - and you cut the
potato in half and that’s fairly simple and then you take those pieces and cut
them into quarters and so on and so on. And then you say, so how many of
these little pieces would it take to go back and make it look like a half...so here
we are with raw potatoes and fractions. And then you cut the potatoes into
sixty-fourths and you cook them and make potato salad and eat the potato
salad for snack. That’s one of my most enduring memories of the school.
Some of the folder work options were purely rote drill tasks aimed at the
memorization of multiplication tables or designed to help a child memorize a rule of
conventional spelling. A teacher commented,
Folder work time went back to that peaceful, more contemplative mood and I
think of each of the children being in their own little world even though we
were all sitting together at a table. Because it was a routine and a sort of
rhythm, they knew that that was their chance and they would sink right into their
focus. It was a very natural flow. It just seemed to happen really naturally,
comfortably.
Always, when the folder work tasks were completed, they were checked
over by a teacher. “I was there for each one of them to come to when they were
stuck on something or otherwise when they felt they had finished something. I
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guess I want to say mine was the role of a mentor. I was there to help them figure
things out. Sometimes it was a matter of teaching a particular skill, of course, but they
came up to me one by one. It was a chance for them to share with me what they
had done in their story book or how they had thought something through,” a teacher
explained.
After this check-in with a teacher, the children went on to write in their story
books. These included ongoing creative writing pieces on topics of the children’s
own choosing. Many older children wrote involved stories, even novels. Younger
children spent lots of time on illustrations having teachers act as scribes and, later on,
writing their own stories using invented spelling. A student told about his memory of
story book-writing:
It was really fun for me. I liked writing stories. My stories might not have
been the longest or the most colorful but I liked writing them. I’d normally
write about something that was going on right then or about stuffed animals...
when I was really into my stuffed animals and we’d have stuffed animal tea
parties and stuffed animal games. Or I’d write about what I was doing at
‘Choice Time’ and put it into a fictitious form.
When finished with the folder work tasks and writing in story books, the
children either read silently or did handwork or played a quiet board game until the
approximately one hour and a half of afternoon work time had ended. Then, they
cleaned up and came together for one last time as a group. If a child had completed
a piece of writing, it was at this time that it was read aloud to the group and the writer
received comments from his/her classmates about the writing. A final “good-bye
song” ended the day and the children were dismissed for carpools and the bus. A
teacher commented about the daily schedule this way: ‘Time. There was a different
feeling about time. The day just whooshed by but it didn’t feel like a fast pace. It
was very calm. It felt like there was plenty of time to do whatever you needed and
then when the day was over - Oh, rats - Well, we’ll do that tomorrow.”
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The Curriculum
“If you want to understand anything, make It yourself.”
(A.N. Whitehead)

Curriculum at Price Farm School grew out of the interests and developments
of the children and from the resources at hand. Certain curricular activities which were
connected to the materials of the seasons and the natural world (garden produce, for
example), were offered every year and were a part of the school’s traditions. I call
this seasonal curriculum. Other curriculum themes stemmed from children’s interests
and developments, and these differed from year to year. I call this thematic
curriculum. Some curriculum was studied by groups of children. Some was studied
by individuals. But, no matter which type of curriculum we were involved with, or
how many children were involved, the curriculum was explored through many
different activities (reading, reflecting, writing, computing, building, painting, drawing,
dramatizing, discussing, poetry reciting, singing, etc.) throughout the day. It is the
integrating of the curriculum throughout all the different parts of the day that is the
hallmark of the aptly named “Integrated Day” approach to schooling.

Seasonal Curriculum

Research about the human brain suggests that the emotions are integrally
tied to learning. When our experiences provide us with a feeling of safety and
security, the newest section of our brain, the cerebral cortex, is active in processing
and analyzing information and in determining our responses to that information.
When we feel unsafe or uncomfortable, the older, simpler, less analytical parts of our
brain dictate our responses (Hart, 1975) and our responses are less thoughtful and
more “from the gut.”
Routines and traditions which are predictable experiences offer a sense of
safety and security. Additionally, groups of people who participate in routines and
traditions can develop a sense of community. Feeling oneself to be part of a social
community “contributes to safety, security and relaxed alertness” says the Carnegie
Foundation’s 1988 study, An Imperiled Generation.
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Seasonal Curriculum, because it was offered every year, was part of the
school’s routine or tradition, and it contributed to the sense of safety and security as
well as a sense of belonging for the students. The relaxed alertness that comes
from feeling safe, secure and part of a community was the rationale for Seasonal
Curriculum.
Autumn harvesting of garden produce, and cooking projects (tomato sauce,
pumpkin pie, pesto, etc.) to use that produce, were activities offered to the students
every fall. Reading recipes, measuring ingredients and seeing the source of our
food were all aspects of the learning involved here. Often children cooked in small
groups making the activity a lesson in social skills.
A teacher wrote in a 1981 newsletter to parents of the pre-schoolers about
this sort of curriculum:
We’ve been involving ourselves in all sorts of fall harvest activities and have
aligned our snack with a craft activity many days. We’ve been printing with
carrots, pumpkin pieces and potato pieces (and eating them, too). Of
course, we’ve first had to gather our crops from the garden. What a joy it is to
rummage around in the soil and come up with an edible nugget. When Jon
Allen pulled up a potato plant and saw a potato hanging from a root fiber he
noted that in his garden the food grows on top of the plants!
The following year, a teacher wrote a newsletter to the parents about “grape
day”:
We’ve also spent a “grape day” when we picked grapes, cooked them and
let the juice drip through a jelly bag to be used as a stain to paint with and as a
drink at “Snack Time” with our grape jelly (from the same grapes) on crackers.
Nobody knew any of those super-grape jokes. Those, and a good version
of The Fox and the Grapes story were the only things missing. If you have
either of these things, it would be well-received.
Often the cooking activity was extended into the afternoon’s “Folder Work.”
Story problems about the price of any “store-bought” cooking ingredients might
show up in the “Folder Work” tasks, or questions involving the division of a pie into
equal-sized slices for everyone, might appear. [ Appendices C -D, Examples of
“Folder Work.”]
Planting flower bulbs and determining the appropriate depth of planting
based on the diameter of the bulb (plant bulb twice as deep as the diameter of the

bulb) was another example of seasonal curriculum in the autumn. Making apple
cider and applesauce from apples we picked were fall activities as was the baking
of dozens of apple treats (apple muffins, applesauce cake, apple cookies) for our
“Fall Gathering,” an October Saturday morning when the school families and friends
were invited to come to Price Farm to visit and play together. The October 5,1990,
journal entry of a third grader reads: “Today I finished putting linoleum block prints on
my black and white book. Then I washed the sider [student’s spelling] press and a
bag of apples. Then I made three batches of ginger apple cookies!!! [for Fall
Gathering]”
As we neared the Winter Solstice, some child inevitably asked, “When will
candle-making be a choice?” Always, the wax and melting pots were December
curriculum tools for our annual candle-making. The children dipped their wicks into
melted wax and added layer upon layer of wax to their growing candles. Candle¬
making was a lesson in patience (the candles thicken slowly) and in careful attention
(the melted wax is very hot). When the children were studying about life in early
America, the candle-making was linked with that study. Otherwise, we made
candles because the dark season was approaching and because it was a way to
mark the seasons. A teacher’s letter to the parents on December 10,1995, reads:
As we approach the darkest day of the year, I find myself digging out the
candle-making supplies and looking forward to tomorrow when our candle
dippers will be out in full force. As each candle is completed and lit for testing,
we’ll sing, This little light o’ mine, I’m gonna let it shine.’

Following the days of making candles came “Mystery Cooking” as an
option at “Choice Time.” For “Mystery Cooking,” the teachers fashioned tiny pots
(about the size of 1/4 cup) and spoons (approximately 1/4 teaspoon size) from tin
foil and the students scooped tiny amounts of provided ingredients into their “pots,”
stirred them together and cooked the mixture over their own homemade candles.
The invented recipes were tasted and, when an occasional one was found to be
delicious, it sometimes became “grist” for the “Folder Work” mill. That is, students
who were needing practice at multiplying fractions might be asked to multiply a
“Mystery Cooking” recipe by fifty so we could make it for “Snack Time.” A student
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recalled “Mystery Cooking” when I interviewed him as a sophomore in high school.
He said, “I remember we had ‘Mystery Cooking.’ We made little tin foil pans and
[the teacher] put out a bunch of different things: sugar, flour, com starch, raisins - a
bunch of different things. We wouldn’t know what it was, couldn’t taste it. We’d mix it
in our little pan, cook it over a candle, then taste it at the end. Sometimes it was
good. Sometimes it was really awful. We got way too much salt or something.”
Candle flames for cooking might have been considered too dangerous for a
school but, at Price Farm, adults supervised closely when the candles were burning,
they talked about the need to be careful and they modeled care. Fire was, in fact, an
important part of the Seasonal Curriculum at the school. The school building was
wood heated and at the end of the outside play time each day, we each (students
and teachers) brought one log into the school wood box. The teachers put the
wood into the stoves but the children observed as the fires were fed and the
students saw directly where their heat came from.
We practiced yet another fire-related tradition each year on the last day of
school before the winter holiday. We all gathered around a pile of dead, dry limbs
and branches we’d been accumulating, lit a bonfire (often more like a campfire) and
roasted dough on sticks. We ate the charred crust and sticky centers of our roasted
dough smothered in homemade jam from the larder. This was definitely our largest
fire of the school year and a time to experience a simple, home-grown way of
making a celebration. One student, Nathan, commented, “I think the dough boys
were probably the best thing I’ve ever eaten. They were so good -- dough on the
inside and bread on the outside - delicious ~ absolutely delicious - and jelly -mmm.”
When we returned from the winter holiday break, the nearby lake was usually
frozen over and we skated and hiked on it, even scheduled a school overnight when
we could walk on the lake in darkness and, in clear weather, study the huge,
constellation-filled sky. A newsletter to parents written by a teacher in February of
1986 refers to one of these overnights.
This Friday, the children of the older group are all invited to spend the
afternoon and night at school. We will play, bake, etc. in the afternoon,
prepare and eat dinner together, sled in the evening by candlelight, look for
our favorite constellations in the sky and sleep for a short time in sleeping
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bags on the floor. Those who are willing and able will get up at about 4 00
a.m. to have breakfast and search for Haley's Comet which, we are told, may
be visible at that time. I'm imaging we'll hold together until about 8:00 a m
when parents need to come with all the patience they can muster to take an
exhausted child home!
When we crossed the lake on our hikes, we often stopped to visit the ice
fishermen and to talk with them about their work. One year, a friendly fisherman even
invited the children to join in the fishing process. Our hikes across the lake took us to
the enormous boulders on the opposite shore from the school where we climbed
and contemplated geologic history. A student recalled these hikes:
Some days we’d just go down to the lake during the winter and skate or
play... or walk across the lake. That would have to have been my favorite
part since IVe always enjoyed like rock climbing and there are a bunch of
spelunking caves across the lake. So I’d bring my headlamp on those days
that we’d go and we just walked across the lake, wind blowing through our hair
and through our coats and we were chilled to the bone by the time we got
back.
I remember a particularly cold crossing one year when we’d been
studying about Native Americans. One boy stopped in his icy tracks, looked
up to the sky, and called out in absolute earnestness, “Oh Great Bear, lead
me homeward.”
In January, we again prepared for a school community gathering. This time,
the parents and friends of the school came together in a nearby Grange Hall to
celebrate Twelfth Night. A 1993 letter to the parents from a teacher describes this
event.
...in January, we’ll keep our tradition of celebrating Twelfth Night... For those
of you who haven’t ever celebrated with us, our tradition is to gather at the
Grange Hall. We provide the wood to heat it. The Grange folks tend the fire.
All of you are invited to help provide the entertainment. We’ll have a
program of family dances with a caller and live music and simple and fun skits,
songs, instrumentals, recitations (you name it) by Price Farm School families.
Please let me know if there’s something you could do. Remember, no slick
performances allowed. This is all in fun.

With parent musicians and a hired dance caller, we danced New England
circle dances, contra dances and singing games. When the dancing had warmed us
through and through, we took turns performing for each other. Children and adults
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sang songs, did skits, played instruments, told jokes... a sort of a talent show. Often,
the “Bigs” performed a sword dance (a British traditional dance done with wooden
swords which are locked together in a ring during the dance).
Sometimes a Mummer’s play “surprised” us. A Mummer’s play, in the
15th century, was an ad hoc play “cooked up” in someone’s kitchen. The actors
traditionally crashed a party with silly antics, and satirical songs. Our Mummer’s plays
weren’t surprises because we rehearsed them, but otherwise, they followed the
tradition. They were performed by a group of children, parents and teachers who
got together outside of school hours to rehearse. The central character in all of our
mummer’s plays was Saint George. The January 3,1997, journal entry of a fourth
grade girl includes this comment about an upcoming mummer’s play: “I feel like I
can’t hold in that I’m Saint George. Today I think I danced the best that I’ve ever
done.”
Usually in February, when the days warmed to above 32 degrees and the
nights stayed colder than 32 degrees, the sap rose in the sugar maple trees lining
the school yard, and we tapped them. Gathering the buckets full of sap and boiling
it on the school’s wood stoves provided fodder for lessons in liquid measure.
(Thirty-two gallons of sap makes one gallon of maple syrup.) On March 23,1981, a
teacher’s letter to the parents included the following news:
We continue to follow the seasons in our school projects and the maple
sugaring season has been a busy one. The children tapped four of the
maples and have gathered sap to boil away gently on the wood stoves.
We’ve made pancakes (oatmeal, sour milk, corn meal and whole wheat) as
well as french toast to eat with our syrup. To the delight of the children, one
batch of sap boiled to the candy stage...a sweet treat. Sap icicles have taken
the place of the “Out Time” carrots which were devoured in such quantity in
the fall.
When the snow melted, and the gravel, dead-end road that led to the
school thawed, we worked on the naturally-forming “mini-rivers.” These were the
flowing streams in the road caused by the melted ice and snow. The children carved
the “streambeds” deeper with sticks and shovels, dammed them, rerouted, made
miniature bridge crossings. They were engineers at work. When a mini-stream was
narrow, it flowed faster than when it was widened. Damming water with mud simply
washed out, but stones and sticks held up under the force of moving water. Children
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and teachers experimented with the materials and forces on hand. Sometimes
children wrote about these experiences in the afternoon in their story books or at
“Black and White Book Time” in their journals.
Also, in the spring of the year, we often watched as our farmyard hens
became broody, sat on their eggs and hatched chicks, or we placed eggs in an
incubator to watch the process up close. Carefully observing and describing
processes and other “notidngs” was something teachers and children did throughout
the days. A newsletter from the teacher to the parents on February 21,1981,
keeps the parents posted about these springtime activities:

It feels as though spring just may be here for keeps. The chickens have
even begun to lay eggs again after a long winter’s rest. Today C.W. cracked
some eggs and beat them up in preparation for the “Snack Time” scrambled
eggs. Soon we’ll be hatching some eggs in an incubator.
Part of the curriculum each and every spring was a “pollymandering”
expedition. This was the time when children took old yogurt cups to the nearby lake
and, in them, caught salamanders and polliwogs, brought them back to the school,
and put them in a glass tank of lake water to watch them develop, before letting
them go back into the wild. Again, we observed and described what we saw.
Every spring, we noticed the huge proliferation of trillium blossoms opening
in the woods around the school. We studied their “threeness”: three petals, three
leaves. “Folder Work” for the youngest children involved the prefix “tri”, as in trillium,
and the children were asked to think of other triple groupings in their world and
sometimes to count by threes or to work on the three’s multiplication tables, using
the memory of the trillium plant or a drawing of a trillium as a concrete reminder of
what multiplying by three means. Each spring we mucked about in the vernal pool
on the school grounds where we experimented with spinning birchbark and sapling
paddlewheels on the current of the feeding stream. A passage in The Yearling tells
of a boy making a paddle wheel to spin in his neighborhood creek and this inspired
our making paddlewheels. Literature and the science of motion were tied together.
On May 1st, the children danced the Maypole dance and made May
baskets to take to the door of a friend. Weaving together the ribbons of a Maypole
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requires each weaver to adhere to a pattern: over, under, over, under. This pattern,
in which every other ribbon is going over another ribbon at one moment, offered a
mental image to children coming to understand odd and even numbers.
The students “danced out" later in May. That is, they performed Morris
dances (traditional British set dances done in bright colored costumes with multi¬
colored ribbons tied to dancers’ arms and girls’ hair, and bells jingling, tied to the
calves of the dancers’ legs) to tunes played by a fiddler, in celebration of the coming
of the spring. We made dandelion crowns and candied violets. We picked rhubarb
and ate it raw, dipped in honey. We picked great, large bouquets of lilacs to take to
parents or to our local librarian and other school friends. All of these things we did
each and every year for eighteen years, and these seasonal curriculum traditions
remain in place to this day. One student commented, “It was cool because we
knew how to make our own pleasure and pastime.” This comment highlights the
active, constructivist nature of this educational model. We “made our own” rather than
following prepared, progammatic curriculum.
The final Seasonal Curriculum of the year was the production of a musical.
This musical production was scheduled for springtime because it took place in the
Grange Hall which was wood-heated. Heating it in the cold months for daily
rehearsals would have been impossible. Very often, the show was connected to a
year-long curriculum theme (see next section: Thematic Curriculum). Aside from
directing this show (which the teachers did) and doing the actual acting (which the
students did), the parents who were able were involved in every aspect of this
event.
As directors, the teachers chose a script, cast the actors, and sent the scripts
home with the children to work on with their families. Then, the parents were invited
to a meeting at the Grange Hall. There they shared ideas about how to help their
children leam lines and they listened as the teachers listed all the ways in which they
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needed support in order to put on this production. A list of all the needs was
generated by the teachers, and the parents signed up to build props, clean the hall,
provide bouquets to cheer up the dingy hall, paint sets, etc. The teachers explained
what sorts of costumes the kids needed and the parents talked together about how
they could help each other out to provide a costume for every child. When I
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interviewed the fourteen people for this study, each one of them mentioned “the
play” at one point in the interview, though I didn’t ask specifically about the play.
One parent said, “I looked forward to the play as my creative outlet each
year.” A student, a boy in tenth grade when I interviewed him, spoke about the
entire play process:
The plays. The plays were huge. I think a couple of months before the play
we got our scripts and started practicing. I remember it was really exciting
before we got our scripts, wondering what we were gonna do for our play,
always trying to look at what scripts you teachers were looking at. Then,
every night we’d have to go home and memorize our lines. That was our
homework. We wouldn’t have any other homework. Then we went to the
Grange to practice. Towards the end we’d go to the Grange for the whole
day. It was really a big deal. It was really fun.
I remember anticipating the plays coming up and being really excited
about it... I was maybe a little nervous right before it because there were all
kinds of people there but it was really fun. I remember growing out my hair to
play a rock star. I think I sang a solo. I had a guitar with me but I didn’t really
play it. I remember during practices we’d go out - have breaks - eat our lunch
on the grass and run around there - just around the Grange - run and jump
over the ditch. There was a big ditch there we always used to jump
over...Everyone really wanted to do the play. There was no one who didn’t
want to do it. No one was really scared to go out and do the plays. It was just
a thing that everyone did and there wasn’t any discussion about whether
you’re doing it or not. We were all comfortable with it because we got lots of
preparation, I think. We knew what we were doing, working on it during
school for most of the day. It wasn’t just going over there for an hour - really
long periods of time in the same place where we would perform so we really
got comfortable with what we were doing.
This boy’s description of what the play was for him underscores the way in which the
students were swept up in the spirit of this whole-school experience. Five years
after the fact, he finds it remarkable that “no one... didn’t want to do if and he
attributes that to comfort achieved through thorough preparation. The importance of
preparedness and its relationship to quality is also reflected in the description of the
play process from a mother’s point of view:
Over the years it’s been amazing to me that these little tiny children, third
graders, would carry a full part in a play such as “Peter Pan,” singing and
dancing an entire part. And third graders not only could do it but carried it off
beautifully. I loved the way the first graders would get a little part, a little line,
maybe one, and if they weren’t able to do that then no line at all, just going
along with somebody else. And then in second grade a little bit more.
These plays were hand-picked for the group of kids and what they needed
and how old they were mentally and emotionally and finally, when they’re in
third, fourth, fifth, sixth grade, they’re carrying full, huge, adult roles and loving
it, absolutely loving it. It’s amazing over the years to have watched children
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that started off having a line or two or a song with two or three kids, taking on
huge roles... The plays were just amazing. They outshone anything else by
any other kids that I have ever seen. They learned what it is to do something
right and that gets carried into any part of your life. What it’s like to really know
something. What it means to be truly proficient at anything they do... I bet
some of these kids will walk into a board room some day and they’ll know
their presentation was good because it came out like the plays.
A school newspaper article written by third grader, Katherine, reads: “Today
is the second day of the play rehearsals. The play is called ‘The Witch and the
Magic Mountain.’ Today is beautiful. Katherine loves the play.” Katherine’s simple
yet positive commentary provides a sense of the joyful spirit that surrounded this
spring curriculum.
I include here one final quotation from a parent who brought up play season
a propos of thematic curriculum. She said,
So play season was always the delicious bringing it all together and for the
children to take on these characters and just become them was just magical.
The shy children would become very confident. The boisterous ones would
focus. The other thing that was wonderful was that when, occasionally, there
would be a sort of a lead, it never felt like that. You always felt that everyone
was the star. The plays were very skillfully directed so the children really
knew that they were integral. They all had tremendous star quality, even the
littlest, tiniest ones. When they came to take their bows, they knew it was their
play...The lines that were learned were astonishing and I loved, too, the way
they were directed so the children observed all the directing, so they soaked
it up - some of it by osmosis and also a lot of it didn’t need to be repeated.
And I think, too, they could hear when it was someone else being directed
maybe a little more easily than when they were in the spotlight - or the hot
seat -1 just remember walking into the Grange when there were these little
children sitting on the benches with these stacks of “Tintins” - all cuddled up
together in little clumps - older ones reading to little ones and just totally,
happily contented for long periods of time and then when it was their turn or
their scene, they’d put down their “Tintin” and jump into their character and the
others would come and curl up. It was so smooth and so beautiful to watch.
So they could be really focused and then sort of sink down into the
mindlessness of the “Tintins” or run around outside and jump over the mud of
the ditch.
The “play,” our musical production, was the final Seasonal Curriculum of the
year. We focused on it for six weeks, giving some part of every day to rehearsal
and tying many of the “Folder Work” tasks to it. Lines from the play were

sometimes extracted for lessons in grammar and spelling. Rehearsal incidents were
referred to in math story problems, etc. The play was central to school life for six
weeks.
Thematic Curriculum

One of the questions guiding this inquiry was, “What was its [Price Farm
School’s] educative value? To each of my sets of interviewees (parents, teachers
and interns, and students), I posed questions specifically aimed at eliciting
responses that would help me to understand what the Price Farm School
participants felt was the school’s educative value. I asked the parents, “What were
some of the waysAimes you felt your child(ren) learned most at Price Farm School?”
I asked the teachers and interns, ‘What do you think are some of Price Farm School’s
contributions to educational pedagogy?” and I asked students to comment on the
kinds of things they learned at Price Farm School, and to talk about how they learned
at the school. One student, Nathan, summarized what I feel to be the strongest
theme that emerged from all of the responses. He said,

It’s hard to think of specific things that you learned because it was all such a
smooth flowing thing...the kids sort of dictated which direction to go in and the
teachers taught in response to what the kids expressed interest in. It was
constantly this big energy thing that kept moving and kept changing. It was
so flexible. Because it was flexible, it afforded more learning opportunities
because we could just drop everything and look at something that was
incredible for as long as there was interest in it, and we could take different
ideas from that experience and go to further places that were interesting.
There was no dictation of curriculum. It was by interest and that’s a good thing.
This same student talked about how learning at the school centered around “things
that we did and names of real people in our lives... real-life problems that we had to
solve as opposed to solving Jane and Spot [teacher or program contrived]
questions. So, it was an interactive, customized learning experience.”
Some reflective writing that I did about the school in 1996 resonates with the
way this boy described the teaching/learning environment:
In our school, the curriculum evolves based upon the interests and
development of the children. The interests change, of course, based
on season, weather changes, current events, experiences with family
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and friends, books children are reading, etc., etc. In the same way that
the simple matter of planning my family’s dinner is connected to my
own energy, my need to express myself, ingredients in season or in
the cupboard, books I’m reading or articles I’ve read lately on health,
meals friends have recently prepared for me, so children’s curriculum is
often based on current events in young children’s lives.
But, as children move from preschool into the early elementary
grades, we see deeper, more personal themes developing. We
see children finding activities that are engaging to them for long periods
of time and children who love to be read to (or to read to themselves)
about subject themes that fascinate them. We honor these personal
themes by creating curriculum to help children explore their own
themes. We provide books, materials, experiences, and activities to
help children dig more deeply into the things they have a strong
feeling for.
Student-interest-initiated-thematic curriculum was at the heart of the school.
Every interviewee spoke of it by referring to specific themes they remembered
being studied at the school. All six student interviewees, five of the seven parent
interviewees and all of the intern/teacher interviewees mentioned who had been the
person to bring some thematic fascination to school. Every journal included entries
about daily events that involved the study of a theme. Many newsletters written by
teachers to the parent community discussed a theme being developed at school.
Many of these letters referred to how the theme was born of student interest at the
school. My written reflections in 1996 refer to the ways these letters modelled
supporting students’ learning:
As personal themes emerge and we detect them through
conversation or observation, we, the adults, model ways to support
people in their interests. We contact knowledgeable people on
topics of interest to the children. We invite them to the school. We
ask the librarian to search through inter-library loan for books on
children’s topics. We write newsletters to parents in the school
community, mentioning current interests, and so we begin to “network.”
Children see how supporting interests is exciting and they become
“networkers,” telling at news time of an exhibit at a museum they
visited over the week-end that had artifacts that would be of particular
interest to certain children. True interest is infectious and very often,
one child’s theme becomes something that we, as a class group,
enjoy exploring. It is themes, born of children themselves and
supported by their community, that keep learning and teaching alive
and fresh.
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Many student progress reports referred to a theme-study that had fascinated
that child that year. Students’ schoolwork reflected both personal themes and group
themes.
Clara, a student, spoke at age 16 about a personal theme she had studied
when she was eleven years old:

Well, I always felt like I could study and write about pretty much
anything I wanted, and it was fine. Remember the Mermaid book I
made? I felt like I didn’t have any guidelines which was good ‘cause I
could write about anything. When I wrote that book, I had just read the
big book on gnomes. It was all beautifully illustrated and had realistic
things and I thought it was neat and I wanted to make something similar
on mermaids. It was all made-up stuff. I made up a whole world
about merfolk and wrote about it as if it were fact and illustrated it and
put it in a book. It was great that I had the time to do that ‘cause there
weren’t requirements and deadlines. And it was really fun to do that. It
was a lot more fun than [subsequent middle school] because you
got to choose the topic. From the beginning it was more interesting
and you could get into it more. Besides, there were no limits. If you
needed more time, you could just take more time. That way, if you
were really interested in one thing and not as interested in another you
got to spend a lot of time on one thing. In [subsequent middle school]
everyone had to do one thing for a certain amount of time and you had
to stop even if you were still interested in it.
This student has described three primary aspects of the thematic curriculum
model at Price Farm. 1.) Thematic curriculum reflected students’ interests.
2.)Students explored themes in a variety of ways. 3.) Students were involved with
themes for as long as their interest held.
Students involved in studying themes of their own choosing are stimulated
by internal motivation to leam rather than by rewards or punishments or the goal of
pleasing the teacher. When they are allowed to investigate a theme through many
different processes (artistic, mathematical, linguistic, etc.), they have the opportunity
to determine their own personal ways of making meaning and to follow their own
proclivities. When there is no predetermined time frame for the study of a theme, it
can be investigated in depth and with thoroughness.
Here I will describe a curriculum theme which originated with the students and
evolved over the course of an entire school year. Different from the “Merfolk” theme
which was explored by just one student, this theme involved every member of the
group in one way or another at some point during the school year. It exemplifies the
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model for Thematic Curriculum described by the student above. It is curriculum
which reflects students’ interests. The theme is explored in a variety of ways. The
students were involved with the theme for as long as their interest held, which was an
entire year.
This theme began the day before school started in 1996. In my capacity as
one of the teachers, I had gathered monarch caterpillars and put them in a jar. I’d fed
them milkweed, and I’d watched as chrysalises formed. I’d thought about how much
fun it would be when the school children got to see the monarchs hatch. Alas, it
happened one day too soon. I left the jar of old, chewed milkweed, empty
chrysalises and caterpillar droppings on the doorstep of the school. Everybody
stopped to look at it on the way in, on that first day of school. There were lots of
conversations about the jar and I told lots of people about my timing
disappointment.
During the second week of school, six year old Claire came to school with a
tiny basket, saying, “Look what I found in my room.” It was a handmade basket with
a chrysalis hanging from one edge. Claire explained to us that she had a caterpillar in
her room but “it got lost.” There was lots of conversation about the possible
connection between the lost caterpillar and the chrysalis, and the children began
talking about personal experiences seeing butterflies hatching. I could feel the
excitement in the group. I told the students that the chrysalis on Claire’s basket
looked just like the ones I had had in my jar.
Claire decided to keep her chrysalis at school. The very next day, we
looked at it and we could see that the chartreuse chrysalis had turned transparent and
we could see butterfly wings inside. I asked if a butterfly were an insect, was
assured by several students that it was, and so I got out a few insect identification
books and the children pounced on them. Again, I could feel the excitement in the
room as the children found pictures of monarchs, shared more experiences they’d
had with moths and butterflies, read aloud excerpts from the books and ran over to
check on the chrysalis.
Shortly after this event, older children in the group were asked to think about
topics of interest to themselves which they could “research” (please see next
section entitled, “Homework”). Two children chose “insects” as a topic of interest to
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them. As It worked out, they both decided that though insects was one of their three
favorite topics, they’d choose one of their other two for their homework theme. Still, I
saw that insects had come to mind as a favorite topic for two children.
The following weekend, when shopping in a toy store, I saw large bins of plastic
insects, anatomically correct- 40 cents a piece. I picked out one of each type of
insect and, on Monday, I put them out on a table next to a pile of insect identification
books. I decided that I would mention that indoor or outdoor “homemaking” for these
plastic bugs was a choice for “Choice Time.” I also included some insect-related
tasks in the “folder” papers I made for the children that week. It was my intention to
watch and see what sort of interest the children brought to the seeds I’d planted in
response to their implicit suggestion that insects are interesting.
The answer to my question about the students’ interest in insect study came
in the following way, which I described in my journal:

Randy and Sam spent Monday “Choice Time” building an “Insect Castle” of
blocks. It was a very elaborate network of rooms with “safety for bugs” as its
theme. Tuesday, Randy brought in his collection of plastic bugs. They
added a lab” onto their castle with small plastic “information on insects” cards
(brought in by Randy) placed in the rooms. On Tuesday I heard Sam talking
to one of the school parents who dropped by: “No. It’s not that I’ve always
loved building with blocks...well, yes, I have... but, well, I needed a lab. You
see, Randy and I are investigating and we needed a lab.
I could see that insects were fascinating to these students. My internal response to
Sam’s comment about a lab was to consider the possibility that he and Randy
might be inspired by a lab on a larger scale, too. I made a note to myself to locate a
microscope and to get out some magnifying glasses for the classroom. Also, I’d
seen an article in the local paper about a high school biology teacher studying
entomology with his students. I decided to call this teacher and see if his students
and mine could enrich each other’s work.
Indeed, this teacher had students who were making collections of “pinned”
insects. Lending a collection to a school where children were interested in insects
was just the sort of outreach that would give meaning and purpose to the creation of
such a collection. We borrowed a box of “pinned” insects and a microscope.
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The arrival of the boxed collection stirred up lively conversation and debate.
Many children were fascinated by looking at the insects through a magnifying glass.
But one student, Katherine, felt that making such a collection was unconscionable.
She knew that insect collections were made by putting live insects into a jar which
had cleaning fluid in it. This liquid asphyxiates the insects. Then a pin is put through
the insects to keep them in the collection. To Katherine, this amounted to cruelty.
Other children, on the other hand, considered this making of a collection an important
part of scientific investigation.
I mention this dilemma because it became a part of the insect study theme at
the school and because it is an example of the way debate and the expression of
personal ethics were integrated into the curriculum. Situations involving conflicting
points of view inevitably arose. They could have been brushed aside or
considered an interruption in the curricular flow, but, at Price Farm School, they were
considered an opportunity to practice honoring different perspectives, and to
experience the intellectual stimulation of dialectic. The student who was opposed to
the making of such a collection carried the debate on into her home. She reported to
us that her older sister felt it was fine for us to study the “pinned” insects because the
collection was already made, but for us to make such a collection would be unethical.
In the end, we made no such collection ourselves and everyone but Katherine
studied the collection. Studying meant looking closely at the insects with a
magnifying glass, drawing what we saw, talking about the similarities and differences
between the insects, talking about insects we’d seen ourselves, and reading insect
books to be sure the high school students were accurate in their identifications.
This study, hearing Randy and Sam talk with increasing authority about
insects, and witnessing the hatching of a monarch from Claire’s chrysalis .sharpened
our eyes for noticing the insects that lived around us. One of the children asked the
group how they felt about making an “Insect Hotel” which she described as a nice
habitat where insects could visit for a day or two and then be set free. It was
unanimous that this was a good idea, and two children converted an old aquarium into
a “hotel.”
Insects were collected and placed in the “hotel” for upclose investigation, and
then returned to the natural environment. One insect which was placed in the “hotel”
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was a one and a half inch long blue beetle which the students identified as a “blister
beetle.” Again, a dilemma arose. I quote here a conversation about the beetle that
took place between two children, to share that dilemma:

Sophie: It seems to be dying.
Raf: It’s dead?
Sophie: Well, not yet, but I think it’s dying.
Raf: Oh-My Rico (cat) almost died.
Sophie: Yeah-but this beetle seems so tired. Maybe it’s missing its
natural habitat. I think we should take it back over by the bam. Let’s
take it. Even if it dies, it ought to die at home.
Raf: Yeah
Sophie: So let’s take it. But we can’t touch it. It says in the book you
could get oils on you and you could get blisters. Here, we can take it
on this leaf.

They took the beetle back to the spot by the barn where they’d found it. Soon,
Sophie came running and calling out...

Sophie: It’s so funny. That beetle was playing dead in our hotel. As
soon as we put it back, it acted lively. I guess it really missed home!

The unspoken dilemma here is about catching insects and removing them
from their natural habitat. I’ve included this anecdote because it highlights some of
the ways in which children at Price Farm School learned. They were involved with
real insects in a real world situation. They were given the opportunity to examine
things closely and to express opinions freely. Having the opportunity to discuss
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issues and to hear and honor differing perspectives, they developed a sensitivity for
other beings and an ability to “put themselves in another’s shoes,” even the shoes
of an insect, in this case.
While some children were involved with the “Insect Hotel,” others studied
insects in another way. A teacher put out materials to make a buzzing bee toy at
“Choice Time.” This toy involved a stretched rubber band on a student-made
(cardboard and wood) insect. When you swung the toy by the string, the rubber
band created a very insect-like buzzing sound. Children studied the insect field
guide to draw insects that looked realistic. One child read to the others from a Field
Guide to the Insects of America North of Mexico (Borror and White, 1970), while
several others drew and built.
The situation I’ve described with one child reading aloud while others listened
was common at the school. A student’s journal entry reads, “I get to read to the
‘Littles’ today!” It was one way in which a child’s interest in a curricular theme spread
through the group, as it often did. A photo in the school archive [Appendix E] shows
a fourth grade boy with four six year olds snuggled in around him while he reads to
them. The caption reads: “Galen, reading from Bugs (Johnson, 1995) to the
‘Littles’.” Bugs is an oversized book and shows insects magnified thousands of
times.
Another photo shows a boy dressed in full bee-keeper’s regalia [Appendix
F]. Role playing was part of the curriculum. One child choreographed “The Insect
Dance” and directed a group of children who took the parts of different insects and
danced a preying mantis melodrama in which we clearly saw the meaning of the
word “preying” in the name of the insect.
A group of students formed a “rock band” called the “Junebugs.” Though
most of the work of the band, which met and rehearsed at “Choice Time,” was not
directly insect-study related, the students in the band studied books of insects to
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design their silk-screened Junebug logo and to design their puff-painted T-shirts.
One band member inquired one day, “Could we make a Junebug cake? We know
exactly how big to make the head compared to the exoskeleton.” This student had
earlier studied the pinned insect collection and had been a part of discussions about
the insects displayed there. He’d listened at “GroupTime” when other students
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discussed a topic they felt passionate about, insects. He’d also sung with the class
group in the morning “Group Time” when we all sang the version of the song “Head,
Shoulders, Knees and Toes,” that goes:
Head, thorax, abdomen, abdomen
Head, thorax, abdomen, abdomen
Compound eyes, spiracles, and antennae
Head, thorax, abdomen, abdomen
(unknown lyricist)
Children embraced this curriculum theme in many and varied ways. They
learned from each other. Their teachers “planted seeds” to test their interest. They
listened closely to understand what materials to provide to encourage further
investigation of a topic. One thing led to another and rather than determining that
insects would be studied for a certain amount of time in a certain set of ways, the
teachers allowed the students weeks and weeks to explore, to expand their ways
of thinking, to find ways into the theme that suited their own learning styles and
“intelligences.”

A mother spoke of the “graduates” of Price Farm School. “It’s how they think
about things. They’re not quick to snap shut. Often, it’s as soon as you get
an answer it’s like O.K. I’m done, but these kids know if you can keep going,
maybe there’s more, maybe there’s more. There’s continued expansion.”
Homework
For the first eleven years of the school, the children were assigned no
homework. I believed they needed the time to play and to pursue extra-curricular
activities after school. I felt that children needed unstructured time after school as well
as time to interact with people outside the school community. But I kept tabs on the
graduates of the school and asked them periodically if they felt prepared when they
entered the public school after their time at Price Farm. Several said they felt
prepared, but they hadn’t learned how to budget their after-school hours to
accommodate homework, and they found it difficult to adjust at their new schools.
They thought it would be wise to prepare future students for that reality.
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It was in response to these graduates that homework was introduced into the
school. I maintained the belief that children needed free time after school, and I
devised a homework model to accommodate both that need and the need to learn
to budget time and to adhere to deadlines [Appendix G].
I include the homework model as part of this section on Thematic Curriculum
because it was so directly related to the way Thematic Curriculum unfolded during
school hours. Homework both supported and enriched the daily Thematic Curriculum
model, and required after school time management.
Each fall, the older children (fourth grade and up) were asked, as homework,
to discuss possible homework topics with family and friends, and to choose three
topics that were very interesting to themselves. In this written assignment, it was
explained that this would be something they would spend an entire year
researching, and so they should be careful to choose topics that were truly fascinating
to themselves. It was also suggested that they think about whether there would be
people they could contact who could inform them, in person, about the topic. They
were asked to come to school with their three topic ideas written on a slip of paper.
Each homework assignment was handed out on Monday. It was due on
Thursday. The rationale for this scheduling was explained in the first homework
assignment: “A main reason for you to have homework is to learn how to plan your
time.” Because Price Farm School teachers valued the kinds of learning inherent in
after-school activities, they allowed three afternoon-evenings for each homework
assignment so that students could take the time needed for extra-curriculars into
account when they planned in their homework time. If, for example, they had piano
lessons on Mondays, and soccer practice on Wednesdays, they could reserve
Tuesdays for homework.
Additionally, the first homework assignment explained that students should
remember that homework was an opportunity to use all of the resources possible to
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learn about a topic. “Your parents are great (and convenient) resources. Be sure to
let them know that it is wonderful for them to be involved in your homework,”
explained the assignment. These words were included to help parents as well as
students understand that homework shouldn’t be a go-off-to-your-room-and-figurethis-out-on-your-own kind of situation as it was in many households in the parents’
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generation. Investigation as a collaborative process was happening at school and
the teachers hoped a similar spirit could be established in the children’s homes. At
fall parent conferences the teachers talked with parents about this and re-explained
the goals for collaboration.
The children were given cardboard homework folders to take the assignments
home in and to bring completed work back to school in. The first assignment
explained that these folders were provided so that students would develop a
systematic way of getting unwrinkled assignments to and from home. Homework
was an opportunity for the students to develop organizational habits.
So, the students came to school on Thursday of the first week with three topic
ideas. The class group focused on one student at a time and discussed the pros
and cons of each child’s three themes. We offered ideas we had for resources to
support the study of each topic. By the end of the discussion, each child had
decided upon one theme and children who had come with the same themes had
worked out who would take which theme. This process took at least an hour and was
an opportunity for the teachers to ascertain what themes really and truly were
important to each child, and to help them see their own strong inclinations in one area.
It was also a time to guide children away from themes that would be difficult to gather
information about. We wanted the homework process to be one of discovery and
excitement and success, not one of frustration.
The following Monday, the children were given their second assignment. It
was an assignment that required them to investigate whatever topic they had chosen
in one particular way. This “way” might be to peruse a book on the topic and to find
a section they found interesting, to read that section closely, to dose the book and to
write what they remembered, in their own words. The assignment might be to write
about why they chose this topic, and to tell about how it connected to their lives.
All of the assignments were to become part of a book on the student’s topic
that would be bound at the end of the year. That meant that assignments needed to
be in final draft form. The editing process was outlined in detail to remind students of
the process and to inform parents.
Many of the assignments took on a three-dimensional form. Dioramas, board
games, stitcheries and cooking projects are examples of the three-dimensional work.
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The dioramas were photographed and the photos were included in the final book
along with a description of the process involved in the making. The board games,
where possible, were inserted in attached pockets in the book. The recipes were
included, though the actual food was prepared and eaten on the annual school
overnight. The stitcheries often became the covers of the books.
Because I felt learning from primary sources was important for the children,
there was always an assignment involving interviewing an area “expert” on the topic.
The interview process took several weeks. One week’s assignment was to contact
an interviewee and set up a time to talk and to audio tape. That week the students’
verification was simply a piece of paper with a name and a date and time written on
it. The interview itself was one week’s assignment. The transcribing took several
weeks.
Some assignments grew out of class discussions. One time a student
brought to the attention of the group that many books about countries tell a lot about
the wars that are part of the history of that country, but they don’t include so much of
the small human victory stories. The assignment that week was to find a small human
victory story related to your topic. A student whose topic was “Indigenous Peoples
of the World” wrote that week about a woman named Mario Morgan who led a
group of poor Aboriginal boys from the Australian Outback in making and selling
window screens. The boy explained in his writing that Morgan

taught the boys to

run their business “like the game ‘Save the Whales’ where everyone wins” rather
than “like a ‘Monopoly’ game where only a few people win.” Henry described
homework this way:

I really enjoyed the homework system because you got an
assignment every week but it wasn’t like, “Do a math paper or do
twenty pages of reading and write about it.” It was more of, they give
you an assignment on Monday and it would be due on Thursday.
There were assignments like diorama and stitchery. We’d pick a
topic - a country, a culture, an activity, sports, aviation (my favorite)
and they would give an assignment like “peruse a book about your
topic. Find something out about your topic that really interested you...”
Sometimes it was a multi-week project, like the stitcheries.
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Guthrie commented:
At the beginning of the year we’d have a couple of weeks to pick a
subject that we’d have for the whole year. We’d really have to think of
something that we really wanted to do and we were interested in
learning about and then every week (from fourth, fifth and sixth grade)
you’d have an assignment that was due Thursday. So, we’d have a
week to work on a project. One of the projects was embroidery.
We’d have to embroider a picture. We’d have to write different
reports about different aspects of our subject and we’d do an
interview - all on one subject. We really got to know that topic and
every Thursday when it was due, we’d share our project that we
brought in. We’d share it with the little kids so they saw what it was
and what to expect [when they got bigger] and everyone learned
from that in-depth stuff you did on your subject. It wasn’t like you were
learning one thing. You were learning everyone’s subject really well.
A teacher commented about homework when she was talking about the multi-age
grouping at the school. She said, “There are things they understand as ‘Littles’ that
they can’t do and that’s O.K. [They know], “when I’m big I’ll get to do homework.’
That’s such a great attitude... These kids are looking forward to having
responsibility...”
I kept up the practice of inquiring of graduates about their transition to public
school in order to adjust our curriculum, if necessary. Aside from homework, we
made only one important adjustment through the years. We intervened in the
children’s writing process, starting in second grade, to introduce conventional
spellings, rather than allowing invented spelling throughout the grades. This change
was in response to students discovering that their spelling was weak when they
reached public school.
Otherwise, students reported on their easy transition to the public school
system. In the interviews for this study, every student reported experiencing
extreme academic success in their transition from Price Farm. Several indicated they
were surprised at themselves. One boy, Guthrie, spoke of his transition to public
school this way:

It was really smooth for me. When I was at Price Farm, it didn’t seem
like I was learning. It didn’t seem like I was at school. I liked school. I
wanted to go to school. It was a really fun thing, and it didn’t seem like
I was gonna know all I needed to know going into sixth grade [in public
school] but when I did go, I knew everything I needed to know, and
more, and I knew how to work with people and to make friends and
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right from the beginning, I was a top student... even though I hadn’t
done busy work all along, but really had fun. I thought there was no
way I would know enough.
Clara echoed these thoughts. She said, “How did I manage to play all day long for
six years and still know as much as all the public school kids when I got there?”
This sense of success by the students was not unfounded. Clara was
honored as the top student in her eighth grade class, and went on to become
salutatorian of her high school class of 230 students, as did another Price Farm
School graduate three years earlier. Though I do not have the post Price Farm
school records for many of the school’s graduates, I do have a record of the last six
who finished at Price Farm in 1998 and 1999. They were all at the very top of their
classes in the three schools they went on to attend. Perhaps more importantly, at
their eighth grade graduation, two of them received the school’s coveted “Principal’s”
awards for citizenship and for contributing to the school community.

The Teacher-Student Relationship

At Price Farm, the teachers had a strong interpersonal involvement with the
children. They paid close attention to individuals and they personalized the
curriculum. Teachers and students experienced an informal warmth and dose
familiarity that many of the teachers, interns and parents called Intimacy” in their
interviews. In addition, though they associated closely with the students, the
teachers gave children the opportunity to act independently, to make decisions for
themselves, and to take care of children younger or less able than themselves. Four
student interviewees referred to the “trust” they felt the teachers had in them.
The intimacy that the adults referred to is dosely related to the trust that the
students spoke about. Trusting students to make decisions and to solve problems
independently requires a knowledge and understanding of the students. It was
through dose assodation that teachers gained the knowledge that allowed that trust.
Additionally, it was through close contact that teachers prepared students to embark
on projects independently. Therefore, I will first address the aspect of “intimacy” in
the teacher-student relationships and then the aspect of teacher “trust” in students.
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Intimacy
"Com© Into my home. Come Into my heart.” (Price Farm parent)

Though the word “intimacy” can have sexual connotations for some readers,
when the Price Farm School teachers and parents used the word in their interviews,
they had a more general definition in mind. The following set of definitions for
“intimate” from Webster (1965, p. 444), matches the ways in which the word was
used in my data.
**marked by very close association, contact or familiarity
‘‘intrinsic, essential, belonging to or characterizing one’s deepest nature
“marked by a warm friendship developing through long association
“suggesting informal warmth or privacy; of a very personal or private nature
(Webster, 1965, p. 444)
In this section, I will discuss the ways in which teachers behaved with students
in relation to each definition of the word Intimate.” It would also be interesting to
consider how intimacy intersects with the ways students behaved with teachers or
with other students. However, though student behavior is discussed in other
sections of this paper, my data supports only the consideration of teacher behavior
with regard to the subject of intimacy. A future study could explore student behavior
vis a vis intimacy.

Intimate: “marked by very close association, contact or familiarity” (Webster. 1965)

Curriculum, at Price Farm School, was developed and presented to the
students in response to the children’s own dispositions, interests, and cognitive
developments. Every parent, student and teacher referred to this at some point in
their interview. It was a tenet of the school that for curriculum to reflect an
understanding of the students, the teachers must truly see the individual children and
must provide materials and challenges to match the children. To see the children and
to understand them, means the teacher/student relationship needs to be “marked by
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a very dose association, contad or familiarity," Webster’s first definition of the word
“intimate.” Susan Isaacs’ conviction that children must be seen as individuals by
teachers who have a sympathetic understanding of them and of what is going on
inside their minds as they learn (Sargent, 1970, p. 1) undergirded the interactions at
Price Farm School.
Equally influential was the work of Jean Piaget which supported the school’s
impulse to recognize children’s individual cognitive developments, not considering
the same curriculum to be appropriate for all children of one chronological age, for
example.
Thirdly, the notion that individuals have different human capadties (verbal,
mathematical, interpersonal, spatial, musical, to name a few), “multiple intelligences,”
to use Howard Gardner’s term (Gardner, 1993), was refleded in curriculum dedsions
and in teachers’ styles and attitudes.
Finally, the driving belief that learning is a constructive process, that “each of
us makes sense of our world by synthesizing new experiences into what we have
previously come to understand... either interpreting] what we see to conform to our
present set of rules for explaining and ordering our world, or... generating] a new set
of rules that better accounts for what we perceive to be occurring” (Brooks & Brooks,
1993, p.4) can be felt through the kinds of curriculum presented/offered to the
students.
In order for teachers to see students deeply and to understand their cognitive
developments, their individual “intelligences,” and their ways of making sense of the
world, it was necessary for them to have “close association and familiarity” with them.
How did teachers achieve this familiarity, this intimacy?
Teachers listening to the students played an important role. I include here
the words of a former student in response to the questions, “How would you
describe the teachers at Price Farm School? What did they do?” because she
speaks eloquently about the importance of teachers listening in the relationship
between teachers and students. “I think the teachers listened a lot. I think if they
didn’t listen to what the kids were saying they wouldn’t be as helpful because they
wouldn’t know what the kids needed, but because they listened so well they heard
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just what the kids wanted and they could get a better idea of how they needed to
help, whether the kids needed just a little bit of support or just a little bit of an idea.”
A parent also spoke of the teachers listening to students’ stories and
developing “folder work” (hand made task sheets, created for each child-see section
entitled ‘The Daily Schedule - A Day With No Sharp Edges”) in direct response to
what they heard. The parent said,
I’d always been frozen by word problems in school. They were just deadly.
I could never relate to them. They never had anything to do with me. But
Price Farm story problems were always about the children and they often
were created around news that the children had brought to school so it was
really fabulous. If Ben had been on a bike ride with his big sister, then the
story problem would be, “If Ben and Maria traveled on their bikes to
Wayno’s...etc.“ So you couldn’t wait to read them because they were
fascinating and it was really interesting and it made the children realize there’s a
reason for this math stuff. I might some day really want to know this. I don’t
really care how long it takes for the train to get from Seattle to ...I don’t care
about that train. I’ll never care so why should I do this? But, oh, I might want
to know how far I went on my bike to see if I could go farther next time or
whatever... All the folder work, like the rest of the day, pertained to the
children. It wove into their lives. It wasn’t dead. It was alive.
Teachers listened to the students and responded by providing support and
curricula in direct response to what they heard. This is one aspect of what parent
interviewees spoke about when they referred to the “intimate” relationship between
students and teachers at Price Farm.

Teachers being available and accessible was also important to the
development of “close association and familiarity.” Though teachers did not stand
before the class to present information, neither did they sit at a desk involved in their
own pursuits. They mingled with the students, talked with them, made careful
observations to determine when to intervene in a student’s project, and when not to
intervene. A student spoke of a time when a teacher supported her in continuing
with a project when she was ready to give up:
%

When I was making my Viking house and I had made these sculpey fish,
I’m just trying and trying. I’ve got them on a string and I keep on trying to
hang them up inside the house so it’ll look like they’re drying them out
because I read in a book that Vikings ate dried fish a lot. I just cant get them
to hang up so finally I say I’m just going to put them on the floor so it’ll look like
they’d just been fishing. Then, [the teacher] came along and asked me if I
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really wanted them hanging up and I said I did but I can’t get them up and [the
teacher] helped me make the holes and then tie them up which was what I
really wanted and I really liked that.
Teachers, by being available and accessible to students, were able to support
them in moments of frustration. This support engendered a feeling of closeness
between the students and teachers. At the same time, it was the closeness and
familiarity that enabled the teachers to make informed decisions about when to work
with a child and when to step back and give independence.
Observing and responding to individual students was a third way in which
teachers made it possible for there to be a connection of “close association and
familiarity.” A former intern, when responding to a question about her role during the
“Choice Time” when children worked on projects of their own choosing, said, “It was
a time to due into what each one of them was doing and was interested in and how
their minds were working around certain problems or projects.” Teachers and interns
strove to understand children’s thinking and thereby provided a closeness with the
students and a personalized education. Continuing to talk about her role at the
school, this intern said, “One thing that’s key is that my role - what I needed to do
specifically - varied with each one as they came up and there was a flexibility within
that - because they were coming one at a time, I could be what each one of them
needed me to be and say what I needed to say to that particular person.” This
intern was speaking of the kind of intimacy defined by Webster as “marked by
very dose association, contact or familiarity.”
Exploring and learning alongside the children was another way in which the
teachers established closeness with the students. A mother relayed a conversation
she’d had with her daughter about Price Farm School teaching which speaks to a
way teachers interacted with students to form a relationship of familiarity. “She [the
daughter] said that whenever you were doing a project you [the teacher] were
always right there saying, ‘I don’t know.’ It wasn’t the teacher imparting her great
wisdom on the children, and laying it on them saying, ‘Now, you know, I’m the
teacher.’ It was, ‘Well, let’s figure this out and let’s do it.’ When you made the huge
puppets, your hands were right in there. You were always puzzling it out. What a
model that is for the children to see that you don’t hit a wall when you become an
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adult...just to see the adult in charge and she’s still figuring things out. That means
you never stop learning. It’s a very big gift.” Teachers “puzzling it out” alongside
students and sharing a quest for understanding is part of what makes it possible for a
feeling a “dose assodation.” Teachers, on the other hand, who separate themselves
from students to “impart wisdom” do not achieve familiarity.
What kind of curriculum can be provided by a teacher who has a close
assodation and familiarity with his/her students? The following is an example of
individualized curriculum provided by a teacher who had “close contact and
familiarity” with her students, as described by a former student, Henry. When asked
about memories he had of the school, he first spoke of a catamaran-building project
he’d initiated and completed when he was nine years old and the confidence he
gained from that experience:

If I hadn’t built the catamaran, I would definitely not have built the treehouse
which I built in the woods...l guess the treehouse - the idea of building it
came from me and my clan of people... we had a bunch of little forts and
everybody knew about them -- everybody could easily access them -everybody could get to us there, even if we didn’t want them to, so we got it
into our heads to build a treehouse really high up...so the treehouse came
about out of a want of privacy.
A reader of the work of human developmental psychologist, Robert Kegan,
might note that many fourth or fifth graders, like the student I interviewed, are in a
developmental stage in which they have a feeling of competence and selfsufficiency and a need to assume responsibility for their own initiatives and to be
independent (Kegan, 1982). Teachers at Price Farm School listened to the
students, made themselves accessible to the students, worked alongside them and
observed them closely. They developed the kind of understanding of the children’s
developmental stages that, though it corresponded to Kegan’s developmental
stages, wasn’t dependent upon having read Kegan. It grew out of “close
association with the students.” A teacher said, in her interview, “[We] were teaching
to an individual child’s level...Instruction was usually to an individual student, based on
what they needed at that moment to take next steps...We were definitely teaching
to where that child was, what they needed at that moment.” Henry, my interviewee,
went on to describe the treehouse project:
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...so we started measuring out and finding trees that were about eight feet
apart. We found about five trees that were about eight feet apart, in like a
perfect square, so we started tacking up a frame on it. Our teacher had been
nice enough to get us a bunch of warped boards from Antrim Lumber which
had been left just sort of out in the road, gonna be taken to the trash, so we
put those up in between the trees and that was our frame. Then we started
looting the bottom bam again as we did for the catamaran but this time we
dug a little deeper and found a lot of big boards which we sawed up and
placed on. Then we had a solid platform...we needed some walls ‘cause we
wanted it to be a real treehouse so [the teacher] went down to Antrim
Lumber again and this time she came back with a ton of cedar that wasn’t fine
enough quality wood to be sold but they were sort of giving it away because
it was warped and broken...real treehouse wood. So we started tacking that
up around it in the same shape as the floor and when it got to be about eight
feet high we put a roof on which was another frame out of some extra boards
we had.
Here is an example not only of a child following his own interests but of a
teacher facilitating this by providing materials to support sustained, independent
involvement. She had a “sympathetic understanding” of the child that guided her
decision to provide time, space, materials and independence for this project which
Henry remembered, in minute detail, four years later, when he was in high school.
A former teacher commented on her own attention to providing experiences
that would be appropriate for the children. She said, ‘The top of my list was to keep
the students engaged, to provide whatever materials or activities or reading material
that would be intrinsically engaging to the student, not engaging because we said
you should be doing this now.” She had to have a “very close association” with the
children to understand what would be intrinsically engaging. She could not rely on
prescribed curriculum. That would be the sort of curriculum where she would be
saying, “Do this because we say you should be doing this.” As she put it, “Rather
than saying, ‘O.K. Class, today we’re gonna do tree houses’ “ or giving the children a
plan for building the treehouse or indicating how they should go about it, the teachers
allowed students to discover their own challenges and to work out their own
solutions, to construct their own knowledge.
For Henry, at his developmental stage, with his particular interests and skills,
being left to his own devices to build a treehouse was deemed by a teacher who
knew him well, who had associated closely with him, to be challenging, appropriate
curriculum.
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The teacher of these children had taken the time to see them, to develop a
closeness, and an understanding of them. Her “intimacy” with them empowered her
to offer this project in response to their particular dispositions, interests and
developments. This kind of curricular opportunity can only be offered by teachers
who have a “dose assodation, contact and familiarity” with their students.
This same sort of closeness was necessary when teachers developed the
afternoon “Folder Work” for the students. Mornings at the school were spent in
active pursuits (like building treehouses); but afternoons were a time to reflect on
those pursuits, to write about them, to practice mathematical algorithms. The
teachers developed paper and pencil work to extend the treehouse curriculum into
this part of the day.
Henry said, at folder work time “we had a lot of story problems relating to
dimensions of the treehouse. Quite a few of us drew plans and wrote stuff in our
story books about the treehouse, too.” Teachers built curricular extensions around
themes initiated by the children. These extensions were tailored to individual
student’s needs which was possible because the teachers had dose contact with
the students.
A teacher recalled, “Most of the math was tied to the concrete world around
us. So, we were measuring the perimeter of the drcular rug or the diameter of it...or
running off to the garden or running off to the blocks that you played with at “Choice
Time” to count them.”

Intimate: “intrinsic, essential, belonging to or characterizing one’s deepest nature”
(Webster, 1965)
A mother I interviewed said,
It was the teacher’s awareness that all of these children--all twenty of these
children- are brilliant. They don’t all look the same. They don’t all show it the
same way. They learn differently. They have all these different little quirks
and yet Price Farm School always seemed to tease it out of each one and
find the way into each one. So, it was never teaching curriculum. It was
always teaching individuals.
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Webster’s second definition of intimate, “intrinsic, essential, belonging to or
characterizing one’s deepest nature,” is connected to the words of the mother i have
just quoted. Seeing each child as “brilliant,” as the mother put it, is akin to Steven
Levy’s call for teachers to see the “genius” in each student (Levy, 1996) and both
the mother and Levy are referring to seeing what is “essential” in a person and what
“characterizes a person’s deepest nature ” It is a tall order for a teacher to understand
each child in this way but words from a teacher’s journal speak to her interest in doing
it. She wrote:
One of the greatest aspects of teaching for me is that when I’ve seen a child
deeply and given a child my deepest thought, his/her parents are inevitably
interested in hearing my thoughts and sharing theirs. My keen interest in their
offspring provides an instant tie, a commonality. So, a strong draw to
teaching for me is this connection to people. For the connection to be
intimate, I need to understand how each child makes meaning, what things
fascinate each child, how each child is engaged, what each child’s most
personal themes are, what makes each child tick.
Kegan writes of the basic human need to be “recognized” (Kegan, 1982),
by which he means the need to be seen as distinguishable from others, having our
own essence. A parent spoke of the way the teachers distinguished the students,
one from the other: “They [the teachers] really got right in there with them...concerned
about who they are and what they’re doing and how they’re doing and all of that. It’s
a very sincere way of being. Nothing seems to get in the way...like there are no
walls. The teachers are right in there and the kids can feel that they feel accepted,
loved and when you feel that then you can learn anything.”
An incident occurred one day at Price Farm School that exemplifies this kind
of personal connection that supports teachers in knowing a child deeply, in knowing
what is “essential” about him/her. Many of the children were collected at the end of
each school day by parents driving carpools. I remember a day when I waited for
the carpools at the driveway with a group of children. We were chatting and carving
waterways in the muddy road with the heels of our boots. One child said something
I particularly enjoyed hearing and I (I was later told) reached out and held this child’s
two cheeks in my hands and we looked into each other’s eyes in total glee. I tell this
story because a parent who was sitting in a parked car watching us from behind a
tinted windshield later told me that she saw this exchange and it was at this moment
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that she realized it wasn’t only her children who were deeply cared for and
understood at the school, but all of the children. A poem this parent wrote about the
school some ten to fifteen years later included this stanza:

Fear and cliques and teacher’s pets
Are concepts not permissible
All children equal, cherished, safe
Are taught the value of a soul
Ann Tolman, a parent
This parent felt all of the children were regarded with the teachers’ keen eyes
looking deeply into them to find and to value what was “intrinsic” or “essential” in
each one of them. This was an intimate educational environment, according to
Webster’s second definition of the word “intimate,” “intrinsic, essential, belonging to
or characterizing one’s deepest nature.”

Intimate: “marked by warm friendship developing through long association”
(Webster, 1965)
Price Farm School was often referred to as a one-house-school-room which is
a nearly accurate description. Children and their projects permeated the downstairs
of an old farmhouse. (The upstairs was off-limits on most occasions.) The students
did not move from room to room and teacher to teacher as they progressed through
the grades. Rather, they were considered one group and spent the entire day
together, or were two groups (in the years when we had two main teachers) which
*

separated for “Group Time,” “Snack Time,” “Game Time,” and “Story Time” but
were together for all other parts of the day. In whichever way we were organized in
a given year, the teachers interacted with all of the children during “Choice Time,”
“Out Time,” “Lunch Time,” and “Folder Work Time” which were the longest sections
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of the day. Grades 1 -6 were offered at the school and nearly every child stayed
the entire six years. This afforded long-term relationships between children and
teachers (as well as between children and other children).
Patricia Carini writes, “The person living and the person viewed through the
long passage of time, myself or another, each compound the mystery of being by
the interplay of opposites that compose the wholeness of each of our lives. This is
an interplay that leaves person and viewer caught in a never-reversing panoply of
variant images - no one of which is in itself true or false...” (Carini, 1979, p.4).
Indeed, the work involved in members of a community knowing each other well is
not simple. Spending several years with students at Price Farm School (in most
cases, at least six years), teachers saw “the wholeness of [students’] lives.”
Teachers seeing the “variant images” of their students over “the long passage of
time,” in a setting where we worked in dose association, led to warm friendships.
One former teacher at the school remembered how the school day always
began with a “cirde time” when children talked about activities and events from their
own lives, things that were on their minds, interesting them or concerning them.
Teachers fadlitated these conversations/discussions. This teacher said she always
felt that by beginning the day this way we were showing respect for the students as
our fellow humans. “We’re interested in what you’ve been doing, what’s happening
in your life... It’s not starting [the day] off with, ‘I’m the teacher and you must listen to
me.’ It was the children we began with - their points of view.” Teachers also
shared stories from their own lives and the student/teacher reciprocity was important
to friendship.
A teacher said, when asked to talk about the relationship between teachers
and children at the school, “The first word that comes to mind is friendship. It’s a very
personal relationship and it’s a very dose, loving relationship. I really felt like I got so
attached to each one of those children.”
An intern, though her time at the school was relatively short, felt this same
closeness and friendship with the students: “I definitely felt like I was a friend to
these children and they were a friend to me, not that there wasn’t an authority position
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that I was in because they did have a respect for that (at least by the end). There is
a real gentleness and caring for each other, knowing each other well, that had a big
role in the way it felt on both sides.”
One mother said, “The teacher was truly Galen’s friend, not buddy-buddy,
but I care about you.”
One boy, Alex, said,
It felt like a community. Everyone was friends. It wasn’t like a couple people
were friends and didn’t like a couple other people. Everyone really
respected each other. [I think it was ] partly [because of] the smallness of the
school and the amount of time we had to really interact, to get to know each
other and to get close. All day long, not doing a lot of busy work all by
yourself just sitting at a desk, but interacting - getting to know each other. With
so few pieople you’re really like a family - really dose...

Intimate: “suggesting informal warmth or privacy: of a very personal or private
nature” (Webster. 1965)
Informal warmth is the subject of an intern’s response when asked to speak
about the kinds of relationships she and the other teachers had with the Price Farm
School children:
There was no formality... When I think of my own experience in some
classrooms, I remember a sort of a shell, you know, the teacher was
stuck in that identity as a teacher rather than a person or a friend. And
there were teachers who broke out of that mold and they are the
teachers I really remember.
Teachers at Price Farm were warm and informal. They talked with the students
about student issues of a very personal or private nature. One of the girls I
interviewed spoke of the part her journal-writing played in her relationship with the
teacher. (Students wrote in journals and shared their writing with teachers every day.
This provided a personal and private forum for conversation between students and
teachers. Students knew their privacy would be respected.) This student, AnneSophie, spoke of a day when she was getting ready to graduate from the school
and move on to another school:
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I was getting more and more worried and I just needed someone to
tell this all to and it builds up and it builds up until you’re about to
explode. My black and white book [journal which was shared with
teachers] gave me a place. I wrote like three-four pages. I just spilled
out everything that was worrying me like about would they think I was
weird or would they not like me...it felt so nice to just tell everything and
it made me feel a lot better after writing it all down in my black and
white book. In my black and white book I’d like ask the teacher
questions I didn’t feel like I could say out loud.
So, journals, written by students and read and responded to by the teachers
offered a place for communication “of a very personal or private nature.”
Supporting children in communicating was prioritized by the teachers at the
school. Communicating emotions (often “of a very personal and private nature”)
was encouraged. An intern remembered, “There was a lot of stopping...there was
never not enough time to stop and talk about what was going on. It was modelled
for the kids, ways to express how they’re feeling. Somebody might be upset and
an adult would just calmly talk with them...”
A Price Farm graduate, Laura, recalled a time when a fellow student was
happy one minute and very angry the next. She remembered sitting with a teacher
and with this boy and telling the boy it made her feel scared when he got suddenly
angry. She said, “I was really surprised and really touched because he said, ‘Me,
too. It’s really scary for me, too.’ I thought that was really great, that he could say that.
We learned how to say stuff like that and really express our feelings.”
Research on the human brain underscores the importance of the ways in
which individuals communicate. We must recall from the work of neuroscience how
interconnected are the parts of the triune brain, how our emotions are linked to our
cognition. The Caines say that the emotional color of our communication depends
on how “real” and profound the support of teachers, administrators and students is
for each other” (Caine & Caine, 1991, pg. 90). Communicating in an informal
setting about things of a private and personal nature, was part of every day at Price
Farm School.
Finally, the physical environment at Price Farm School suggested “informal
warmth.” The school “looked more like a home than a school,” said one father, and
“I have to think that because they were coming into a home, it must have felt safer
and less intimidating...Intimacy. That’s what you get in someone’s home.”
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“Informal warmth” was what this parent experienced at the school. He said
that what he felt he heard when he entered the school was the words, “Come into
my home. Come into my heart.” A former intern said, “When I think back to
internship days and I think of the school, I think of it as always being sunny. I
remember feeling warm...very warm and very sunny (though it was pretty darn cold
at that end of the house).” There was warmth at the school, the kind of informal
warmth that can be created in a home.
All definitions from Webster for the word “intimate” apply to aspects of the
teacher-student relationships at Price Farm. It is not surprising that the majority of the
adult interviewees used the word in their interviews.

Trust and Independence
"The teacher leads you to the threshold of your own mlnd...For the vision of
one man lends not Its wings to another man.” (Kahili Gibran)

Trust, independence and intimacy are intertwined. In order to trust the
students and to offer them independence, teachers needed to have an intimate
understanding of them. Future research could address the issue of students’ trust in
teachers, but my data informed me about the feeling students had that teachers
trusted them. Therefore, I will discuss trust from that perspective.
Clara wrote an essay when she was in high school about feeling trusted at
Price Farm School. This essay is part of the school archive of children’s work. I
include it here to illustrate how students at Price Farm felt trusted by the teachers.
Teaching Forts and Responsibility
My elementary school years were filled with fun learning experiences.
I went to Price Farm School, a small school, grades One-Six. A
wonderful aspect of this school was that all of these grades were
grouped together and there were only ten-twenty kids in the group. In
this situation, the older children automatically aided the younger ones.
This taught the more developed children to take care of the littler ones,
and gave the older children the message that they were people who
could be trusted with the care of others. Older children learned to be
responsible by being given the opportunity to act that way.
I was more of a leader than a follower at Price Farm, even from the
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time I was little. I learned to be comfortable with responsibility daily
when I was looking out for the younger or less capable kids. One time
in particular when I learned a lot about responsibility was in sixth grade.
At Price Farm, there is a “Choice Time” each day, a time when
everyone chooses something to do for about an hour and a half
(though I always had the sense teachers stretched or shrank that
depending on how involved we were). The choices ranged from
cooking to drawing to making things out of recycled materials to
playing “house” to woodworking, etc. Some choices were set out by
the teachers. Others were made up by the children. Whatever the
choices were, they always related to things we kids were interested in
at the time. One day I decided it would be fantastic to build a fort at
“Choice Time.” A bunch of others liked the idea, too. So, we all
trudged out into the woods to find the perfect spot. The teacher
stayed inside to help the other kids with their choices, only
checking on us occasionally. The group of us ranged from sixth
graders to first graders. We carried our saws and hammers and nails
and drills. I took responsibility for the younger children by watching
over them and making sure they used the tools safely. I showed
them which trees were best for our fort and how to make the fort stay
up. I think it was very important that the teacher placed enough trust in
me to let me have this great experience. To this day, I am able to
reflect on my Price Farm years and remember how I learned about
responsibility.
The independence this student experienced and described is similar to the
independence experienced by the (earlier mentioned) treehouse-builder, Henry.
The teachers of these children understood their needs and abilities. They offered
curricular opportunities that allowed these students to act independently and to feel
trusted, that is, to feel competent and able to shoulder responsibility.
Research on the human brain indicates that our emotions influence our
learning. A high degree of self-esteem (experienced when one feels trusted)
supports our ability to learn. This principle underlay the teachers’ commitment to
supporting students’ independent learning. Additional tenets of the braincompatible educational model include the belief in the importance of challenge in an
educational setting. Clara and Henry were challenged by the opportunity for
independent thought and action. Finally, the teachers’ commitment to students
constructing their own learning provided philosophical scaffolding for the commitment
to independent work by students.
I include some of Henry’s words as he describes building the roof on the
treehouse because they provide a fine example of students (who are considered
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by the teachers to be developmental^ ready and prepared with appropriate skills)
being given the opportunity to be independent, to solve their own problems, in
their own ways. Henry said:
I thought it was really interesting how we got up to the frame [to put
the roof on]. We had no means of a ladder except for the one that
was permanently attached to the building and we didn’t want to rip that
off. So, after we put the frame up and nailed it all in place and made
sure it was secure, one of us grabbed on and started walking up the
tree. We grabbed onto a board on either side of the tree so as not to
put all of our weight onto one board and started walking our feet up the
tree. Once up there, we started laying boards on and finally we
covered the whole roof and we were still up there. This was our
biggest dilemma for the whole entire project. How do we get back
down once we’ve locked ourselves up on the roof? I don’t remember
exactly who came up with the idea that since we hadn’t put the
screens on yet we could lower ourselves down by one of the roofframe boards that stuck out...We could lower ourselves down right
through the window. I guess Zac went first. He’s like, ‘Yeah, if you’re
agile enough, you can do it.’
Looking out for younger or less able students as Clara did, solving problems
independently as both Clara and Henry did, and being away from the teacher to do
these things, are ways Price Farm teachers gave students the feeling that they were
trustworthy.
Another student remembered, at “Out Time,” “roaming the woods doing
whatever we wanted...going to a place one day and then a little farther the next ...the
teachers were there if we needed them but basically we were responsible for
ourselves.”
The trust and independence these students refer to was developed over
time. The students who, in fifth grade, built treehouses in the woods, had worked
alongside teachers making batiks with a hot iron, or embossing paper using a hot
light bulb, or chopping down a small tree to build a stockade, in their younger years.
I mention these activities to underscore the fact that students were trained to act
responsibly. Activities were not avoided because they were dangerous. Rather,
students were carefully overseen by adults and coached in participating safely in all
sorts of activities. This was an important part of supporting children in becoming
able to behave with caution when on their own.
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The system followed at “Folder Work Time” was integral to the development
of independence and trust. This was the section of the day given to the quiet,
reflective pursuits of writing and calculating. It was a time for students, for example, to
practice math facts or to rehearse conventional spellings.
At this time, each student was given a folder which contained two pieces of
paper with grids marked on them. These were called “Choice Sheets” (Appendix
H). Across the top of each paper were written the days of the week, MondayFriday. Along the left edge of the papers were written a series of academic task
categories. For example, Math Story Problems, Math Facts, Geoboard Work,
Cuisenaire Rod Work, and Telling Time Work, might be listed on the left edge of
one “Choice Sheet.” The other sheet which addressed language arts skills might
have Newspaper Article, Spelling, Letter to a Friend, Parts of Speech Practice, and
Punctuation, listed on the left-hand edge. Students were expected to choose from
the tasks each day and to make an “x” in the box on the “Choice Sheet” that
corresponded with the day of the week and the task they wanted to accomplish that
day. Each task category was to be chosen once each week.
“Choice Sheets” had different numbers and types of task categories on
them depending upon student needs and abilities. Some children were asked to
choose one math and one language arts task each day. Others chose two each day.
The tasks were custom-made to address skills individual children needed to work on
and often the tasks related to projects the children were working on, or activities of
other parts of the day. Once the children chose their tasks, they set to work on them.
Teachers observed the children working, called them aside for mini-lessons about
the tasks they had chosen, and had conferences with them about their finished work
each day in order to assess their growth and understanding, to help them over
learning hurdles, and to determine appropriate tasks for future task sheets.
“Folder Work Time” was a time to support children in mastering discrete
academic skills, but it was also a time to support students in developing productive
work habits. Making decisions (which task to do on Monday, for example) is a skill
children practiced during this time of day. Students’ choices related to their energy
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and interests, and required them to stop and think about these things each day. This
was part of the training to be independent learners that teachers consciously
provided.
Focusing on a task was another skill being practiced at “Folder Work Time.” A
teacher commented on the way children were “trained” to focus:
I’m sure some people are quite amazed by, in the Price Farm day,
how short a time had to be on reading and writing and math. But in
small, very focused times [the students] really can learn, as opposed
to large periods of the day that are unfocused and you’re supposed to
be getting your math sheet done or your writing done. In some
schools you’re training kids not to get things done over a large period
of time rather than [training them to] just hone in when it’s time to do an
assignment, and do it, you know, really work on it. They can develop
evasion tactics when they’re asked to be focused for too much of the
day. They get all kinds of skills avoiding doing whatever the task is.
That can be counter-productive. The time we would ask them to do
academic work in the afternoon was short enough [about 1 hour and a
half] that they could really be asked to be focused during that whole
amount of time.

Teachers set expectations for students to concentrate that were appropriate and
manageable for the students, to help them develop productive work habits. This
contributed to the “training” for independent work.
The students sat in assigned seats during “Folder Work Time.” (It was the
only time of day when they didn’t choose their work places.) A teacher
remembered, “We arranged the kids so ones who needed to be reminded [to
focus] by a tap to the page sat near us without any disciplinary comments pervading
the scene. Ones who could be much farther away and stay focused, they knew that
that’s why they were getting to sit farther away. In either case, finishing their tasks
was rewarded by extra time to read or to make a quiet choice.”
Teachers observed children closely throughout the day, and they observed
the students’ growth in the areas of making decisions, making sound judgments
about safety and social interactions, and engaging in productive work independently.
As the students progressed in these areas, they had the opportunity to experience
more and more independence. When the students were prepared, the teachers
stepped back and let them “fly.”
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When the third child of one Price Farm School family finished at the school,
her parents sent in a poem which they said “says...something of what we are
feeling...We have seen Price Farm School as a haven for all of [our family.]” This
poem and the song (a Price Farm favorite) which follows it, articulate the balance
between “holding” the children and giving them wings that characterized the teaching
at the school.
Of Havens, by May Sarton
Though we dream of an airy intimacy,
Open and free, yet sheltering as a nest
For passing bird, or mouse, or ardent bee,
Of love where life in all its forms can rest
As wind breathes in the leaves of a tree;
Though we dream of never having a wall against
All that must flow and pass, and cannot be caught,
An ever-welcoming self that is not fenced,
Yet we are tethered still to another thought:
The unsheltered cannot shelter, the exposed
Exposes others; the wide open door
Means nothing if it cannot be closed.
Those who create real havens are not free,
Hold fast, maintain, are rooted, dig deep wells;
Whatever haven human love may be,
There is no freedom without sheltering walls.
And when we imagine wings that come and go
What we see is a house and a wide-open window.
*

(Sarton, 1987, p.55)
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Price Farm School was that house for many families. It was a safe shelter but
the windows were wide open so that all could:
Be like a bird
Who, halting in her flight
On a limb too slight
Feels it give way beneath her
Yet sings, sings, knowing she has wings
Yet sings, sings, knowing she has wings
(song sung at Price Farm School, by unknown lyricist)
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to provide an in-depth, “thick” description of
Price Farm School, an independent, integrated day school. By interviewing the
members of the community of the Price Farm School, by exploring formal and
informal school documents, and by reviewing students’ schoolwork, I aimed to sort
out salient themes which could provide a “window” into understanding what was
distinctive about this school. The research provides, then, a picture of the school,
passed first through the filter of the participants’ lenses and then through my own
lens.
Undertaking this project was a very personal endeavor. I founded this
school and I directed it and taught there. It “lived” under my family’s roof for eighteen
years. When I was embroiled in Price Farm School, I gave little time to reflecting
formally on what the school was. In my role as one of the teachers, I reflected on
curriculum decisions and students’ growth and progress, and as director of the school,
I gave careful thought to decisions about allowing the school to grow, for instance.
But doing this research was the first time I considered what distinguished Price Farm
School from other schools, what qualities were its very own, what its place was (and
continues to be) in the larger educational context. In this chapter, I will present my
findings organized around my four main research questions:
What was Price Farm School’s ethos, culture and climate?
What were its guiding beliefs?
How did it emerge and evolve?
What was its educative value?
In doing this, I will discuss the major themes that emerged in this study, how
they are connected to each other, and how they relate to my research questions.
Though it has been a satisfying experience tying together the loose ends of
a period in my own professional life by writing about it, questions have arisen for me
that I never considered while I worked at the school. I’ve found myself thinking, for
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example, “What if we had had a board of directors, how would that have changed
the school?” “What if our school plays had been collaboratively directed, how would
the students have been differently affected?” I’m intrigued by the new ideas I’ve
considered, and were I still teaching at the school, I would continue in the constructivist
process of evolving as a teacher, and I would try out these ideas. I would develop
yet another data “bank” about the school.
Instead, the questions that arose for me suggest further research. When I
analyzed my vast collection of data, I thought about additional data that could inform
me about the new questions that arose for me. I found myself formulating (in my
mind) different questions for my interviewees, questions for them that would elicit
information in answer to my new questions. I found myself considering new data
resources (teachers who taught Price Farm students after they graduated, for
example). Alas, a researcher can only sift through a finite amount of data, and a
dissertation can only include a finite amount of information. I will include questions and
considerations that arose for me, in my recommendations for further research.
I am concerned and disappointed by many of the trends I see in the current
American educational system. Price Farm School provides antidotes to many of
these trends. The chapter ends with my concluding remarks on this subject.

The Findings
Price Farm School’s Ethos, Culture and Climate

In Chapter III, I explained that, for the purposes of this study, “ethos” refers
to the distinctive qualities and peculiarities of the school. One such quality that
emerged as a theme throughout the study was that of “starting from scratch.”
“Starting from scratch” is an age-old expression and the current title of a book
by Steven Levy (Levy, 1996). I borrow the expression here to refer to the
emphasis on the homemade, the handmade and the homegrown. These qualities
were evident in many aspects of the school.
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The school yard was described as a place with little purchased play
equipment The children created their own play structures from the logs and streams
and bushes around the school. The school was heated (by hand) with wood,
gathered by the teachers and students, and teachers fed the fires. The snacks
served at the school were homemade by the children, often from ingredients grown
in the school’s garden plot.
Much of the school’s curriculum derived from offerings from the natural world.
Maple sap is an example. It was gathered from the trees outside the school,
hauled in by the children, weighed and measured in math lessons, and boiled into
syrup for cooking projects to be served at “Snack Time.” Other curricula grew out of
students’ personal fascinations rather than from the ready-made curriculum in
textbooks or district curriculum. Most of the skill practice sheets in the students
“Folder Work” were handmade. The children were all engaged in handwork of one
sort or another (knitting, embroidery, etc.), and much of the curriculum centered
around building (forts, catamarans) or making things (paddle wheels) from scratch.
The atmosphere at the school was one of a workshop.
School gatherings included homegrown skits and musical performances by
the parents and students. The annual Twelfth Night party included dancing to live
music, that is music made by hand rather than recorded music. Snacks at these
gatherings were made by the students. The end-of-the-year celebration was
marked by the building of a bonfire made of sticks and fallen forest debris collected
by the students and teachers over the course of the year. (It could have been a
barbecue on a gas grill.) Gifts to parents and community members were usually
bouquets of lilacs or May baskets or cards and items the children made rather than
articles bought in a store.
The “made from scratch” quality in this school is striking for its pervasiveness.
It represents an anti-consumerism that, though never mentioned, was a strong part of
*

the school’s ethos. The warmth of human touch was a hallmark of the school.
Related to the emphasis on the handmade or homegrown is the next theme
which ran strongly throughout the data: the commitment to children at the center of
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education. Rather than beginning with a (commercially prepared by textbook or
teaching kit company) body of knowledge to be imparted to the students, the
education began with the children’s interests and development
I defined culture, for the purposes of this study, to be the way of life at the
school: the behaviors, skills and knowledge that were shared with and acquired from
others of the community. The culture at Price Farm School revolved around the
commitment to child-centered education. This meant that teachers didn’t arrive in
September with a curricular agenda. They drew this from the children. Teachers
didn’t present themselves as the holders of wisdom to be imparted to the students.
Rather, they frequently acted as coaches or facilitators who supported students in
developing skills to become independent learners and they, themselves,
experimented and “puzzled things ouf alongside students.
Teachers were learners at the school and students were teachers. Students
worked in multi-aged groupings so that older children served as instructors and
mentors for younger ones, and groups of students collaborated on projects.

When

teachers did instruct students it was most frequently done on a one-to-one basis and
focused on a student’s own work in progress or a problem s/he had encountered in a
project.

Problem-solving, whether moral dilemmas or academic problems, was a

skill given time and attention and the problems grew out of real-life situations in the
students own lives.
In keeping with the notion that education begins with the child and each child
was important to the community, there was an emphasis on students sharing their
points of view and honoring all perspectives. There is a sense throughout the data
that the entire (teachers, parents, students) community was committed to letting no
one “fall through the cracks.” Students commented on how they were all friends,
rather than being members of cliques or groups based on exclusion. They talked
about how expressing their emotions and hearing everyone’s point of view was
emphasized and how there was always time to stop everything and talk through a
conflict. These behaviors characterized the school and are significant aspects of its
culture.
The climate at the school could be described as one of relaxed alertness.
Though students were keenly involved in sometimes active and sometimes
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dangerous pursuits, there was a rhythm to the school day that was unrushed and
flexible. Just as there was always time to talk through a conflict, so was there time to
“drop everything and look at something that was incredible for as long as there was
interest in it,” commented one student. “The day just whooshed by...but there was
plenty of time to do whatever you needed,” said one teacher. This is in striking
contrast to the current cries from teachers about the pressure they feel about
squeezing in everything they’re expected to do in a school day.
All of the qualities described above could be reflected in any school setting.
They require neither large sums of money nor advanced technology. The driving
philosophy of a school must simply be one of caring for, trusting, and honoring each
and every individual person in the community, and giving teachers and children room
to explore, invent, think and discover. When these are the main considerations for a
school, issues of rushed days and pressure to score well on tests evaporates. With
these pressures released, students and teachers are free to enjoy learning together.
As we see in the words of the students, the teachers and the parents, Price Farm
School was a place where education was enjoyed.

Price Farm School’s Guiding Beliefs

The following are the philosophical beliefs that emerged from the data about
the school: Education is a developing of habits of mind to become a lifelong learner
and a citizen of the world who can be of use. It need not be compartmentalized into
subject areas. Traditional academic skill development can be woven into the study of
themes. Students leam by being actively involved in their work, and it is crucial to
offer curriculum that allows for the many varied passions, learning styles and
“intelligences” of the students. Education is not to be rushed. Students need time
to explore, to dig deeply into subject matters that interest them, to reflect on their
experiences, to observe the world closely, and to put their thoughts into words, for
this is how they make meaning.
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Emergence and Evolution of the School

Price Farm School was initially an answer to the needs of one person, myself.
I wanted to teach school and be a full-time mother. Much of the school’s evolution
was, likewise, in response to individual needs. When certain children wanted to
remain at the school though they’d grown too old for the current grades licensed,
paper work was done for the State Department of Education and new grades were
officially and legally added to the school.
The school’s guiding beliefs grew out of my instincts, though I couldn’t have
articulated many of them in the early years. It was often through conversations with
parents and interns that I came to understand what beliefs guided my actions. When
other teachers joined the staff, their actions and beliefs and our discussions inspired
shifts in the school’s culture and curriculum. When teaching interns from a nearby
teacher training program worked at the school, their ideas changed and enriched the
school. So, though it was my initial thrust that gave birth to this institution, there was
no dogged adherence to a belief system. Price Farm School was “constructed”
over time (and this process continues to this day).
This organic model supports teachers and students in being creative, in
seeing that their ideas are valuable and can affect change. A school that follows a
prescribed curriculum leaves no room for invention and discovery and “the having of
wonderful ideas,” to use the title words of a book by Eleanor Duckworth. *The
solution for the teacher is not to tailor narrow exercises for individual children [nor is it
to tailor exercises for groups of children whose differences are not acknowledged],
but rather to offer situations in which children at various levels, whatever their
intellectual structures, can come to know parts of the world in new ways” (Duckworth,
1996, p. 48). Any school could provide simple materials (inexpensive, found or
donated) such as the ones used at Price Farm School though the materials might
differ from one location to the next. Any school could allow children to develop plans
and to reach goals in their own ways. The simplicity of this model speaks volumes
for its possibility in any setting. Any school, no matter what its resources, location,
size, or political situation can build a curriculum that is related to the interests and
developments of the students and teachers.
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The Educative Value of Price Farm School
To get a true picture of the value of the Price Farm educational model, a future
study could look at the paths of the Price Farm students after they left the school.
The few I interviewed felt it had been an extremely positive influence in their lives
and, in the public school district of which Antrim, N.H. is a part, many of the Price
Farm students went on to become strong leaders and students of academic
excellence.
My data about post-Price Farm is not formal but it invites a powerful future
study. Teachers have often spoken to me about how they look forward to the new
Price Farm group each year. They refer to the eagerness for learning the students
demonstrate, their willingness to engage in discussion with teachers and other
students, the high quality standards they have for their work. One parent told of how
her two boys who attended Price Farm went on to schools where teachers called
them "students any teacher would dream of.” She said teachers commented
frequently throughout the post Price Farm years on how attentive and responsive
they were in class, how they “risked questions and ventured thoughts in classes in
ways no other students did.” Another parent spoke of the response teachers had
to his son who was said to be “thoughtful and considerate with an innate
understanding of how to work with a group to allow the best in each person to
emerge.”
Price Farm School was a true model of the “Integrated Day” approach to
teaching. Curriculum themes were explored through dozens of different activities
throughout all the parts of the school day. Many schools follow pieces of this model,
(integrating the study of language arts and social studies by studying a theme, for
example), but few follow it so completely. Many educators say they have read
about integrating curriculum but find it impossible to implement given the constraints
of their settings. This description, which brings the model alive through anecdotes
and the quoted words of the participants, may help some educators see
possibilities they hadn’t imagined. It may inspire teachers to observe their students
more closely to notice what things truly engage them. It is engaged students, like
Henry building a catamaran or, like Clara, writing a book about Merfolk, who
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experience the thrill of learning. The memory of the thrill of learning stays with a
student long after the specifics of curriculum agenda are forgotten. It is this memory
which must travel with students throughout their lives so that they seek continued
personal growth. It is the students who remember the excitement of learning who
are the engaged citizens of our world, the ones who think, create, can envision
change where needed, and have the personal strength and resources to act on their
own beliefs.
Recommendations for Further Research
A more complete study of Price Farm School would include interviews with all
of the students and staff who were involved there over the years. It would include
schoolwork from all of the students. Additionally, an outside researcher might elicit
responses from interviewees that were different (perhaps more honest) from the
ones I heard. S/he might see different salient themes emerging from the data.
Surveys to collect data might have invited more critical responses. I mention all of
these ideas as recommendations for further research.
A stronger implication from my study, however, is the need for further
research to discover the long term effects of Price Farm School. What are the current
activities, involvements, views, and attitudes of the graduates, and how do they feel
those are traceable to their time at the school? Formal data from post Price Farm
teachers to learn about how they perceived the students when they entered
schools after their years at Price Farm would be valuable in understanding the
educational impact the school had on its students. Interviews with teachers who
have taught many Price Farm graduates could provide data about qualities these
teachers have observed in many of them. School and work records of the
graduates would provide information about the long term effects of the Price Farm
School education.
%

The earliest Price Farm School graduates are now in their mid twenties. I am
still in touch with many of them. When I visit with them informally, they chat about
their memories of elementary school with amazing recall. Many have visited Price
Farm with current friends to share with them a place that they think “shaped” them.
These Price Farm graduates are a rich resource for a future study. One area for study
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that is strongly suggested to me is a study of memories. In my Human
Development class at a graduate school of education, I ask students to recall
childhood memories. I’ve noticed they remember far fewer elementary school
experiences than do the Price Farm graduates who visit me when they are adults.
It could be informative to study the numbers and kinds of memories the Price
Farmers hold. Brain research indicates that memory and cognition are connected to
emotion. If indeed Price Farm students remember more of their school experiences
than other students, what was the condition that supported that? How does having
strong memories of childhood affect future life? A reunion could be scheduled for
Price Farm graduates, and their reminiscing could be videotaped to “catch”
memories. A similar reunion could be scheduled for a public school class with a
similar videotaping. A comparison of numbers and kinds of memories could provide
striking data
There are implications for further research around questions about what the
school could have been, as opposed to what it was. The questions I mentioned
earlier that began with the words “What if suggest further research. What if we had
had a board of directors, how would that have changed the school? What if the
direction of the school play had been a collaborative effort, how would that have
affected students? What if we had established a partnership with a public school
classroom and initiated interactions between the two environments, what would have
been the benefits and costs? Research into these questions could be done at the
school now by making interventions and documenting the changes that occurred.
Price Farm School is not alone in providing an integrated day, brain
compatible education. Further research could include a look at other schools across
the country that purport to follow a similar model. How have these schools sustained
themselves in political climates like the present one?
Teacher education programs that espouse the principles of Price Farm
School experience the political pressures that attend the standardized curriculum and
high stakes testing movement. How do these programs adjust while upholding their
philosophical belief systems?
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Concluding Remarks
In this era of increasing emphasis on uniform teaching, standardized
curriculum, and teaching to the test, it is important for teachers’ voices to be heard. It
is especially important for teachers who are empowered by autonomy in their
teaching situations to be heard. I am a veteran elementary school teacher who,
along with the other teachers at my school, conducted my classes as I saw fit. We
were trusted by our parent community and by the state department of education to
choose our own teaching methods and assessment tools. We, in turn, trusted our
students to lead us into the study of curricular themes that fascinated them.
The educational model described here is one based on teacher autonomy. It
is only possible in an atmosphere of trust. It is my strong belief that, just as being
trusted enhances students’ self esteem and their learning, so it enhances teachers’
self esteem and learning. When the creativity and interpersonal dynamic of
developing a lesson alongside interested students is taken away and given to a
textbook company or to a testing service or to a prescribed school district curriculum,
teachers are not being trusted, and there is no incentive for them to watch their
students closely and to educate in response to what they see. There is no incentive
for them to continue to grow as professionals.
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APPENDIX A
CONSENT FOR VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
I volunteer to participate in this qualitative study and understand that
1.1 will be interviewed by Jane Miller using a guided interview format consisting
of 5-7 questions.
2. The questions I will be answering address my memories of Price Farm
School when I was either a student, a parent or a teacher there. I understand that
the primary purpose of this research is to provide information which will
be used in the writing of a description of the school which will emphasize the
meaning the school had/has for its participants and will answer the following
questions: a. What is Price Farm School, its guiding beliefs, culture and
climate? b. How did the school emerge? c. What is its educative value?
3. The interview will be tape recorded to facilitate analysis of the data.
4. My name will not be used, nor will I be identified in any way or at any time.
5. I may withdraw from all or part of this study at any time.
6. I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other
publication.
7. I understand that the results from this interview will be included in Jane
Miller's doctoral dissertation and may also be included in manuscripts
submitted for publication.
8. I am free to participate or not to participate without prejudice.
9. Because of the small number of participants, approximately fifteen, I
understand that there is some risk that I may be identified as a participant in this
study.

Date

Researcher's Signature

Participant's Signature

Date

Parent's Signature (for interviewees under age 18)

Date
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APPENDIX B
CONSENT FOR VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION

I volunteer to participate in this study and understand that:
1. Jane Miller will be studying schoolwork done by me when I attended Price
Farm School which I donated to an archive at the school.
2. My schoolwork will be used as data in this study. I understand that the
primary purpose of this research is to provide information which will be used in
the writing of a description of the school which will emphasize the meaning the
school has/had for its participants and will answer the following questions: a
What is Price Farm School, its guiding beliefs, culture and climate? b. How did
the school emerge? c. What is its educative value?
3. My name will not be used, nor will I be identified in any way at any time.
4. I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or otherr
publication.
5. Imay withdraw from part or all of this study at any time.
6. I understand that the results from this study will be included in Jane Miller’s
doctoral dissertation and may also be included in manuscripts submitted for
publication.
7. I am free to participate or not to participate without prejudice.
8. Because of the small number of participants, approximately fifteen, I
understand that there is some risk that I may be identified as a participant in this
study.

Researcher’s Signature

Date

Participant’s Signature

Date

Parent’s Signature (for participants under age 18).

Date
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PHOTOGRAPH

Galen, reading from Bugs to the “Littles"
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appendix f
photograph

Ben in the beekeeper’s suit
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APPENDIX G
HOMEWORK

Homework

' Assigned Monday

.Due Thursday
..•«, • * >

•

•

•

•

As you know, you Mill be having one homework assignment each week. It will
be assigned on Monday and due on Thursday. That gives you 3 attenvoon/evenings
to work on It, so U you have dance class or piano lessons or Chorus or sports or
whatever, you wont need to teel pressured. You'll need to think about your schedule
and plan your time. It there Is a really Important reason that you wont be able to bring
your completed homework In on Thursday some week, you should talk to me about It
by Tuesday so I can understand your situation. Otherwise, Thursday Is the day.
Some homework assignments will ask you to use a computer—If you have'
access to one. It the assignment doesn't say to use a computer, please do It by hand.
A main reason lor you to have homework Is to team how to plan your time. .
Another reason Is to give you practice using all the resources available to you to find
out ebout something that Interests you. Your parents ar* great (and convenient)
resources. Be sure to let them know that It Is wonderful tor them to be Involved In your
homework.
All of your homework assignments this year will Involve one topic—a topic of
interest to you personally. You will be asked to do research on this topic In many
•different ways: by reading and reporting Information, Interviewing art expert.making a
boar] game, etc. etc. All of your assignments will be saved and bound together In
June as a big book. Since this book will be tor others to read to team about your topic,
It wu: need to be very readable—your best work. The writing assignments wlli be done
In several drafts. (I'll explain that process when the time comes tor a writing
assignment.)
For now, you slmpiy need to be thinking about a topic—something that Interests
you and something you would like to learn about and something that It wouldn't be too
difficult to find books and other resources on. Please talk with your parents and 1 (lends
. to help you with coming up with Ideas...
On Thursday, come to school with 3toplc Ideas written on a paper. Well talk
about your Ideas and help you choose one from your three. Please bring your
assignment to school In your homework folder. It's a good habit because you'll need
to br'ng some final draft homework to school later on and you wont want to get It
• wrinkled.
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Have fun coming up with Ideas. Here are some from the past to give you an
idea of the sorts of things Price Farmers have chosen:
fire UghUng
mountains
France
the human body
Charlie Chaplin
Carnivores
survival
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FOLDER WORK “CHOICE SHEET
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